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HALIFAX REFORMATORY FOR JUVENILE
H1ALIFAX RLEFORMATOIRY FOIR JUVENILE
OFFENDERS.
Mr. TROMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
134) to amend an Act respecting a reformatory for certain
juvenile offenders iu the county of Halifax, lu the Pro.
vince of Nova Scotia.
Motion'agreed to. Bill read the second time.
OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON.
Mr. THOMPSON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
135) to amend an Act respecting offences against the
person. He said: This is a Bill which was passed in the
Senate for the Durpose of removing a doubt which has
existed, principally, I believe, in the Province of Ontario.
It has been held there that in the case of the desertion of a
wife by a husband the wife is not competent to testify
against the husband, and this Bill is to remove that doubt
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.
SUPPLY-CONSTITUTION OF THE SENATE.
Mr. MoLELAN moved that the House again resolve
itself into Committee of Supply.
Mr. M[LLS. I propose, Sir, to move an amendment as
to the desirability of amending the British North
America Act so far as it relates to the constitution of the
Senate. I think that the exporience we have had during
the past ten years shows that in that particular, at all
events, our constitution is seriously defective, and that the
purpose which a second Chamber was intended to serve in
our parliamentary system bas not been secured by the
Sonate as it is now constituted. It is not my intention to
detain the House at any length in the discussion of this
question, because I have no doubt we shall, at no distant
day, be called upon to consider the question at the hustings,
and whatever conclusion we may reach here to-day will not
be a final settlement of this very important question. My first
objection to the Sonate as at present constituted, is, that it
is inconsistent with the federal principle ofgovernment with
which we have set out. In the preamble of the British North
America Act we declare that we organise our union on
a federal basis, and we provide in our constitution for
the appointment of a second Chamber, to protect in some
degree the interest and the authority of the various Provinces and their powers against encroachment. At the
same time we do n ot allow the Provinces in any way to exorcise any control over the appointment of the second Chamber,
but we provide that it shall be appointed by Her Majesty's
representative upon the advice of the responsible Ministers
of the day; and while we make that provision, we practically appoint the Senate without reference to the views
that may be entertained, or the interests that may require
to be guarded, on the part of any of the Provinces of the
Dominion. Our Sonate as constituted is not consistent
with any recognised principle in any well-considered systom
of parliamentary government. A Sonate, if it is to protect
or guard Provincial rights or Provincial interests, should in
some way be controlled by the Provinces. If it is to be
simply an ordinary national institution, there ought not
to be any Provincial control over the appointment of
Senators, and there ought not to be any limitation as to the
number of Senators; but when we declare that there shall
be a fixed number of Senators from the respective Provinces, who shall be residents of the same, it is clear that
we are recognising the Sonate as in some way a protector
of Provincial rights and Provincial interests; and yet it is
quite possible that the Administration which enjoys thei
confidence of this House , as a whole, may not bei
possessed of the confidence of the majority of the1
representatives of aiH the Provinces. Now, Sir, we4
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remember very well that in 1867, at the first meeting of Parliament held after the Union, the Province of
Nova Scotia sent here but one member supporting the
Administration; and the Senators who were to protect the
interests of that Province were appointed by a Government
which enjoyed the confidence of only one representative out
of the nineteen from the Province. It is, I think, clear
that in this particular the Senate is not in harmony with
the federal principle of our constitution. There are, no
doubt, other features of the constitution which are a depar.
ture from the general principle on which it is based. There
is the provision with regard to property and civil rights.
It is within the power of the Locai Legislatures to give
their assent to legislation on those subjects by this House,
and thus practically to transfer their power to this Parliament; but so widely at variance with the federal principle
of Government has that provision of our constitution been
regarded, that it has never been acted upon, and, in fact,
it is a dead letter Then, there is the power of veto
which is given to the Federal Government over Acts which
lie wholly bevond its province, and within the exclusive
province of the Local Legislatures. It never was intended
that that power should be exercised by the Federal Gov.
ernment, except to disallow Acts wbich are ukra vires of
the Local Legislatures. But there is no such limitation
laid down in the British North America Act, and it is plain,
from our experience, that in every instance in which the
federal principle has been departed from, mischievous consequences have been the result. And our experience with
reference to the constitution of the Senate shows that it is
not an efficient second Chamber-that while it may offer no
serious obstacle to the conduct of public affairs, so long as
those who are in political sympathy with the majority of
that body control their administration-yet, if there was
a change of Government, and the administration of
public affairs should pass into the hands of those not in political accord with the Senate, it is plain, I think, that we should
have a deadlock in our legislation and our administration.
In fact, in the Senate, as at present constituted, there are no
means of adjusting it to the public opinion of the country.
In England, if the flouse of Lords puts itself in opposition
to the views of the majority of the House of Commons, it is
in the power of the Executive to increase the number of
Peers until the second Chamber is brought in harmony with
the first. It is a common saying that under the English
constitution you have a system of mutual checks and guarantees. The arbitrary power of the Crown is checked by
the power of making or controlling money appropriations
in the House of Commons; the arbitrary power in the
House of Commons ise controlled by the power of dissolution vested in the Crown; and the arbitrary power
of obstruction, in the House of Lords, is controlled by the
power of creating new Peers. In fact, the existence of that
power renders its exorcise almost altogether unnecessary:
here is no such check in our constitutional system; there
is no means of bringing the Senate into harmony with the
flouse of Commons or with the settled opinion of the country.
We know, looking at what bas already transpired,
that the ordinary life of the Senate is twenty years,
while the ordinary life of the House of Commons is
but three years; so that it would require half a
generation to bring the second Chamber into harmony with
the first. This is an age of very great change and very
rapid progress, and it is clear that the Senate, as at present
constituted, would provoke a revolution in this country if
it were to exorcise its power, as it undoubtedly could exercise it, in seriously opposing the wishes of the majority of
the House of Commons and the views of the country. It
seems to me that it is very important we should seek to make
such changes in the constitution of the second Chamber as
will bring it more under the immediate control of the public
opinion of the country. There are many ways in which
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this might be done. In fact, if we were to seek to frame sane extent as the more popular Chamber. We know this
a system which would embrace a second Chamber that is the exporience ofthe United States. We know that, under
would be, in the sinallest degree possible, beneficial, I do the constitution of the United States, the Sonate, while it
not think a system botter calculated to accomplish bas resisted those short-lived popu lar impulses which have
the object could be devised than the one which already sometimes moved the House to action, bas, nevertheless,
exists. Why, there is no motive to action on the part of been under the control of public opinion. Where the pubthe second Chamber. There is no useful purpose that a lic have had time to reflect, and where they adhere to their
second Chamber may serve which the second Chamber in conclusions, upon an important question of public policy,
this country bas served. I believe it is a fact that the gen- the Sonate of the United States ropresonts the opinion of
tlemen who compose the Sonate are infinitely more inter- the country upon such questions quite as decidedly as do
ested in occupying what is called the Senators' gallery the mombers of the House of Reprosentatives; but this
in this Cbamber, than in occupying the seats which cannot b said of our Senate. We supposed the Senate
belong to them, in the discharge of their duties, in would stand up for popular interests, especially where
the second Chamber. That is an unfortunate condition moral considerations were wholly upon that side of the
of things. There is a score of useful enquiries conducted question. Yet have the Sonate done 80 in any important
almost every year by Committees of the House of Lords, public question? fHow did the Senate act upon the subnot one of which is undertaken by the second Chamber ject of the gerrymander ? Why, the hon. gentleman himbore. There are many and important duties that the self, who was leading this House in 1872, laid down an imsecond Chamber might undertake. Valuable information portant rule of public policy, and that rule was assented to
that might be collected, important conclusions that might by this side of the louse; there was no difference of opinbe reached, and which would greatly facilitate Parliament ion with regard to it. T ho hon. gentleman said it would
in the discharge of its legislative functions, and the Gov- be wholly contrary to his opinion of what was right and
ernment in the discharge of its administrative duties, which expedient to undertake to form a eonstituency out of parts
are wholly unattended to, because this House is far too of different counties. The people were in the habit, ho
busy, in the discharge of the duties that already devolve said, of acting together in their agricultural meetings, in
upon it, to undertake them, and because the Sonate has no their municipal meetings, in thoir political meetings, and in
intention or inclination to undertake them. The Sonate meetings for judicial and other purposes. That a man someis in no way amenable to public opinion; it is not con- times entered into the township or village council, ho
trolled by the intelligent public opinion of the country, became a leading and influential man, ho became known to
and the majority of the Senators are best pleased when bis people and enjoyed their confidence, and rose from the
they find they have little or nothing to do. In fact, they township council to the county council, and from the
adjourn from tme to time because they claim they have county council to Parliament; and yet, if you take off the
nothing to do, and yet there are many very important townbhip in which ho resided and put it into a county to
and highly useful enquiries which might be undertaken, which ho was a stranger, you will destroy his opportunities
but which are wholly neglected by that body. We know of promotion and of public service, those opportunities
that there is a tendency in every legislative body to extend of public service which those who knew and trusted
its authority beyond the constitutional boundary. Thore is him would permit him to exorcise ; and yet we find
a disposition in men in every sphere of life to arro- the hon, gentleman, for the purpose of securing a party
gate to themselves a greater amount of authority advantage, ton years later, wholly abandoning that position
than is actually necessary in the discharge of the and taking.up a wholly different lino. There was an
duties assigned to them. This Parliament is, perhaps, no opportunity for the Sonate to stand by a well-settled prinexception to this rule; and the very notion of giving to the ciple and an accepted doctrine, a principle of right and
Provinces representation in the Sonate Chambcr, as Prov. justice, of fuir play and political decency, and to maininces, in theory at least, was intended to make the Senators tain it againet tho views of a simple mechanical
the special guardians of Provincial rights and interests. But majority in this louse, the views of a majority who
on what occasion bas the Sonate ever corne to the rescue of were looking to their own interests and not to the
the Provinces ? On what occasion has it upheld the author- general well-being of the country. We know that the bon.
ity of the Provinces against parliamentary or ministerial gentleman who leads the Government bas always favored a
encroachment ? We know what bas been done in the way of legislative union. le declared himself in favor of that at
disallowing Provincial railway charters and of intorfering the inception of our federal system. He doclared himself
with measures which are specially under the control of the as preferring a legislative union at the very time that the
Local Legislatures,as,for instance, the Streams Bill; we know Quebec resolutions were under discussion in the old Canadian
that the Government, in many cases, have arbitrarily gone Parliament. The bon. gentleman bas done so on more than
beyond their proper constitutional sphere by interfering one occasion since. Yet I apprebend that there are certain
with the duties devolving on another Legislature, and for important reasons why our foderal system should be fairly
which another tdovernment is responsible to the people of carried out, and, in order to fairly carry it out, it is imthe Province, and yet, so far as I know, there bas not been portant that the constitution of the Sonate should be
a single instance in which the Sonate has remonstrated or changed, and the Sonate made amenable to publie
undertaken to protect the interests of the Provinces of which, opinion, and subjected to popular control. The posiit was supposed, whenour constitutional system was adopted tion of the Sonate at the present time is one that is
Those hon. gentlemen
the Senators would be the special guardians. It requires no very far from satisfactory.
examination in detail of the work done by the Sonate to say are not under the control of publie opinion ; they are not
that it bas altogether failed in its duties in this particular; it called upon to pay any regard to popular wishes or popular
requires no examination in detail of the work that bas been prejudices. They are not in a position to acquire that
done by the Sonate to show that it bas not performed any knowledge of publie questions which belongs to mombers
of the important duties which specially belong to it. The of this House. I think it may be laid down as a sound
work which we supposed it would bave done, it bas lef t political axiom that, in order that men may be in accord
undone; and many of the things which it bas done, are things with the country, and in order that they may rightly apprewhich it would have been botter, in the public interest, to bond the spirit and tendency of the day to which they
have left undone. Then we supposed the Sonate would belong, they must in some degree be dependent upon their
represent ho settled, rogressive opinions of the countr. fellow-men throughout the country. W. know, if we look
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ning of this century, the great progress that bas been
made politically, materially and socially, by the people of
the Tnited Kingdom, has been made in spite of the prejudices and the opposition of the more cultured, the botter
informed, and more wealthy classes. The movement of
society has been from beneath and not from above. The
intellectual -light of the superior classes bas not been
that by which the progress of the nation has been guided.
We know that, in order that mon may fairly represent the
community, it is necessary that they should be a portion of
the community, they should not stand apart, they should
not stand aloof, they should not be an isolated or separate
class, having no points of contact with the public
at large. The House of Lords, no doubt, is far botter
informed, far more enlightened, far more cultured in the
aggregate, than the masses of the people of the United
Kiingdom; and yet the masses of the people of the United
Kingdom, for the past seventy-five years-the majority of
them, at least-have been right, and the majority of the
House of Lords bas been wrong. There can h no doubt
of that. So that, in order that a body may bo a useful
body, in order that it may reflect public opinion, in order
that it may be in sympathy with the age, in order that it
may legislate in harmony with the requirements of the
country, it is necessary that it should bo an integral part of
the country, and this you do not have in a Sonate, a nominated body, the members of which receive their appoint.
monts from the Ministers of the Crown, and receive them
for life. I dare say, even if we were to give the bon. gentleman the power of naming a House of Commons,
he might find, perhaps, a larger number of highly cultured
and intelligent men to compose the House than those who
compose it at this moment, but ho could not constitute a
more influential body, ho could not thus create a body which
would have as much influence with the public, a body in
whose deliberations and discussions the people would take
the same interest; and precisely so it is with regard to
the constitution of the Senate. In the constitution of a
second Chamber, it is important that all classes of the
community should be represented; in fact, it should
be the community itself in miniature, and, if it is
defective in this respect, I do not care how intelligent
the members may be, I do not care how assiduous
they might be in the discharge of their duties, and
we know they have not been that in the Senate as
now constituted, the public would take very little interest
in what they do. Every man in public life looks at the
public questions that come before him, in a great degree,
from bis own standpoint; ho does not take an exhaustive
view, he does not consider the question from every possible
p oint of view ; it is, in the nature of things, impossible for
him to do so ; human capacity is limited, and the result is
that he succeeds in interesting in the views which he expresses and the opinions which ho entertains, but a fraction
of the community. Now, in order that we may have a
second Chamber fairly representing the opinions of
the country, capable of holding in check this flouse when
it is wrong, capable of co-operating with it when it isright,
capable of preventing mischief, and cap 3 ble of defending
that which is in the public interest, it is necessary that
such a Chamber should enjoy the confidence of, and stand in
sympathy with, the great mass of the population of the
country. In order that this may be done, it is necessary
that the Chamber should emanate from the people themoelves, and feel its responsibility to them. Ido not
propose that a second Chamber should be created as a
rival to this House, and if you limit its numbers there is no
danger of its being so. 1 say that one important thing to
give a legislative bgdy a very considerable influence in the
country, is, that it should be a pretty numerous body. A
second Ohamber, in order to become a rival to this House,
-weld havaoto be siawge body. I do not propose thatwe
Mr. MILLs.
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should create a second Ohamber that is anything like as
numerous as this House. I believe that half the numbers of
those who now compose the Sonate would be large enough.
A Chamber in which you would return from Ontario
balf the present number of Senators, that is, twelve;
twelve from the Province of Quebec, twelve from the Maritime Provinces, and a proportionate number from the
other Provinces to the west, would be a second' Chamber
capable of discharging those duties which it is important
that a second House should discharge. It has been
weIl observed by Mr. Mill, in his work on Representative
Government, that one House, whore the powers it possesses
are large and embrace a great number and variety of important subjects, can never well be entrusted with parliamentary authority. It has no second body to consuit, it
feels under no restraint, and the tendency is to use arbitrarily the power which belongs to the majority. Now,
Sir, that is one of the evils we have experienced in this
Parliament, and which has been exhibited during the past
seven or eight years, and it is due to the fact that, so far as
the present Administration is concerned, we are without a
second Chamber. The Senate has taken a long holiday. It
has donc nothing. Why, the vast majority of those who occasionally, by fits and starts, sit elsewhere, when it suits
their purpose, have been appointed by the hon. gentleman ; they know that they owe their positions to
him. As an eminent Irish statesman and jurist once
said of the Irish peers, "they are the sheep of his
pasture." It is he who has made them, and not they
themselves. They feel that if they were not to-day precisely
as he desires, they would be ungrateful, and they would be
exhibiting the absence of some of those qualities of mind
that do most to dignily human nature. So the hon. gentleman has the Sonate in his keeping, and if the lon.
gentleman were ont of office and was sitting on this side of
the House, the Senate, which at present is wholly useless,
under those circumstances would become mischievous, and
if it were not mischievous it would be owing to the hon.
gentleman's forbearance. Practically, as the Senate is at
present constituted, in case a Reform Administration were
in power, we have a body which would place the power of
veto in the hands of the minority ofthe House ofOCommons,
that is to say, entirely in the hands of the hon, gentleman
for the next ton years to come. Now I say that is an
intolerable condition of things. I need only state that fact to
show that the present system ought not to be perpetuated,
that it ought to be changed at the earliest possible moment.
Sir, I am not going to detain the louse unnecessarily in
the discussion of this question.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Ilear, hear.
Mr. MILLS. I know those hon. gentlemen who have
given their minds no trouble, who have never thought
upon the subject of our constitutional system, who are quite
content if the Government will give means for building a
dock or a harbor in their county, and thus enable them to
come back again-I know they will listen with impatience
to any discussion of this sort. They think matters as
they now stand are well enough, and they would like to
let that well enough alone. But I believe the majority of
us-the whole of this side, and I trust the.majority in the
country, are inclined to take a different view. They regard
the second Chamber, as it is now constituted, as a nuisance
which ought to be abated. They regard it as a wholly
unnecessary element in our constitutional system; they
regard it as a dead shoot that ought to be eliminated.
Sir, I think that a second Chamber is necessary. I think
the events that have transpired in this Hlouse for the past
six and seven years show that a second Chamber is nocessary. I think that arbitrary and uncontrolled power ought
not to be in the hands of any party or any man, and it-is
because I think so, that I am in favor of changing the conetitution of the Senate. I will therefore move:
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is Inconsistent with the Federal principle in our system of Government,
it makes that body independent of the people an d the0rown, and is
in other material respecte defective, and that appropriate steps should
be taken to secure such amendments of the British North America Act
au to make the Senate directly responsible to the people in the several
Provinces of the Dominion.
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draw their inspiration and their constitutional principles
from the example of the Mother Country, from the constitution of the Mother Country, from the constitutionof Great
Britain and Ireland, and they do not draw them from the
United States. The hon. gentleman objecta very much to
the Upper louse, on the ground that they are useles. If
they are useless it eau do no harm. What complaint, then,
eau there be against the fHouse of Lords if they do no
harm ? There is no principle of government in which
civilised countries which desire to have a constitution,
more fixed than that where a country has an established
constitution ; there must be a wrong shown before there
should be any alteration made in that constitution. If
every person chose to theorise as does the hon. gentleman,
to say that this will be botter in my opinion, and that will
be botter in my opinion, bore a little and there a little,
there would be no finality, there would be no fixity of the
constitution. Our constitution is a good one as it is and it
is satisfactory for all purposes; the country is going on
well; the laws passed by this House are good laws and are
not objected to by the other House; the country is develop.
ing very rapidly. And why this uneasminess to alter the
constitution ?
Mr. MILLS. Why did you alter it last year ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
The hon. gentleman
says the Upper House is at my beck and under my oontrol.
Mr. MILLS. Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, how are they under
my bock and under my control ? I am here holding my present position as having the confidence of a mijority of the
House.
Mr. HESSON. And the confidence of the people.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA[LD. I propose to say but a
very few words in answer to the speech of the hon. gentleman. It is quite evident, from the time it is proposed, and
the manner of its proposition, that the hon. gentleman doos
not expect, could not expect, and knows, that there can be
no satisfactory or full discussion of this question in this
Chamber during the present Session. If the hon. gentleman really desired to have a full discussion, a full deliberation, and to get the opinion of this House as represontatives
of the people, as to the constitution of the Sonate, he would
have moved it after due notice, ho would have moved it
early in the Session, he would have moved it so that it
could be disoussed as a substantive proposition But every.
one knows that not only the hon. gentleman, but other hon.
gentlemen on the other side, are desirous of airing their
opinions in order that they may go to the eountry. It is
quite evident that the hon. gentlemen opposite have an uneasy suspicion that there is going to be an immediate dissolution, an immediate election, and tney are exceedingly
anxious, and they are very muchà afraid.
Some hon. MEMBERS, No, xno.
Mr. EDGAR. Come on.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am bound to believe
that the hon. gentlemen are notj afraid of it, still, they are
preparing for it; and the hon.j gentleman has aired this
subject at the eleventh hour of this Session, not for the
purpose of any man, woman or child being able to make up
their mind on the proposition, but simply as a little kite
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman says
or balloon thrown up for the public to look at. This is I have the confidence of the country too. I believe the
one of the great questions, amonig many other great quos- majority in the House truly reprosent the feelings, wishos
tions, brought up during this Session for consideration at and opinions of the majority of the people in the Dominion.
the polls. The hon. gentlemai n stated in his resolution, The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) objects that the
.and in the beginning of his speec h, that the constitution of Upper House, during the time I have been hero enj>ying
the Senate was contrary to the federal principle ot our the confidence of a majority of this ILouse, did not oppose
constitution, Weil, we have g,ot the federal principle, the feeling, and wishes of a maj>rity of this louse,
certainly. Every Province has given contributicns of its and therefore oppose the feelings, wishes and opinions
own, given power of its own, and , Mr. Speaker, quoad the of the majority of the people thomseolves. They are in
Dominion Government, the princ iple on which this Parlia- harmony with this House; this House isi in harmony
ment was formed, and the Execi utive is formed, and the with the people. And what objection can there be to
powers of the Crown is administ ered, is not on the federal that ? Does the hon. gentleman want to have one flouse
principle, but on the principle of the British constitution, set against the other ? The hon. gentleman, as a Liberal,
and it is so declared in the preaLmble of the British North as an extreme Reformer, objects because the Upper House
agrees with the wishes and feelings of the- majority of the
America Act, which says:
" Whereas the Provinces of Canada, Nfova Scotia and New Brunswik---people. The Reformers in England attack the Houseof
have expressed their desire to be fedEerally united in one Dominion Lords bcause the majority is opposud to the opinions of
Under the Crown of the United Kingdomn of Great Britain and Ireland, the majority of the peo pie. I believo in the case of the
with a constitution similar to that of thEe United Kingdom."
House of Lords, noeLiberal Government, except in very
Not any other 'principle, not th e principle stated by the special cases, has found any difficulty in getting on with
hon. gentleman, but "with a con stitution similar in prin- that body.
ciple to that of the United Kingd om." Well, Mr. Speaker,
Mr. MILLS. The Government have power to inurems
we have the British constitution, so far as the Senate is the number.
conoerned, and the Executive is concerned; and on the
other side of the line there is anotther constitution, a very
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This haq been the expegood constitution, a noble constituation, Mr. Speaker; but it rience of Mr. Gladstone. The hon. gentleman knows, and
is not our constitution, it is not the British constitution. this House knows, that for very many years Mr. Gladsbone,
They are both good, they are bot]h excellent in their way, bas been at the head of the Liberal Administration;lthat
but we must have one, or we must t have the other, it appears the Conservative Administrations in England have been few
and short-lived; that really England has, over since the
to me.
Reform Bill was passed, exeopt during six or seven years,
Mr. MILLS. No.
or perhaps a little more, been governed by a series of
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We cannot have herma- Liberal Administrations. And yet those Liberal Goverphrodite.
ments have hithexto found no difficulty in governing the
country, and in those few cases in which the House of
MRr. MILLS. That is what we have got,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We must have one or Lords has differed from the House of Oommons5 in which
the other. Tho:majrity of the people of th"-)ominion they hav. shmwmthoir indepoendene ofpinoi.e whenever
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a measure, after once passing the House of Commons, and
after being rejected by the House of Lords, was again sent
to the Upper flouse, tho louse of Lords have never, after
ascertaining that the Bill was in accordance with the wishes
of the people, I do not remember now an instance, rejected
the measure on its second return in a subsequent Session.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How about marriage
with a deceased wife's sister Bill? They have rejected
that, I think, several times.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a question of
morals. Under our constitution we have responsible government. Do we wish to surrender responsible government ? Do we wish to adopt the American system so far as
that is concerned ? If the hon. gentleman wishes to adopt
the American constitution then I can quite understand a
second Chamber being constituted with powers equal to those
of the Senate of the United States. Surely we represent the
people, surely as representatives of the people we ought to
have the initiatory power on most subjects of legislation ;
and so long as we have responsible government this flouse
can at any moment, as representing the people, dismiss the
Miniaters, and consequently obtain other Miisters more
fully representing the opinions and wishes of the people to
take their places. But if the Upper House is to be altered
according to the American system and be elected by the
people, as members to this House are, tbey must have the
same powers ; and substantially the Senate of the United
States at this moment has the same power as the House of
Representatives, and is a portion of the executive, and is
undoubtedly more powerful than the House of Lords.
Indeed, the House of Representatives is a comparatively
unimportant body in comparison with the Senate of the
United States. Do we wish to diiminish our position and
authority, to alter the principle that Ministers must be
responsible to this House and not to the other, and have a
check in the shape of another branch of the Legislature
claiming in the same way as we do have a right to claim to
represent the wishes of the people. Although in imitation of the British constitution, all matters connected
with the expenditure of money must initiate in the House of
Commons, the Sonate can amend our money Bills ; they
can destroy them in fact, and they do use that power without any hesitation. Do we want to adopt thut principle and
that system ? You cannot avoid this dilemma : If you
wish to adopt an elective Senate, no matter what may be
the process of election, you must give them the same power
as this House possesses, they will claim it, they will take it,
and you cannot resist it. Therefore you cannot have
responsible government and have any government that
will last any time, if the Ministers must be responsible to
this Chamber, and at the same time responsible to the other
Chamber, You cannot have the two.
Mr. MILLS. How was it from 1854 to 1867 in Old
Canada. There were two elective bodies.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The experiment was so
unsuccessful that the leader of the hon. gentleman's own
party, the Hon. George Brown, voted for the abolition of
the elective Senate and favored the nominative system. It
has lasted ever since.
Mr. MILLS. The Hon. George Brown never favored an
elective second Chamber. He opposed it at the time.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know he was always
opposed to it, and a majority of the representatives of the
people found for once that the Hon. George Brown was right,
and that Chamber, after having been tried for two Parliaments, was found to be so utterly unworkable that with his
consent it was abolished. More than that, the Hon. George
Brown was one of the founders of the present constitutionone of those who worked very diligently, very zealously
Mr. MILLs.
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and with great ability in-the direction of this constitution of
1867;-and it was a fixed principle with him, in the settlement
of this constitution, that an elective Upper House should be
done away with, and that we should return to the old system
in which we should have a Chamber, not controlling this
House, but acting as a court of supervision, acting very
much as the House of Lords does in England-acting and
protecting people from the chance of surprise. I must say,
with all due deference to the opinion of the hon. gentleman
that I think the Sonate has performed its functions well, has
performed them not in a partisan sense. The hon.gentleman
says that the majority are of one way ofthinking. Well, that
is so, I believe. But when hon. gentlemen opposite were in
the Government, although they found a difference of opinion
in two or three cases, I think the main current of the
administration of the laws, the current of the legislation
under the guidance of my hon. friend for East York (Kr.
Mackenzie) was not impeded or obstructed in any way by
the Sonate. They acted, I think, with that prudence, that
discretion and that absence of violent partisanship which
should be maintained and should obtain in a second body of
that kind. I shall not occupy the time of the House any
longer. I can only say, however, that there is no cry in the
country for an alteration of the constitution. We do not
hear of any petitions; we do not see any petitions. We have a
great many political meetings through the country. We
have political speeches, and perhaps, now that the hon.
gentleman has set the ball rolling, for the next few months
we may have the Senate aired, and the speech of the hon.
gentleman will be the text from which his friends will
preach, But we have had no real feeling in any part of
the country in favor of an alteration-of the constitution. I
do not know that it was mentioned at any one of the
speeches during the contest of 1882. I do not think
it was made a matter of party conflict -in 1878.
I do not think it was made a question of discussion
in 1874. I do not think the question of the Senate was
brought up as a matter upon which the parties fonght, or
upon which there was any difference of opinion, in any of
those elections. To.day the hon. gentleman broaches it.
He has always been a theoriser. He has studied constitutional questions; he las studied them well, as I have
always said and admitted; but the whole tendency of his
mind is to theorise and philosophise, but not, I think, in
such a way as to lead to any practical legislation or any
practical conclusion. An hon. friend has just handed me
the exact words of Mr. Brown on the question to which I
have just been alluding. He said:
."1 have always held that two elective Ohamber3 are inconsistent
with the right working of the British constitution."

I, for one, am not content to alter our constitution, so far as

it assimilates to the British constitution.
Mr. MILLS. You denied that, and resisted it in 1854.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I know. In 1854
an elective Upper House was carried; an elective Upper
House was thrown on the country. But there was a strong
feeling in both Canadas, and certainly in French Canada,
at that time in favor of an elective Upper House. It is not
so now. There is no feeling expressed there, there is no
feeling known or heard of in favor of such a change in the
constitution as the hon. gentleman desires by this resolution. And although there was a great feeling in favor of an
elective Senate, and although it was made the programme
of the party in Lower Canada headed by Mr. Morin, the
same representatives of the people from Quebec and from
Upper Canada that voted originally in favor of an elective
Upper House, almost unanimously-unanimously, I believe, so far as Lower Canada was concerned-voted for
the abolition of an elective Chamber, and for the substitution of peers for life, which our. senators really are. I
would only say in conclusion that the hon. gentleman
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while making this his political moVe will not, I think, gain
anything by it. The object is so clear and unmistakeable
that the country will see that the hon. gentleman did not
hope, expect, or desire, that there should be a full considera.
tion, a full discussion, of the great question, the enormous
question, of asking the Imperiai Parliament to alter our
constitution on such an important point. The hon. gentleman has chosen by his motion and by the manner in
which ho dealt with the subject that ho does not wish or
desire to have the opinion of this House ; ho merely wishes
to throw it in the baldest way before the people. The
people will nnderstand that, and I am quite satisfied that
at the polls they will express the opinion that they would
rather have a constitution according to the constitution of our
forefathers than to have an American constitution foisted
upon us, and have an alteration in the constitution without
any wrong, or injury, or grievance, or prejudice to the
development of the future of this country by keeping
it as it is.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. gentleman who bas
just taken lis seat states that this is an inopportune time
to introduce a resolution of this kind. Those who have
been in Parliament during the last few days will have
noticed that that is the exception he ha9 taken to other
motions made on this side. The fact is that we would
almost despair of finding a proper time to introduce certain
motions that we feel it our duty to introduce. Now, what
argument has the hon. gentleman advanced to prove that
this motion is not brought forward at the proper time ? Is
it because the Session is, as ho supposes, so near at an end ?
if so, I might reply by the argument which ho used last
year. When the hon. gentleman introduced the Franchise
Bill at a late period of the Session, and when we pointed
out that it was a measure which would require a whole
Session to discuss it, he replied: Well, what is the necessity
for the lonse coming to a close ? Why not discuss it; we
can remain bere and discuss it? Wel1, certainly, we are in
the same position bore to-day. The hon. gentleman cannot
shelter himself behind a pretence of that kind. Parliament
bas not to be prorogued on a particular day, and we are
bere ready for a full, free, and exhaustive discussion
upon the subject, if hon. gentlemen opposite are likewise prepared. Then the objection is raised that
it is introduced as an amendment to Supply. It
is true, on certain questions, a motion introduced in
amendment to the motion to go into Committee of Supply
might not receive the favorable consideration of the flouse,
because it cannot be amended; but that argument fails in
the present case, for this reason: Suppose the motion was
introduced as a substantive motion susceptible of amendment, the question would be before us in all its length and
breadth. This is a plain question. The hon. member for
Bothwell asks the ouse to vote that it is desirable to have
a change in the constitution of the Senate. The bon. gentleman says: No; it is ideal prefection as it is; we have
received it from our forefathers; it bas done well, and has
doue no injury, while the system you propose is impracticable. I submit, if this question was introduced in a substantive motion, no amendment could be offered that could
give a freer range of discussion than we have under
the present motion. There are the two opinions on the
subject; the sides have been taken ; the hon. member for
Bothwell expresses himself in favor of a change in the constitution of the Upper House, and the hon. First Minister says
we want no change, because the Upper House, as at present
constituted, is properly constituted; What is to prevent us,
under these circumstances, having a free and full discussion
of the question ? Now, I desire to deal with a few of the
arguments the hon. gentleman used in answer to the
very logical and temporale speech made by the
hon. member for Bothwell. He said, in the first
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place, that the hon. member fbr Bothwell had argued
that the Sonate was doing no good, and therefore he
said it was incApable of doing harm; and if it does no
harm, why not lot it romain as it is ? Well, that is rather
a poor argument, I think; and a very obvious answer to it
-one which, I grant, would point in the direction of the
abolition of the Sonate altogether-would be that on the
ground of expenditure alone, it is a serious matter to keep

a body for which all that can ho said is that it is doing no
harm. The bon. gentleman said further, that the Sonate
was modelled after the English House of Lords, whieh bas
existed in England for a very great length of time, without
producing any evil results; Liberal Administrations, he
said, had conducted the affairs of Great Britain for many
years, and had experienced no difficulty with the Lords.
But the hon, gentleman knows very well, wbat ho did not
choose to state to the House, that there are vowers of
check which can be excrcised over the House of Lords that
cannot be exercised over the Sonate of Canada; and it bas
been the knowledge of that power which las led the Hotise
of Lords, on many occasions, to recognise the popular will,
and to move, however reluctantly, in the'direction of that
will. But what power is there to control the actions of our
nominatod Sonate? Why, Sir, the very authority which
created the mombers of that body is powerless over
them. True, out of a feeling of gratitude, they bave too
often been found ready to be at his service, and to forward
his wishes; but, if they saw fit not to do so, but to resist
the legislation of this flouse, what power hve we over
them? Suppose they set themselves as a block against the
logislation of this House, and refuse to allow the popular
will to bo carried out, could you croate a number of new
Senators holding views in accord with those of the majority
of the people who would bring them to terms? No, Sir.
They are a power greater than the hon. gentleman, who
bas brought most of them into existence as legislators.
That institution is an anomaly. I am glad to know, however, that in that House, constituted as it is, there are men
of suffisient public spirit, sufficient grasp of mind, and
sufficient knowledge of what an Upper Chambor ought to
be, to have recognised the fact that, as at present constituted, it is not in harmony with the spirit of our institutions. This question has been introduced and debated in
that Chamber, and one of the most ominent mon in it has
openly declared that it is idle for anyone to suppose that
the people of this country recognise them as at all in
harmony with the popular sentiment, and bas pointed out,
what is the fact, that the great Province of Ontario, In which
the two political parties number about half and half of the
electorate-or did at the last election, though no doubt
there is to-day a majority in harmony with the Liberal
party-that great Province ias at present in the Upper
Chamber only four representatives who are in accord with
the Liberal party; and if the hon. F'irst Minister retains
power much longer, as time is doing its work with us all,
ho may have to fill vacancies caused in the Senate by death,
and the discrepancy will become still greater. To talk of
the Sonate as at prosent constituted being a guardian of the
rights and interest of the different Provinoes, is absurd,
for we see that it has utterly failed. The hou. gentleman
says, and says truly, that the Sonate is intendedto guard
provincial interests ; and that is the strongest argument for
its maintenance-that the different Provinces have representation in it in greater proportion than they have in this
Chamber. In that respect we have in a measure adopted
the principles of the Amorican constitution, which gives
the small State of Rhode Island as great a voice in the
Senate as the large and popular State of New York. But
our Sonate, constituted in such a way that it necessarily
takes a partisan feeling, constituted in such a way that it
seems impossible for many of its members to exercise
their functions in a judicial spirit, ha time and again
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lost sight of its duty with reference to provincial rights. be representatives, Thos e men are the ablest there to-day,
Many members have failed to recognise the rights of their and have ever been so. What has been, in many cases, the
own Province and all the Provinces, and every onslaught principle upon which the First Minister has acted with
made by the hon. First Minister on the rights of the reference to filling vacancies in the Senate ? Did ho take
different Provinces of this Dominion has been aided and those who received the approval of the people? No, Sir.
abetted by the majority of the members of the Upper Too often, the principle ho las acted upon has been that
Chamber. When he sought to take from the Provinces the when a gentleman has appealed to a constituency and been
licensing power-a power which the highest court of this rejected by the people and his opponent elected, the hon.
country and the Privy Council of England have pronouneed gentleman las, immediately after his rejection, appointed
to be within their right- when ho laid his hand on that the defeated candidate to a seat in the Sonate, where
power and souglit to wrest it from them, was any objection he can use his power in vetoing Acts passed by the men
raised to his act by the Upper Chamber ? Were the mem- elected by the people. That is the way in which the hon.
bers of that body, whose peculiar duty, according to the gentleman has succeeded in bringing the Sonate into dishon, gentleman, ought to b? to guard the rights of the repute. No botter test of the value of the louse, that I
different Provinces, found maintaining those rights on that know of, can be made than to examine into the work they
occasion ? No, Sir; they were found teobe just as docile and do. What have they done? We know that in this louse,
tractable as the gentlemen who sit behind him in this whon there is legislation to be done, and you, Sir, know it
H1ouse; and as his supporters in this louse must have very well, for you have had practical experience of it, we
been overwhelmed by the humiliation that came upon have sat from day to day, from week to week, every day
them in that matter, so must the members of the Senate until two or three o'clock in the morning, in order that
have been overwhelmed because they cast in their lot each subject might be properly discussed before becoming
with them. I do not know that I could point to any act of law, and if such prolonged sittings are necessary here, why
that House that could commend itself to our approval. I should not the same attention be necessary in the other
do not deny that there are good men in that House ; there Charmber whose duty it is toe supervise our législation?
are no doubt good mon in it; but constituted as it is at Let me give you a record of the time spent by
present it tends to dwarf the energies of the very best these hon, gentlemen in the Senate, and lot the country
men you could put into it. The hon. gentleman stated fur- judge whother it is possible for them, in the space
ther that the present constitution -of the Sonate is in ac- of time they give to thoir duties, to efficiently discharge
cordance with the principles of responsible government, them. I have a record of the last three Sessions which I
because, lie said, I nominated most of the members of that have summarised. I could give each day's sitting, but that
Sonate, and I am hero because I am supported by a would take too long, so I will simply give a résumé of the
majority of the representatives of the people in this House ; sittings. Take the Session of 1884.
In the first 16
and, therefoe, ho takes for granted that he is supported by a days the Sonate sat 14 hours; thon they were very tired,
majority of the people of the country, which is rather doubt- and, as a matter of expediency, they took a holiday for
ful, seeing that that majority was secured by peculiar means, 2 weeks, adjourning till 13th February. At the end
But, ho says, ho is supported by the majority of the country, of February, when this House had been in Session
and therefore in nominating the Senate, it was really the 44 days, including Sund.sys, they had sat altogether
people who nominated them. If we are to admit the correct- 31 hours and 5 minutes. Thei they sat during March,
ness of his position in reference to that matter, I would except during the holidays, frorm the 21st to the 26th;
say if they had been nominated by the ion. gentleman, and at the end of Marcb, thoir record shows, for the
with the provision that when ho lost the confidence of the 75 days from the opening of the Session to the let
people, the Sonate would be assumed to have lost it also, of April, sittings covering in all 70 hours and 50 minutes.
there would be some argument in his pretension. It is They had to work a little harder in April, bocause
not sure that the lion. gentleman will hold -the confidence it is an actual fact that on the 2nd April they sat
of the peqple for all time to come; ho las hld it, by one 7 hours. Their debate was on the second reading of
means and another, quite too long, and the time will the Vancouver Island Railway. Thon they sat for 2
certainly come when the confidence of the country will not nights subsequently, one sitting lasting 7 hours and the
be acoorded to the ruling party in this House. When that other 6 hours and a quarter. On both sittings they
time comes, how will the Sonate stand thon ? Why, these had a great discussion over the Scott Act; whether they
gentlemen whom he named, and claims ho was carrying helped it or impaired it, I will not say. That brought up
out the principles of responible government in nominating the average. We find at the close of the Session, that the
theta, wi» still romain. They are nomin.ated for life, and Session had lasted 94 days, including Sundays, during
therp they will remain for life in the preponderance in whieh the Sonate had sat altogether, supervising the hasty
that.Rous, -ueady, with the feelings they have too often legislation passed in this House, 115 hours and 40 minutes;
exhibMd, ta stand in the way and thwart the desires of and the coet of this to the country was $183,576 or over a
pubic men. Therefore, the argument of the lion. gentle- 81,000 an hour. Thon we have the Session of 1885, which
yaan dos not hold good. ]Re cannot claim that the ideas opened 29th January. The Sonate sut the 2 days in
,of responsible government are being acted upon, while we January, and 13 days in February, in which time
ynintain the constitrtion of the Senate as it is. I they had st altogether, 13 hours and 40 minutes.
xen0arked a short time ag, that while there are many capa- They thon adjourned until the 20th February, and at
10 pnd elever men in thie Senate, the very constitution of the end of February, had sat altogether, since the
that body dwarfs the energies of these men, so that we do
of the Session, 26 hours and 15 minutes. Thon,
.pening
not ge the benefit we should of their intellectual powers. in March, they sat 54 hours and 55 minutes. Now you
When the hon. gentleman stated it would be impossible to will see that is pretty hard work, averaging 2 hours a day.
have two elective Houses to carry on logislation in this Therefore you will not wonder that they took a rest from
country, ho was reminded by the ion. member for Both- 29th March to Sth April, and sut in all, in April, 49
well (Mr. Mils) that we had already tried that experiment, hours and 20 minutes. The first 8 days of May they sat
and it was more than an experiment, for several years. I 17 hours, 35 minutes, and thon rested from the 8th to the
tell the hon. gentleman that in my opinion, and I blieve that 12Oth, and in the whole of May their sittings amounted to
opinion is shared by the people, the ablest men in the 32 hours 55 minutes. From 29th May they rested
Senate to-day, men who have sat tiere sinca Confederation,i until the2 ad of Jane. On that day they est for 4
re those who wore marked ont by the peoplo as men fit to bouim, thop took 8 days' reSt. Who will begrudgp it
Mr. Prmason (Brant).
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to them?
On the 1lth they felt tired again and
rested until the 15th ; thon they worked from the
15th to the 19th. That completely overpowered them,
for they rested from the 19th June to the 2nd of
July, having sat, in all June, 10 hours and 30 minutes,
in revising the hasty legislation of this House. In the
twonty days of July, they sat 48 hours and 10 minutes,
and their total record, for the long Session of 1885, in
whieh this House Bat from hour to hour, from day to
day, from week to week, discussing the great questions of
the country, the Session lasted 173 days, including Sundays,
and the hours they sat numbered 222 hours and 5
minutes. Look at the present Session. Thei House opened
on the 25th February. On the 25th and 26th they sat 5
hours; down to the 9th March, they sat 16 hours and
25 minutes, then they took 2 weeks' holidays to the
23rd March. Who will begrudge them their holidays ?
Who will say they were not entitled to 2 weeks'
rest ? Their record, to the end of March, was 23 hours,
55 minutes for that month, and their record for the
month of April, was 25 hours to the 15thi.
Thon
they took 2 weeks' holidays, and by the end of April, they
had sat 30 hours and 35 minutes in that month, and
down to the 7th May, which is the latest my figures
go to, we find the Session had lasted 72 days, including Sundays, from the 25th February to the 7th May,
and they have sat 74 hours and 20 minutes. Will any
gentleman tell me that, with a record like that before
us, that Chamber has demonstrated that, constitutod as
it is at the present time, itbis fulfilling the purposes for
which it was created, that itis acting as a judicial body in
any way, that it is revising hasty legislation passed in this
House? Can they rise in the face of this authentie record
of the time they have taken and pretend to say that is so ?
Why have they adjourned ? Because there was nothing
for them to do ? Not so.
Their powers are not so circumscribed, but, as I stated before, the way in which they
are constituted dwarfs their energies. They are not responsible to the people. One of the ablest Senators in that
House, in discussing the question, used these remarks, and
I give them as pertinent, and as the key to the explanation of the reason why we have work of so little avail in
that Chamber. One of the ablest members of that Chamber
said :
" We can do as we please. Not a word eau be breathed against us.
We care not for the people. We can order those doors to be closed. We
can exclude the reporters, and the people need know nothing of our
work. We an paia orders and make deerees; perhaps a madoap king
of Bavaria may do freaks, but even lie is calle d to account now ana
then; but thi Chamber as no check on its powers; we are absolute,
we do just as we please."
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two weeks' adjournment, asked whether they should adjourn when there was so muach of publio importamoe
demanding investigation and enquiry at the bande of the
representatives of the people in this Houe. He said : Yon
propose to adjourn for two weeks, and yo have been aitting for an hour or two a day, and thore islthe geat caus.
of the late rebellion in the North-West, that caused the
loss of life and the sacrifice of millions of treasure; why
cannet we sit ? Why should we adjourn ? Why cannot
we sit and Investigate into the causes of that laterebellion ?
An hon. MEMBER Who is that ?
lMr. PATERSON (Brant). One of the most active members of that body, a Conservative who has become disgusted
with the manner in which the business is done, an dwho
desires now, as the Liberal members desire, that there shall
be a reconstitution of that House, that there shall be
some movement, some reeponse, to the wishes of the
people. He said, secondly, that they might profitably
employ their time in ascertaining how the millions expended
in suppressing that rebellion had been expended, and who
will say there is not a field for enquiry worthy for that
body to take hold of ? I remember when they had a committee investigating the expenditure of a few thonsand dollars on the Kaministiquia River, when they sought to find
fault with my hon. friend from East York, who was thon in
power, and to make out that ajob had been perpetrated, and
to-day we find that that has been adopted by the railway
authorities. At that time, acting in a partisan spirit,
they could find time to sit on a committee, but it is differ.
ent now when there have been millions upon millions of
the people's money expended, and it has been charged in
the public prints, with what truth I will not say, that there
has beenextravagant expenditures in connection with that,
Has there been a committee appointed by the Sonate to
look into that matter ? No, but they coolly propose to
adjourn for two weeks thon, and subsequently for another
two weeks, in face of the protest of this able member, who
pointed out that they might discharge that duty in the
intereste of the people. Thirdly, he said they might have
an enquiry as to how the 81,000,000 annually expended
upon the Indians is expended. Who will say, in the light
of the revelations given to us by the hon. member for Huron
(Mr. Cameron), from the departmental blue books and other
sources, that there is no room and no necessity for an
enquiry there. That was pointed ont by this honorable
Senator, but it had no avail with them. Another subject ho
suggested was the investigation by a committee of the timber
limits improperly given away in what lie called the disputed
territory. Is that not a thing in reference to which some
care should be exercised bythose who are elected to look
after provincial rights? Lare the rights of one of the
Provinces were being sacrificed, but the representatives in
that Chamber who are supposed to represent that Province
were averse to remaining, and they are almoet wholly of
one political party, they wore unwilling to romain to give
any investigation to this subject. They preferred their ease,
and why not? because, if fault is found with them, who
shall say anything to them? They are, as properly
stated in the remarks which I have read, above and
beyond the people, and they may do as they pleae.
He aiso suggested that it would be proper and
profitable to enquire into the question of timber limit
and coal land leases. Would not that be desirable, in the
face of charges which have been made and denials ofohagres
which we hear and see made in the newspapers and whioh
we hear on the floor of Parliament? What botter tiae would
there be for that body to take that into consideration and
examine into it fully ? And, sixthly, he says: We ought to
romain here, it is imporative that we should remain here,
and should have an ample, full, free discussion as to how

And the inevitable result of that is that you will
have work performed, with your Chamber constituted in
that way, you will have such work in the future as yen
have had in the past, and the people themselves will be the
judges whether that work is satisfactory to the people of
this country or not. I have told you that, in 1884, it has
cost us for the work they had done $133,576. The work in
1885, the record of which I gave you, cost $175,508.
The
people of this country will say whether that is money
properly expended or whether it is not. But it is the very
fact that they are not responsible to the people
and that they do not fol that responsibility that
dwarfs the energies even of the able men who
are in there. There is an atmosphere that seems impossible for those who would desire to do otherwise to rise beyond-a Government soothing influence that seems to
pervade the body and makes them incapable of fairly and
properly criticising measures that come from the hand of
the man who called them into existence as a politicl
power. But there are men there who recogniso the importance of their duties, and one of those, one of the most active membes of that body, in protesting agaisat the we can bauid up in the Iaritime Provinces that great
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interest, the sea coast fisheries. But their holidays are
of more value to them than the interests of the Maritime Provinces. What to them is it whother our fishing
industries languish or «not? They are off on their two
weeks jaunt, only on their retur to sit for a few hours, and
then to adjourn for two weeks more.
Mr. HESSON. Louder.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. member for North
Perth (Mr. Hesson) is unable to hear me, apparently. I
venture to say he will not find it so difficult to hear me as
to answer me, when he may have an opportunity to do so
perhaps on the public platform, if he does not choose to do
so on the floor of the House. In the seventh place, that
member of the Senate suggested an investigation into the
many wasteful expenditures of this prodigal Government,and
who will say there is no room for that House to have given
its attention in that direction ? But that seemed not to
have any effect on them either. Then another subject
suggested was that it was desirable in the interests of this
country, and who will say it is not, that the Senate should
take up and enquire into the important question of widening the provisions of the extradition treaty. Is that
not an important subject ? Might they not have given
their attention to it ? But was that attended to by them ?
No, their minds were bent upon a holiday, and upon a holiday they went. Ninthly, he suggested that they should
have a discussion upon the experience of the working of the
tariff, and some of its ill-effects. Was not there a field
upon which to have their view ? They could have investigated ail the depressed industries in the country at the
preeent time, and ascertained what the cost was and how
the tariff was working iniuriously in one direction and
beneficially in another. These, Sir, are the nine reasons
that that member of that honorable body gave when
ho protested against thie adjournment of two weeks they
were making, and he pointed out to them that their
duty was to look after the public interest. But, Sir,
it was of no avail, and hon, gentlemen opposite cannot
fail to see, the country, at any rate, Mr. Speaker, will not
fail to see, that when you have a Chamber constituted as
that is, nominated by the First Minister of the day, nomi.
nated for life, when they are placed in that position
by the power that creates them, utterly beyond the
control of the people in any sense, you cannot have
more efficient legislalion from that branch of the
Legislature in the future than yon have in the past. Sir,
I am not extreme in my views, I am not desirous, as the
First Minister said, of tinkering at the constitution all the
time; that is not to be desired; but, Sir, we have had
eighteen years' experience of the working of that body, and
I challenge hon. gentlemen opposite to rise and deny, if
they can, that during the whole course of that eighteen
years the tendency of legislation in that House has not
been in the direction which I have indicated at the present
time. If there was better legislation and more useful
legislation in that House in the early days of Confoderation
I believe it was due to the fact that the House was. then
more largely composed of reprosentatives who had secured
the confidence of the people of this country, than it is at
the present time. Holding the views that I do, I am in
accord with the motion of the ion. member for Bothwell,
because I believe that experience has demonstrated that it
is desirable in the interests of this country that some change
should be made in the constitution of the Senate, and that
regard should be had to the elective principle.
Mr. FOSTER. I have listened with pleasure to the
speech of my hon. friend for Brant (Mr. Paterson). I do
not intend to speak long, I shall try to finish by six o'clock.
I merely wish to take up two or three points in the remarks
he made in the way of friendly criticism. In the first place,j
I wish to notice the eat change that has como over thei
Mr. PÂA, oN
rani.
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hon. gentleman's mind, and over those who se loudly
applauded him in the opening part of his speech. Sir, if I
do not misremember, I think that hon. gentleman took up
a good many hours of last Session, and I think bis
brother members opposite took up a good many hours
of last Session, in ponderous and wordy declamation, to
prove that at that stage of the Session when the Franchise Bill was brought in, there was no proper
time for its discussion. Yet, the hon. gentleman has
so far turned round that although it has been stated on
both sides of this louse that the Session is probably within
eight or ton days of its close, wben lon. gentlemen on both
sides are anxions to get away to their homes, the lon.
gentleman gets up and states: We have any amount of
time for full discussion; we have the proper range and the
proper latitude, and the question can be thoroughly
discussed. Thus we see how easy it is for that hon. gentleman to change his point of view, to change his position,
where principle is not at stake, and where some party
advantage only is looked for. Now he made another rather
odd assertion. He found fault with the Senate because it
was too much under the power of the Government. He says
it is appointed by the Government, it is the creature of the
Government, and the members of that body are placed there
to do the work of the Government, yet he drew a
contrast between our Sonate and theI louse of Lords in
Great Britain, to the detriment of ours, by saying that the
flouse of Lords was much less under the influence of the
Goverument of the day than our Senate is. Why this
Sonate is free, and it has its complement, is complete, as ho
stated. But if the House of Lords doos not do what the
Government wishets, the Government forces it by adding a
certain number to the House tr imake it do its work.
So in the House of Lords, if it does not do what the Govern.
ment wishes, the Government has enginery by which it can
bring the House of Lords to its will by the creation of more
peers, and yet my hon. friend declares that the House
of Lords is superior in this respect to our Sonate.
This is an anomaly, which my hon. friend may be
able to reconcile, but which I cannot. He says that the
Sonate is partisan. Has he offered a single remedy to cure
partisanship ? Is there not partisanship in this House ? Doos
not partisanship exist on that side of the House ? Is not
partisanship found in the speeches, in the reasoning, in
the mind of my hon. friend who has just spoken ?
Does ho propose any remedy by which there can be
a Sonate or House yonder, which will ho bereft of all
partisanship and will come up to that high ideal of a legislative body, which will discuss everything from the ground
of right reason and practical result. I think the ion. member before ho urges as an objection to the other body that
it is partisan is bound to show to this House that ho las
some method for placing a legislative body there which will
not be a partisan body and so to cure that evil. The hon.
gentleman says that provincial rights are relinquished by
gentlemen in the other House. I have seen him rise in this
House and declare in language as loud as that of any other
son of thunder that this fouse has deserted provincial
rights, this House which comes from the people,
and therefore if it is an objection to the other
branch of the Legislature that it deserts provincial
rights, on his own ground and from his own argument and
from the assertions he as made here hundreds of times if
he as made themoat all, the very same objection lies against
this House, because he himself has stated over and over
again that this louse, the creation of the people, has
ignored provincial rights. He says: It may be all right now
when the gentlemen in the other House are of the same political opinion as the gentlemen here, and all goes on wellt; but
when a change takes place, how will it be then ? How will
it be under any method which the hon. gentleman may
suggest? How is the hon, gentleman going to eloct the
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Upper House? Is he going to have the same length of but we will make some general confusing statement to the
term as here ? If that is his proposition-I do not say that people on which we can go to them and say we are against
it is--what is the use of having two elective bodies coter- the Sonate, while we will net pledge ourselves to anything.
minus with each other, beginning from the same publie That is the course pursued by hon. gentlemen opposite.
sentiment and ending with a similar publie sentiment From I do not know how far back down to the present time
and in the samo phase of it. The hon. gentleman they have never gone before the people with a definite
does not propose anything to cure the evil. If plain issue; they always take strong grounds in their
ho is going to have the period of eleotion for speeches, but when they come to concentrate their speeches
the Upper House longer than the period for this House, you into resolutions they have only somo misty, airy, cloudy,
will elect its members at a certain phase of public opinion nebulous thing which no person on earth can materializm.
that will be in accordance with public opinion as represented
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.
by the members of this louse. This House dies before the
other. Public opinion will have changed, and you will have
a set of men in this House with different opinions and holdAfter Reoess.
ing different political maxima from those in the other House.
Will they not be opposed to each other ? The hon. gentle.
THIRD READINGS.
man as not proposed any method by which to overcome
that strong objection. The hon. gentleman said we had an
Bill (No. 86) to incorporate the North American Teleelective Sonate once. So we had. The test of experience graph Company.-(Mr. Taylor.)
is a very good test. The people of Canada are fairly
BiU (No. 65) respecting the Northern and North-Western
wise people, and the politicians of 1867 were quite
as wise as the politicians of to.day; and looking Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Xilvert.)
over that experiment, which they entered on as
an experiment, and looking at the results of it, when they
SUPPLY-CONSTITUTION OF THE SENATE.
came into this wider and greater Union, they said: We
have tried an elective Sonate; we do not believe it worked
Mr. DAVIES. The resolution which my hon. friend
well. When we enter upon the new career of a great and from Bothwell bas moved, involves, as the right bon. First
wide confederation, we will build upon the old rock-bed of Minister said, a radical change in our constitution, and
the contitution of Great Britain, and have a Senate should therefore be carefully considered. But it does net
appointed for life rather than an elective Sonate, which we follow, bocause it involves that change, that we should be
have tried as an experiment, and which has failed. The hon. afraid to face it; and if the exporience we have gained
gentleman further said, and his assertion is one of thoso during the past 18 years of our political life convinces us
wild assei Lions which hon. gentlemen cannot always sub- that a change is required, we should have the manliness
stantiate, that in almost every case the appointee to the and the courage to say so, and to say so at the right time.
Senate was a rejected candidate; that ho went before the In looking back over the history of this Dominion during
people, who rejected him, and the moment they did so ho that time, I eau come to but one conclusion, that the conswas placed in the Upper House. I challenge the hon. mom- titution of the Senate, as it exists at present, is not in accorber to take the list of appointees to the Senate, and prove dance with the spirit of the age, doos not reflect the views
that bold assertion he las made. I do not think ho can do of the people, and does not give offect to the measures the
it. Andagain, the hon. gentleman said that mensures ought people desire to pass. I myself, if I had been in political life
to be more fully discussed in the Sonate; that if we discussed when our con stitu tion was framed, would not have been averse
measures the Sonate ought to spend an equal timo in dis- to the adoption of even a more radical system than that procussing them. That does not follow. Does not tho Rail- posed by my hon. friend. I am radical enough to believe that
way Committee discuss railway measures sometimes for in this age and in this country, and with so intelligent a
days and days, and yet when they come down to thifs House people, we should have got along well enough with one
they are passed almost without discussion. It is a case Chamber alone; but that was not the view of the fathers
almost parallel: This House takes up measures, introduces of our constitution; and the prevailing opinion seems to
them, discusses them, places them in proper shape and be that it is necessary to have some kind of a second
sends them to the other body. If they have been well con- Chamber. The question, therefore, before the louse is,
sidered here, and if we have sustained our own dignity and what character shall that Chamber take ? Shall it be
done our own work, we must say they bave been properly simply a nominative body, the mombers appointed for
considered here and there is no necessity for an equal life, not changing as the desires and wlshes of the people
length of time being spent in considering them in the other change, but remaining constituted as the Premier for
I do net thitnk that is
House, which revises them. Let me now touch upon the the time being makes it ?
last point that I will mention with respect to the hon. right. I remember, when our constitution, as embodied
member. His general objection, if there was any point in the BritiKh North America Act, was under review
to it, was, that the Sonate was a costly body, a in the English House of Commons, that great orator
useles body, that it sits a little while and thon goes and tribune of the people, John Bright, gave his views
on long holidays, and that therofore it was a body on this particular feature of it. le thon warned those
useless, expensive, and which did little good. And what who were pronoting the British North America Act,
is the obvious conclusion? Sir, if there was any that there was a radical defect in the constitution they were
conclusion at all to be drawn from the hon. gentleman's framing which consisted in creating a body composed of
remarks it was that the Sonate, which is so useless, which what ho called stereotyped life peers; and ho predicted that
has so little discussion, which did nothing, which was so the time would not be long before the people of Canada
costly and which was a burdensome thing should be swept would come to agre with him and be ready to make the
out of existence entirely. Yet neither the hon. gentlemen change which ho thon desired sbould be made. I will, with
who had spoken nor the mover of the rosolution had the your permission, read a few words which that right bon,
courage to come before this Parliament and the country in gentleman uttered at the time upon this question, and I
a straightforward manly way and place before the people1 think ho ba a right to-day to say that bis fears and
Ho says,
the plain issue of the abolition of the Sonate. They first1 his predictions have been fully verified.
pile up the cost and soek to show its uselessneas; and they referring to the promoters of the British North Amenca

nd by, what ? They say: Oh, lot us keep it by al means, Aot and the people of Canada.
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4 They have established their House of Representatives direetly upon
the basis of representation. They have adopted the system which prevails in the United States, which, upon every ten years summing up of
the census in that country, the number of members may be changed,
and is by law changed in the différent States and districts, as the rate
of population may have changsd. Therefore, in that respect, his friends
in Canada have not adopted the principle which prevails in this
country, but that which prevails in the United States. I believe they
have done that which ie right, and which they have a right to do, and
which is inevitable there. I regret very much that they have not
adopted another system with regard to their 0ouncil or Senate, because
I am satisfied-I have not a particle of doubt with regard to it-that
we run a great danger of making this Act work ill almost from the
beginning. They have the example of thirty-six States in the United
States, in which the Senate is elected, and no man, however sanguine,
can hope that seventy-two stereotyped provincial peers in Canada,
will work harmoniously with a body elected upon a system o wide and
so general as that which prevails in the States of the American Union."

Sir, I venture to say that the prediction of that great orator
and statesman has been verified. I venture to say that the
vast majority of the people of this country believe that we
have ineurred the danger he predicted of making that Act
work ill almost from the beginning. Our eighteon years'
experience shows that, so far as the Sonate have been able,
they have contributed to the ill-working of the machine. I
believe, Sir, in the people ruling. There was a time in the
history of the world when kings ruled alone, when their
will was law; there was a time when the Commons had no
voice in the making or the execution of the laws which they
were bound to obey. But the world progressed, and the
nobles took a share in the work of government with the
king. For a time they ruled, but not in the interest of the
common people. The great mass of the people were little
above slaves. But intelligence and education have been
diffused so rapidly that in the Mother Country, the mother
of Parliaments, a new ora bas dawned, and during the last
forty or fifty years the common people have had their share
in the government of that country. Sir, it is inevitable that
the reign of the common people shall come, and shall come
soon. I believe it is comng in this country of ours. I
believe it is right that the common people, those who have
been excluded from having a reasonable voice in the making
of the laws, should have that reasonable voice given to
them, and I believe that anything that obstructs the fair,
honest views of the people from being expressed should be
removed. I believe the Sonate is an obstruction in that
regard. The hon. gentleman wbo replied to the mover of
the resolution recognised its gravity ; ho recognised
that it was a great stop in the direction of popular government, and ho met it with a fiat refusal.
,-He is satisfied with the existing state of affairs, and well ho
may be; and why ? Because the Senate reflects the opinion
of the people ? No; because the Senate reflects his indi.
vidual whim-nay, his caprice; and that is inevitable,
because he bas had the appointmont of the members of that
body. While the theory at the beginning seemed to be
very pretty and very good, that the best men from the
different Provinces should be selected and should form a
kind of high judicial court, removed to some extent from
the whims and the caprice of the popular branch, which
would maintain an equilibrium between political parties,
what bas been the practical working of that theory ? What
is that body to-day ? We find that the Liberal party of
Canada, who, I am bold to say, are in a majority in this
country, although not in this HouseSome hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. DAVIES. I have not hesitated in expressing that
as my individual belief, and that belief will be shown to be
well founded when the people next go to the polis. How
is that opinion reflected in our little House of Lords by
those stereotype provincial peers, as the hon. Mr. Bright
called them ? We have been given very little more than a
corporal's guard ? Do hon. gentleman think that is right
or proper? Suppose that the people in the ooming elections
should vote want of oonldone, s.l bolieve ,they wi, iI

Mr. DAVIn.
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the right hon. gentleman opposite, what position will the
country thon be in ? We will be in this position, that we
will have an obstructive body, a partisan body, a body
which bas shown itself in time past to be bitterly partisan,
to do what ? To facilitate the carrying ont of the wishes of
the people? To advance liberal legislation ? No, Sir; but
te obstruct and do whatever they cani to paralyse
the power of the Government. The right hon. gentleman
said that ho was surprised and annoyed that my
hon. friend should have moved this resolution in the way
ho did. I would be sùrprised if my hon. friend could
move a resolution in any way, which woult meet
the approval of the right hon. gentleman. But if my hon.
lriend has taken the opportunity of proposing this constitutional resolution on the motion to go into Supply, ho is only
following the precedont establishod by the right hon.
gentleman when he was in Opposition. When ho wanted to
move a resolution on a great constitutional question what
course did he take ? Ho moved his resolution when the
House was going into Supply, just as my hon. friend bas
done. The proposition advanced in the resolution of my
hon. friend is no new proposition; it is not the first time
the hon. gentleman has moved a resolution in this House
enunciating the same proposition. Hon. gentlemen know
that the honored and respected leader of this party, the
Gladstone of Canada, the future Premier of Canada-they
know and the country knows that he has laid down, as a
plank in his platform, the principles which my hon. friend
bas formulated in bis resolution to-night. He has discussed
them in his London speech and in other great speeches, and
therofore we are not here môving a new principle with
which to catch public opinion at the coming elections. We
are, on the contrary, seeking to formulate and, if possible,
to carry a resolution embodying the views of our party,views
which will be endorsed by the people when they have the
opportunity of expressing their opinion. It is a curious fact
that hon, gentlemen opposite, in their minor organs, and
when they are not face to face with the leaders of the Liberal
party, are very fond of accusing that party of being without a policy. But those who have sat opposite to us for the
last few years and have listened to the policy we have enunciated, from day to day, in the resolutions we have moved,
know that we have a policy, a grand and noble policy,
which will meet the approval of the people. The Minister
of Marine and Fisheries who spoke-for what purpose I do
not know, for after he had spoken I was unable to understand what idea he wished the House to gather from his
remarks-characterised the resolution in a number of adjeo.
tives, as airy, nebulous, cloudy, misty, and incomprehensible. Ris remarks were excusable on one ground only,
namely, that he never read the resolution at all. The resolution affirms two propositions: One, that the existing
constitution of the Sonate, by making that body independent
of the people, is inconsistent with the Federal principle of
our system of government. There is in that proposition
nothing nebulous and airy, but, on the contrary, it is plain,
practical and liberal. It affirms the principle that we do
not believe in the existence of governing bodies independent
of the people. The resolution goes on to affrm how that
constitution will be changed :
" That appropriate steps be taken to secure such amendments as will

make the tSenate directly responsible to the people."

These are the two propositions affirmed in my hon. friend's
resolution, which the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
characterised as airy and nebulous. The hon. gentleman
came out as the champion of the Senate, and I listened with
great attention to ascertain why he championed this body
so ardently. He is, or, I should say, ho was-I must
qualify my remarks-known as the great champion of total
abstinence in this country, and perhaps it may be from the

notabl* evidence whioh the Senate has given of their
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with hie pat views, that the hon. gentleman the Senate, and lot Us see whetlhr h. bel res
or do at
expresses his admiration for them to-day. The hon. believe, after that experienoe, that a wrong exista.
gentleman justified the existence of partisanship in the
Mr. McNEILL. Name.
Sonate. On what ground ? Because, he said, it exists in
Mr. DAVIES. The Hon. Mr. Scott. I and hijn saying:
the Commons as well. But the reason for the existence of
a second House, the justification of its existence, is that,
"ÂAeerding to the history of the sonate it is usoed umpl for the

bympathy

as far as possible, partisansbip should be banished fromf,
it, and that it should be a high judicial body, free
of any such taint. If the louse of Commons is
ple bave the remedy in their own
partisan, the

quite me,
appreolate
the gentleman
Governmentwioof the
political
exigencies
the
sentiment
of the ofhon.
hau day.
spokenI befors
but, if
b had sat in the lat Pariament, as I did, ho vould know that mombers of the Sonate were not thon quite so fair and reasonable; that tbis
Rouse, with its great Conservative majority, was used--"

hande. When the proper time comes, they can rémove those I want to appeal to that gentleman with al his expeSiSe

whose partisanship has been inimical to the public interest, as to the use which is made of the Sonate.but if partisanship shows itself in the Senate, what remedy "was used as an inquisitorial commission for the purpose of sonding
have the people ? The people are powerless, the Senators forth tirough this country damaging reports against the late Goveznare there for life, and, as my hon. friend, in quoting from ment-reports that to-day they would not endorse. They spent month
said : "The Sonate after month procuring evidence to show how preposterous it was to
the remarks of a distinguished Senator,Tho
a onaT hoademake improvements on the Raministiquia River, et lat year and this
eau romain and laugh at the people." This anomaly should year there are votes for the improvement of that river. They said that
not be allowed to exist in this free country where we profess a breakwater should be constructed at Prince Arthur's Landing, and to
money ther to no purpose. W en we
carry oui thea acheme
to enjoy responsible government, and where we hope and introducedi
Bill forthey
the spent
Esquimait andI Nanaino ftailway, h vwas
believe the people goveru. It is not proper that a body thrown out of this House, when the present Government introduced a
should continue to exist which is not responsible to the Bill for the same purpose, it was carried hore. Whon we introduced a
to reconstruct the
people, it is not proper that such a body should control the Bill to right a wrong in the county of Huron,
i
ible ridings of that county as they should be, it was scorned and
o.
legislation and

icy of this

House, while is respons

1o the people. 1 wae amused at the apology which the Min.

thrown out; when a Bill i introduced by the presont Government to

manipulate every municipality in Ontario, to 'hive the Grits,' as thoy

ister of Marine offered for the want of action and the want say. to alter every constituency ai the beck and instance of their friends
of work
the on
Senate.
the part My
of hon. friend finthoe
house, no attemp is made to stop h,tor to see whether ft la
of work on tho part o h
oae
ybn
friodfor fair or in accord vith provincial rights or not. Whon the prisent

Brant (Mr. Paterson) quoted at length the record of their Government took the absurd position offighting the Provinous-"
proceedings, showing what a hard-worked body they are ; This quotation I am making is d propos to the defence of the

and I wonder how some of the venerable old gentlemen who Sonate on the ground that they represent the smaller Pro.
compoise the Senate manage to survive the number of hours vinces.they

put

in

during

the

three

months.

What did

the Minister of Marine say? He said he was surprised that

he Provinces and attempting ta deprive them cf tab r righo., vhou they

any complaint should be made that the Sonate did not work attempted to take the licensing power from the Provincial Goverameats
harder. What need, he asked, was there for them to work, which they had enjoyed for eighteen yearu, and when I raised y voite
vho listend ome?
If that bor againat the B when itcame up ta tenate,
since the House of Commons did all the work.
argument is worth anything at ail, it is an argument for Not a sou.

the abolition of the Sonate, If we do all the work, if
our moasures are eo earefully prepared in committee that
there is no need for the Sonate to work, why maintain the
Sonate at a cost of a quarter of a million to the country. But,

Oftheeightyiudependenthighjudicial functionarios, asthey
were supposed to be, who were appoaled to at a critical moment to raise thoir voices on buhalf of provincial rights,
threatened by the Government of the day, how many list-

bound to discharge, they have a vast field in which to work.
Why should they not initiate legislation ? It is wellknown

to the Dominion, and so this House, at the buck uf the Goverament uf
the day, at once accepted the proposition and would notlisten to an

I say, if the Sonate would discharge the duties they are ened to the hon. gentleman'ti appeal ? Not one."Sir John A. Macdonald has stated that thelicensing power bolonged

that a large majority of the members of this House are bard argument against it for One moment. What ui the position of this Bonse
working men who find it very difficult indeed to give up on thatuestion to-day? Does it occupy a guod one on a question where
to disuharge
time from thoir work at home and come here
1~d
Are ~
the necessary work of legislation. Are they asisted by
?
No,
legislation
initiated
the
Sonate
?
Have
Sonate
the

measure affecicg
yvery
On
rnmhs?
it shou stand up for provincial
provincial rights il supportesi the Government. Il vas lu the. Interoîte
of the strong party in the House of Oommon that that view ubould pré.
vail, and it did prevail. That was the way this oChamber manifestedits

Sir. What a grand field they had this Session. Hore we independence."
were going to consolidate seventeen or eighteen years of Sir, there is the record, the matured opinion of a gentle.
Statute work; and what a grand opportunity this gave man who has been in that Chamber, a very leading memithe Sonate to give a reseon for their existence, by appoint- ber of it, for the last twelve years, and i say, in the fams of

ing a committee to take that work in band and thus relieve
the Commons. We were working day and night, we were
over worked, in fact, and unable to do this work as it should
be done. Why should it not have been taken up by those
gentlemen, who take their holidays and do not pretend to
discharge any of the work they are supposed to discharge,
and which, according to the constitutional thoory, they
should discharge. Theright hon. the First Minister said very
correctly, that we are enjoying a constitution which has
existed for eighteen years, and should not seek hastily to
change it; that no radical change should be made unless we
could prove the existence of a wrong. That brings us to
the question of fact whether wrong has been shown to exist
or not. I do not wish to give my expression of opinion,

but on.e opinion as to the De of
that record, there ca obe
that body in protecting provincial rights at least. Now, if
thore are statements made by the Hon. Mr. Scott from hie
place in the Sonate, which I have read, any of whioh are
untrue, let us hear them challenged to-night. If they are
true, they prove conclusively that the resoltion of mry
hon. friend has not been moved a day or an hour too son.
The right hon. gentleman seemed to pooh pooh the idea
that the Senators are at all under hisecontrol. I would not
venture an opinion of my own, but I wili refer him to the
opinion of a gentleman who hias long supported him in
that Chamber, and not a week ago, when the question of
the constitution of the Sonate came up, what do we find
him saying ?:

but will give the House that of a gentleman who has st in

"There is not a member here who bai received his appointaient from

the Sonate since its inception, who has taken an active and either Goverament that does not fel under more or less restraint and
prominent part in its labors, and who bas been the leader obigation te ire party or the leader of the party tIai appoint*d hlm,
Loi
s se wha hieandi members are to tiret extent shscklod and bounsi. In many iuium.uoes,
there of one of our political parties. Let us see what his I am qite satiedd that hon. gentlemen hre would take a direat
hat they fel they veire
$*yde oe itit
opinion is after alwre yara' experinoe of te werking of .otu4fnm abet
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appointment to the present Government, and consequently must support all measures introduced by them."
There is a splendid character to give to the body appointed
by the right hon. gentleman, a body whose actions show
they are here to register the decrees of the right hon. gentleman himself, and not te protect the rights of the Provinces, or te advance or promote the interests of the people.
Now, the right hon. gentleman also did not scruple to say,
that in hie opinion, the Senate to-day truly reflects the voice
of the people. He bas had his answer from the mouth of
my hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson), who proved te
him, that from the premier Province of this Dominion, a
Province which I congratulate on having had twelve long
years of Liberal rule, and which promises to maintain that
rule for a long time te come, there are only four Liberal
representatives in that Senate. It is a farce to say, that
when Ontario bas only four Liberal representatives in the
Senate, that Sonate truly represents the voice of the
people. It is ridiculous; it is a travesty on the facts
as we know them to exist. The hon. gentleman compared
our Senate to the House of Lords in England, and led us to
believe that it was modelled upon that body, and that it
discharged the same functions and duties in this Dominion
as the House of Lords disecharge in Great Britain; but
there is no comparison possibly between the two bodies.
We know that the House of Lords is a venerable institution
which bas come down from antiquity, which preserves,
and is maintained by those who are in favor of it in order
that it may preserve and maintain the special interests of
a particular class. Here in this broad Dominion, I am
proud to say we have not and we ought not te have any
special class or special interests which require a special
body to preserve. We have no aristocracy, we have no
landed interests, in the sense in which they have landed
interests at home. We are a people te that extent, homo.
geneous that the interest of one class ought to be, and I
believe is, the interest of all; and therofore the reasons for
the continuance of the Hlouse of Lords-whether they are
tenable or not is a matter which the English people will
decide-do not exist here. But there is no parallel at all.
The members of the House of Lords do not owe thoir po'ition te tho appointment of a Premier. Tho members of the
House of Lords are such because they are sons of their
fathers, because their fathers before have been members of
that House. It runs in the family, as my hon. friend says,
and while that may or may not be defensible, while
they are there te defend thé interests of their class,
there is no parallel between such a body and
this, appointed by the Premier and reflecting his will alone,
nor is there any comparison between our Senate and the
Senate of the United States. The hon. gentleman says we
seek to introduce a body similar to the Senate of the
United States. No, we do not. The Senate of the United
States possesses powers by the constitution of that
country with which it is not desirable that we should investi
the Senate of this country, and I have never beard anyone
on this side of the House propose te invest them with such
powers. The Senate of the United States are se appointed
that the smallest State bas as great a representation as the
largest. They are not only a legislative body but they are
to some extent an executive body. Their constitution is
entirely different from ours at present or from our proposed
one, and no analogy can be drawn. I will not take up the
time of the fouse fnrther on this subject. I believe that
it is proper and right that we should have placed before
this House now, when we are, se far as we can gather,
upon the eve of a general election, that we should formulate in a distinct way and in a distinct form the principles
we hold in regard te the second Chamber; and, believing
that the principles formulated in the resolution of my bon.
friend willgive to the people of this country a second
Mr. DAVus.
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Chamber far in advance of the one under which we now
suifer, I will gladly support his motion.
Mr. MoNEILL. I shall take up the time of the House
only a few moments, but I do not feel inclined to vote on this
subject without expressing my views. I think it is unfortunate that none of the hon, gentlemen opposite who followed the Premier ventured to grapple with the main
argument which he advanced to the House which was, as I
understand it, that the second elective Chamber we formerly
had proved a failure, and that in point of fact the two
elective bodies would be found to confliet with each other.
The hon. member for Bothwell (Mir. Mills) seemed to be
pressed with the force of that objection, too, before it was
urged from this side of the House by the right bon. Premier, because ho endeavored to guard himself. I see he
shakes his head. 1 did him the credit to suppose that ho
had been aware of that objection and had been pressed by
it, but I see that he denies that he was. The hon. gentleman
said that it would be necessary to have a Chamber that
would keep this House in check, and a little while afterwards ho said that we would require to have that Chamber
so constituted that it would not be a rival to this flouse.
Now, that is just where the difficulty comes in. If you
have two elective Chambers, either the second will be
a rival to this House, or you will not have a
second Chamber that is of any benefit at all.
If yon make that second Chamber weak, if you reduce its
independence, as the hon. gentleman proposed, it will
vitually amount to nothing and be no check. If, again,
you bave a Chamber elected by the people, the question
is, upon what franchise is it to be elected? Is it te be
elected on the same franchise as this House, or upon
some other franchise ? Is the property qualification to be
higher than the property qualification for this House ? If
it is higher that will make a difference in the first instance
but the result will be that we shall soon have an agitation
to reduce the qualification. We shall therefore simply
have what the hon. gentleman himself regards as a danger,
we shall bave a rival Hiouse, in short, to this representative
Chamber. But, Sir, it is a most important fact that we find
hon. gentlemen ribinig up in their places in this House
and proposing, in the calmest way, without any warning
whatever, such a radical proposition as has been presented
to us to-night; we found hon. gentlemen getting up without
a moment's warning the other night, and supporting a proposition in support of a policy which just a round dozen
members of Mr. Gladstone's late Cabinet had declared to be
most dangerous to the integrity of the Empire; we find
the leader of the Opposition rising without a moment's
notice to ask this Flouse to support that proposition.
We find to-day another hon. member getting up without a
moment's notice, and in a calm kind of way, on a summer afternoon, suggesting that we should alter the British
constitution; and we. find the hon. member from Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davies), saying that that is perfectly
right, and just the sort of thing we ought to do. I think
that is net the sort of thing we ought to have in this House
of Commons. I think we ought to conduct our debates
with greater gravity than that, and we ought not to
approach a question of this enormous importance with such
a light heart. I venture to think that it would be a very
great loss, and a very great injury to the people of this
country, if we were to attempt to substitute an elective body
for the nominated Chamber which now existe. As I understand it, the weakness of this flouse is just where the
strength of the other House is to be found. This House is
weak because it is dependent upon the people, and, as I
understand it, it is just because this fouse is intended to
represent the people that it is weak; and on the other hand,
because it has its sanction directly from the people, it is
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strong also. I say the weakness of this House consista in louse of Lords came out triumphantly. That was not
the fact that the members, because they know that because they went against the people, but because the
their seats depend on the will of the electorate, are House of Commons, represented by the Premier and the
inclined often to do that which they think would be pleasing Government of the day, were afraid to appeal to the people
to their constituents, rather than that which they believe, on the question. The House of Lords bgged that tere
in their hearts, would be in the interest of the country. should be an appeal to the people. Lord Saliubury and
But that is what we require, and what the British con- other leading statesmen requested such an appeal, but Mr.
stitution requires-this British constitution which hon, gen- Gladstone feared to appeal to the people on the question,
tlemen think is to be altered, as I said, in a summer's after- and he gave way, and the House of Lords prevented the
noon, this British constitution, of course, as we ail know, has House of Commons doing, what hon. gentlemen bere would
been produced without much thought by a parcel of men have objected to being done, making a re-distribution of seats
who do not know very much about what they were doing. without anyone knowing what the distribution was to be.
Sir, this very characteristic of the British constitution is of But I venture to think that the people of this country have
ail others, to my mid, one of those we ought to guard with some respect for the constitution which has been provided
the greatest jealousy. In the second Chamber are men who for them through the wisdom of ages, and by the blood of
are not dependent for their seats upon the electorate, and their ancestors, and that they will guard that constitution
therein I see one of the greatest safeguards to the interest jealously. I do not believe that hon. gentlemen opposite
of the country. When you find a sudden wave of excite- are going to make a great deal of political capital out of
ment passing over the country, which may influence hon. this attempt to substitute an elective Chamber for the premembers of this louse to do this or that which they think sent Sonate. The hon. member for Prince Edward Island
may be pleasing to their constituents, we have no kind of (Kr. Davies) seemed to see the difficulty of that position.
guarantee that they will not give way to the pressure of this Ie does not believe in a body of that kind, and he goes a
popular excitement. But you have in the second Chamber step forward and says: Abolish the whole th ing; do away
gentlemen who hold their seats for life,who are independent altogether with the British constitution. It will, however,
of the people, and who are able to approach a question be some time before that comes to pass.
calmly and to consider it upon its merits, without regard
Mr. JAMIESON. Before I record my vote on this questo the opinion of those outside upon whoso votes they tion, I think it advisable to offer a few remarks. On several
would otherwise be dependent. In that way they occasions, both in my own constituency and elsewhere, I
are able to stem the tide of publie excitement until have expressed the opinion that in my judgment there was
tho people have time to reflect and reco ver their sober room for a change in the constitution of the Sonate. I regret,
second thought. That is where we have the benefit however, very much that this matter has come before the
of a Chamber which is not elective.
But the hon Hiouse in the shape in which it has been submitted. Whilst
gentlemen opposite desire to do away with that safeguard' I am in favor of the principle of the amendment, I at the
altogether, and to have an elective Chamber which will be same timo have confidence in the Government.
just as liable to be forced by popular excitement of any
Some bon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
kind as is the House ofCommons, and in that way they do
Mr. JAMIESON. It may seem strange to some hon.
away with one of the very safeguards which the mon who
framed the British constitution foresaw and provided gentleman that I take that position. Had the hon. member
against. But these hon. gentlemen treat the British con. for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) moved it as a substantive motion,
stitution as if it was a child's toy, or a houe built of carda, I for one would have been only to glad to have supported
which they are to deal with just as they please. It seems to it to the best of my ability. But the hon. gentleman ha.
me that the flouse of Commons is strong just where the moved it in such a way that, in my judgment, he will not
second Chamber is weak, and the second Chamber is strogg obtain a fair expression of the sentiment of the House on
just where the House of Commons is weak, and so you find this question, and I regret very much it should be placed
that the one supplements or complements the other, and before the House in that way. I have confidence in the
in these two together you have a most admirable combina. Government, and I am not going to vote want of confidence
tion. Suppose this House pass some crude and hasty in the Government on this question. I only regret I cannot
rmeasure, you have a second Chamber to counteract it. say the same in regard to the Sonate, that is, that I have
This conviction in regard to a change
Suppose the flouse of Commons will not give way to the confidence in tho.
second Chamber, the Sovereign holds in ber hand the key in the constitution of the Senate ha forced itself upon me
to the dead lock, viz., a dissolution and appeal to the people, in consequence of the events which have transpired sinee
thon, if the elective Chamber is sustained the second Cham- I have had a seat in this fouse. I think the action of the
Sonate during the last Session Of Parliament was not only
ber will, of course, give way.
ill-advised, but very arbitrary; and if on no other ground
Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
than their action on the Bill to amend the Canada TemperMr. McNEIL. It has always been found so. Hon. gentle- ance Act which passed through this House last year, I
men may laugh, of course; it is well to laugh and to be would be disposed to support any reasonable proposition
theoretical. We have always found that to be so in practice. for an amendment in the constitution of the Senate to bring
We have not found in England any difficulty of that kind. it into harmony with what I believe to be the public sentiWe have found that thei louse of Lords in England have ment of this country. I have no hesitation in saying that,
frequently refused to sanction the legislation proposed in in my judgment, the venerablu gentlemen who occupy seats
the House of Commons; but we have never found, with the in the Upper House are entirely out of harmony and symexception of the one animportantcase mentioned by the hon. pathy with the people of this Dominion. I trust if ion.
member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), that gentlemen at my right, the friends of the ion. member for
the flouse of Lords has persisted in its refusal to pas. any Queen's (Mr. Davies), come into power-and I hope they
measure of great importance when there has been an appeal will not, and I do not intend to help them to power aven on
this question-but if they do attain te power, I trust their
to the people.
record on this question will be better than it was during
leform
Bill?
low
about
the
An hon. MEMBER.
the time they were in power several years ago. I underMr. MILLS. How about Jewish disabilities ?
stand from the public records that the hon. member for
Mr. McNEILL. On the last occasion when there was a Bothwell (Mr. Mills) carried through this louse a resoludifference between tie Lords and Commons, no doubt the tion affirming the adviability and desirability of a change
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in the constitution of the Sonate.
lowever, no practical
results fiowed from that motion.
Mr. MILLS. Yes, and the reasons wore given.
Mr. JAMIESON. I trust if those hon. gentlemen corne
into power this question will be treated by them in a practical way. I hope their policy on this question will net be
one of masterly inactivity. Should I have the fortune or
misfortune to be in this House wihen the hon. gentlemen at
my right change over to the Treasury bouches, and should
they not take up this question, I will take an opportunity
of reminding themMr. PATERSON (Brant). Of voting for it thon.
Mr. JAMIESON,--of proving their honesty in dealing
with this question in a practical way. It is not my
desire to discuss this question at any great length. I may
again express my great regret that it has not come up in
such a way as to enable me to give it my support. It is a
dangerous state of things te have in any country, a second
Chamber not amenable to public sentiment. I have strong
convictions on this question. I take no stock, to use
a common expression, in the arguments advanced by
the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeill), It seems to
me that the arguments made use of by that hon. gentleman, such as that the Senate, beirg appointed for life,
is more independent than we who have seats in this House
as representatives of the public sentiment of the country,
are erroneous. If we carry out that argument to its logical
conclusion it will tell diametrically against the principles
of responsible government. I agree with the sentiment
that we are representatives of the people and that the
people in this country govern. The people are the sovereign
Parliament of the country, and when we, the direct representatives of the people, pass on any question, while I concede the right of the Sonate to discuss and modify such a
measure, I do not con code its right, as it did' last year in
the instance I have referred to, to act in a manner directly
opposed to the wishes of the people. Not only that, but
after we had refused to concur in the action of the Sonate
on that question and sont the Bill back to them, they re-affirmed their position. What position are we going to occupy ?
The hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeill) says that in the
event ofa dead lock the Queen's representative has the matter
in his own hands. I should like to know whether the
Queen or the Queen's representative can change
the constitution of this country, the British North America
Act. I understand that the number of Senators who constitute the Upper House is fixed by that Act and no power
short of the fmperial Parliament eau make any change in
the Act. Nor could the representative of the Queen or
even Her Majesty herself, without the concurrence of the
Lords and Commons of England, make any change in the
Act. Now, Sir, I do trust that in some way or other,
from some party or other in this country-and so far as I
am concerned, no matter with what party I may be allied,
I shall give such a measure my hearty support-I do trust
that some change in the constitution of that body will
take place which will render it more in harmony with
popular opinion and the sympathies of the people. It is
said that the amondment moved by the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has had a wonderful effect already. I
am told-whether it is a strange concidence or not-that, just
about the time the amondment was moved in the House, the
venerable.gentlemen in the Sonate woke up to a wonderful
extent, Perhaps if we move an amendment every Session, or
once or twioe a Session, it might have a very beneficial
effect upon these gentlemen. 1 have expressed my views
on this question in this cursory fashion. It was not my
intention to speak, and in fact I was surprised when the
question came up; but I regret very much that it has come

up in the way itheas. Idesire to say that beoa
Mr. JAmaSoN,
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against this amendment in the shape in whih it is noved,
in the abstract form in which it has come before the House,
that is net te bo taken as an index of my opinion on the
subject, I simply vote against it because it is a vote of
want of confidence, and as 1 am a supporter of the Government, and have confidence in its judgment and ability in
the Administration of the affaira of this country, I shall vote
against tjhe amendient on that ground. I trust, however,
to see the day when a different state of things will prevail
in this country, in reference to the constitution of the body
known as the Sonate.
Mr. MILLS. Perhaps the House will allow me to say a
word by way of explanation. The hon. gentleman says I
carried a resolution on this subject in the louse in 1875,
and that I took no further action. I stated at the time that
I did net propose te go further than to get the House te
express an opinion on the subject, with a view of making
it an issue in the election. My opinion was thon, and is
now, that a change in our constitution, whether it is a
change within our power to make, or a change which we
may seek at the hands of another body, should not be made
without popular sanction. That was the reason I did net
thon proceed further, and my desire now is to obtain from
the House such an expression of opinion as that the country
will understand precisely how hon. gentleman stand on this
question.
Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman who has just sat down
has given us a very frank and interesting account of the
state of his feelings, and the tendency of his vote upon this
question. He has told us that ho agrees thoroughly with
the principle of this resolution, but that ho will not vote for
it now, for foar ho shoald seem to express want of confidence in the Government ; but that if our friends come into
power and do not reform the Sonate, and the question
should come Up again, then he would be happy to vote for
it, I fancy that is about the state of feeling of agreat many
gentlemen on that aide, who are really with us in regard te
that'question.
Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. CASEY. I do net mean those gentlemen who are
crying "no." I do net suspect them; but there are gentle.
men on that side who entertain similar views.
Some hon. MEMBERS.

No, no.

Mr. CASEY. Thon, as we seem te have a pretty unani.
mous denial from that side that they entertain the same
views as the hon. gentleman who lias just sat down, those
who have been calling "no" will certainly net shelter thomselves bohind the plea that they are voting against this reolution, because it is a vote of want of confidence. As we have
a nearly unanimous expression of opinion that they are
against this motion on principle, thon we should be justified
in taking the vote which will take place on this motion as
the real expression of the opinions of those gentlemen, and
they will not be able te bide behind the question of confidence. Now, this habit of taking refuge behind the pretext of confidence or want of confidence, the habit of
expressing blind loyalty to the Government as an excuse
for voting against ail sorts of resolutions, brought up in this
particular form, lias gone too far in this House. Such doctrines were ridiculed by the present leader of tle fHouse,
when they were proposed in a former Parliament, when he
was leader of the Opposition& Net long since, I had oocasion te read one of his speeches on that point, in
which he ridiculed the idea that an abstract resolution
not expressing want of confidence in the Government, an
abstract question of policy brought forward as an amendment to Supply, could or should be construed as a motion
of want of confidence in the Government. Aid he ridiculed

it properly, because it is a val known paran
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tice, known to no one botter than himself, that a motion of
this kind is net necessarily one of want of confidence in the
Government. It is not a motion of want of confidence unless
the Government ohoose to make it se. It would not bave
been se on this occasion if the right hon. gentleman had
net made it so ; and if he has made it so, if he has laid
it down as a policy so toregard it, it is for the reason that ho
wishes to have the motion defeated, that ho does not want
an open expression of opinion upon it by his friends, as well
as those on this side. Ile las called upon the loyalty of
his friends and backers to vote down this motion, although
some of them, as we have already had proof, will give
that vote, feeling at the same time full sympathy with the
opinions expressed in the resolation. So, Sir, I say that
pretext is worn ont. Now, my hon. friend who preceded
me certainly made one very important admission,
and one which I think he honestly made. He
told us the Sonate were not in harmony with
the opinions of the people of Canada. That is what we
have been contending all this afternoon and for years back.
That is what we believe to be the fact-that the Senate are
not in harmony with the views of the people, and that,
when an election comes round and the views of the people are
expressed in the shape ofan election of members to this House,
it will turn ont that the Senate is not in p litical harmony
with this House either. Both the hon. gentlemen who bave
preceded me have referred to the motion carried in this
House in 1875, affirming this principle, and almost in the
identical words of the motion now before u3. But attention
bas not been called to the fact that in 1873 a similar motion,
almost in the same words, was proposed and defeated; that
almost immediately after that Session there was a'issolution of the House, and that, although that question of the
Sonate was not a leading issue at that election, becanse it
was overshadowed by the great issue of the Pacifie scandal,
yet the new House that was elected affirmed by a nonpartisan vote the very principle which the members who
sat here in 1873 had rejected. So we see that after
this matter had been discussed in Parliament, after there had
been an election, in which no doubt, this issue went for
something, after a new House came back. the principle was
affirmed. Yet I think my hon. friend for Bothwell (Mr.
Milis) and his colleagues were quite right in not pressing
that principle into action until there was an opportunity to
make it an issue at the elections. That opportunity did not
occur. The issue was again overshadowed by one of those
waves of popular enthusiasm which my hon, friend from
Bruce referred to, the infatuation about the National Policy,
and we have had no election tried squarely upon this issue
yet. But I approve of the conduct of the Liberal Government of that time in postponing action as they did. If the
present Government had seen fit to follow their wholesome
example, and postpone the making of an infinitely more
radical and revolutionary change which tbey did make last
year in the representative institutions of our country,
they would have gone much further towards performing
their duty as responsible Ministers and representatives of
the people. Now, the hon. Minister of Marine did make use
of some arguments in the course ofhisremarks,most of which
I think have been disposed ofby my lon. friend from Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davie).* That hon. Minister asks, how
are we te get a non-partisan Sonate ? Would a Sonate
eteeted by the people be less partisan than the present ?
We never contended that it would be. What we have been
eontending is that the Sonate should be in harmony with
the people. If tho people are partisan, if they are strongi
on one side, se should the Senate be, and so should be the
House of Commons; if there are net strong party lines
among the people, the Sonate should reflect that state of
thinge. What we claim is that the Sonate should represent the pwp1e.*hether they are partisan or no*; aid I am
aai il wM»t be non-partiaamnil thaf
siexh
itin doôe
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when party lines will disappear altogether. The hon. gentleman said that the House of Lords were more subject to fthe
ruling party than the Sonate. Of course it is in one ssoe,
though it cannot be said that it is more docile-I have to thank
my hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson) fbr the word-in
support of any Government than the Sonate is in support
of this Government. But we al remember the case which
has been allnded to more than once, of the great heform
Bill, which the ouse of Lords would undoubfedly have
continued to oppose had it not been for the fear that the
Tory majority in that House would be swamped by the ele.
vation of others to the peerage. That is one of the wholesome checks which exist in England upon the action of the
House of Lords. It is because the Government of the day
can bring this check to bear upon political opponents
holding hereditary seats, that the Hoeuse cf Lords is
less dangerous to constitutional liberty than the Sonate
of Canada; for if it undertook to show open and dogged
defiance to fthe Government of the day, it would be swamped
by the elevation of the friends of liberty to the peerage.
The Sonate of Canada is dangerous to liberty, because the
Government of the day, which represents the people, cannot in any way prevent it obstructing, if it choses, any
legislation that Governmont may carry through the popu.
lar louse, and any such obstacle in the way of legislation
is dangerons to popular liberty. The comparison in other
respects between the Sonate and the House of Lords is one
for which I think the members ofour Upper Chamber will
not thank the leader of this louse. If thore is anything
calculated to bring ridicule on our worthy friende in that
Chamber, which I would be far from doing, it is the
attempt to institute such a comparison. We have the greatest
respect for the individuals composing our Upper Cfiamber,
whom the leader of the House called, in his amusing aud
humorous way, life peers; we have great respect for them
personally, respect for their abilities, and often respect for
their action; but it is the most unkind thing possible to
ask this House to institute any comparison between that
body and the English House of Lords. We ail know that
the English House of Lords represent a distinct interest;
that the constitution of England has been dual from the
first, one body representing the great land interest, land
holders and aristocrats, and the other body representing
the people, and that the ouse of Lords was not mnatituted,
as our louse was, for the purpose of acting as a check on
the other body. Both bodies naturally constituted the Parliament of the realm, representing the different classes of
the community. No such reason existed for the creation
of a Brummagem louse of Lords in Canada. As a matter
of fact, the Sonate, as constituted from the firt, lias
merely been a means of pensioning off those mcmbers of the party in power who have been unable
or have not taken the trouble to find seats in
the popular assembly, and a means of finding a seat
for adMinister when it has not been convenient to open a
constituency and send him back for elction; it has been
used for these purposes entirely, and I think it en.
not be pretended that the appointments, as a rule,
have been made with any reference to the calm, judiciul character of the appointees4 If we took the thorough]y Tory view of my friend from North Bruce (M.
MoNeill), that it is necessamy to check and hinder the
will of the people as expressed in the Lower Hlouse, thon
these appointiments might seem to be made with regard to
the fitness of things; but looking on them as a body of men
supposed to be so superior in political training and
knowledge, and in impartiality, to the members of this
flouse, that they have a right to revise our legislation, and
throw it out if it does not seem good to them, I think it
cannot be pretended that the appointments have been made
with a view to the fitnemÀ of Ie parties à4pointed. My
hu. friod fm Bruce (Mr. cill) aserted that nobody
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on this side of the House had grappled with the hon.
Premier's argument that an elective Sonate had been tried
before in Canada, and had been found to bo a failure. We
didnotgrapple with that argument because thore was no such
argument. There wasan assertion made by the bon. Premier
that the experiment had been such a failure as to disgust
Mr. George Brown with the principle of an elective Sonate,
an assertion which was immediately shown to be glaringly
incorrect, because Mr. George Brown had always been a
consistent opponent of an elective Sonate. But we never
did have an elective Sonate. The old Legislative Council
was partly composed of elective members; but I think we
are all old enough to remember that the nominative members were not turned out to make way for them, and that
there was always a large leaven of nominative members
along with those who had been elected. Thon again, Sir, as
to the actual failure or success of the experiment. If the
Hon. George Brown was right for once, as the hon. First
Minister has told us, the right hon. First Minister must have
been wrong, because le was a supporter of the principle
which ho says Mr. Brown opposed; and, in practice, I think,
Mr. Brown's contention was maintained by the facts, rather
than the contention of the First Minister. No doubt in the
earlier years during which elective members sat in the
Sonate, that body dei make one or two attempts to deal with
money Bills, but they very soon found out their mistake. The
point was given up; and had we an elective Sonate for fifty'
years, it is not probable that this demand would be over repeated. There were no signs of it for years before Confederation, and I do not remember the sligb test expression of opinion of any considerable number of electors in favor of the
return to the nominative system. The great bulk of Canadians
were surprised, and more than surprised, to find that we had
gone back to the middle ages for our plan to constitute a
second Chamber. The Premier says that the plan of an
elective Sonate is incompatible with responsible government. I suppose the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeill),
would call that another argument. But the right hon. gentleman gave no reason, I presume because there is no reason,
for the assertion. I cannot imagine any reason why an
elective Sonate should be incompatible with responsible
government. If there is, I hope some hon. gentleman will
give it to us before the debate is over, but at present
we have only the bare assertion to deal with. It is
a fact that responsible government did exist for a
number of years in Canada with a Sonate in part
elective, and which it was intended to make wholly elective. I take the other side, and argue that the existence of'
a nominative Sonate is utterly inconsistent with responsible
and representative institutions, because it is a standing
and irremovable obstacle in the way of carrying out the
will of the people. Thon the Premier said there was no
popular agitation in favor of this motion, there were no
petitions and so on. Well, the hon. member for Lanark
(Mr. Jamieson) bas told us what view the tomperance
people take of the action of the Sonate; ho bas told us thut
they have no confidence in the Sonate. We did not need
to hear that from the hon, gentleman, because we remember
that at all the meetings of temperance associations since
the action of the Sonate last year, and at many of the meetings of the clergymen of different churches, resolutions
were passed declaring the people had no confidence in the
Sonate, and that the constitution of that body should be
changed. Nay more, we had petitions from the temperance
associations laid before the House, in which the same sentiments were enunciated, so that the House is well informed
of the sentiment of the temperance people, and of the
fact that there bas been and is a strong agitation throughout the country in favor of a change. Thus the hon.
gentleman's plea that there is no agitation falls to the
ground, in face of the fact given by one of his own
supporters that there exista An agitation, and a powerful
Mr. CAsr.
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one, in favor of a change. We are charged with not having
a definite plan to propose. I think it was the Minister of
Marine made that charge. Well, I think the principle is
as clearly and definitely laid down in the resolution as it
could be. It wonld have been absurd for us to propose a
definite detailed plan, involving all the machinery for electing the Sonate, as a motion in amendment to the motion to
go into Supply, and that just for the sake of trying to satisfy
the Minister of Marine. Had we done that, we would have
earned the reprobation of the country and justified the allegations of those who say such a resolution should not be
brought up on the present occasion. The proposition is
clear and definite, as to principle, and if the House should
adopt it it will be the duty of the Government to work
out the details. There is room for difference with regard to
detail. There is room to argue in favor of election of the
Sonate by the Local Parliaments or by direct appeal to the
people. I do not pretend to discuss these details, but I
say the vast majority of the people, Liberal and
Conservative, believe that some change is needed in order
to do away with this clique of irresponsible life peers as I
may call them, who form the Senate of Canada-not to do
away with them in a personal sense, but to do away with the
presont constitution of that body, and give us a second
Chamber, if we are te have one at ail, which will be responsible to the people. Some of the arguments would lead us
to believe there is no use for the Chamber at all. The
Minister of Marine and Fisheries used a strong argument in
that direction when ho said the Senate need not discuss
matters of legislation because they are fully discussed here.
If the government would leave this an open question, and
give their supporters liberty to ascertain the feelings of
their constituencies, I am certain this resolution would be
carried by a considerable majority.
Mr. WOOD (Brockville). The hon. member for Bothwell
(Kr. Mills), is asking us to do something which needs a
great deal of explanation beforo it can receive the sanction
of this House. I am glad the Opposition have brought this
matter forward, but 1 regret that they should have brought
it forward as an amendment to the motion to go into Supply.
I regret this, not because I approve of the prineiple of an
elective Sonate, for I do not, but because I would like to see
scope given for a fuller and freer expression of the opinion
of the House, which would be given were the resolution
brought forward as a substantive motion. The hon. member
for Brant (Mr. Paterson), has evidently been m4king a
mental caricature of the Sonate, and some of his inferences
are not only amusing but very misloading. He asked for a
change on the principle that it was needed on the ground
of economy. The hon. gentleman knows that in the country
there is no stronger principle youe can go to the people upon
than any principle involving economy, but it was most
remarkable that ho should first give us the cost of the Sonate
during last Session and the preceding Sessions, but not tell
us, what every hon. gentleman must know, that it the Senate
were made elective it would add to the expenditure of the
country. I do not think an election to the Sonate could be
carried on for much less than the expense involved in the
election of members to this House; so that, upon the principle of economy, the motion i. a failure. The people would
have to pay more for an elective Sonate than for the Sonate
as at present constituted. There is another principle enunciated, and that is that the Sonate, as at present constituted,
is not responsible to the people. We all know that it was
designed the Sonate as at present constituted should not be
responsible to the people in the sense in which hon. gentlemen opposite endeavor to use the term. We know that with a
Sanate elected by the people, placed to some extent-to what
extent we do not know, because the resolution only asks us to
formulate the principle of an elective Senate-above this
.Rouse, we would have one body elected, the outoome of the
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body, It may be that the hope of altering the political complexion of

ivhich is also the outcome of the popular will. No such the Sonate in this regard is a forlorn one. It is not

anomaly exists in any country in the world, or could for me to speak as to that; that question will be decided
exist consistent with the legislation of the country's affairs. by the people. But I do say that, if the Sonate were made
Now, so far ais the independence of the Sonate is con- elective, as is proposed, I fail to see how, by any method
cerned, it seems to me that, whenever the Sonate does aet, that I have ever been able to hear or to concoeive, it could
it is blamed, and, if it does not aet as often as hon. gentle. be made practicable. If hon. gentlemen opposite would
men opposite seem to think it should, it is blamed also. take up the question of the abolition of the Sonate as conI do not think the Senate has interfered with any measure tradistinguished from the election of the Sonate, I can unpassed by this fouse this Session without its being abused derstand that there would be a great deal of force in what
by the .Reform press of this country. But, a day or two they say as to the results; but to come to this House with a
ago, it saw fit not to give its sanction to a Bill which had simple principle, the principle of affrrming the election of
received the sanction of the majority of the members of members to the Sonate, is one that this House ought not to
this House. I myself voted against the principle of the pass upon without the details, without the system, the plan
Bill introdnced by my hon. friend from Hamilton (Mr. by which it is proposed to make this important change in
]Robertson), though it received the votes of a majority of our constitution, being fully made known to this House.
the members of this louse; but, because the Sonate did What would be thought of Mr. Gladstone submitting to the
this, it is abused by the Reform press of this country. If Englihh louse of Commons a simple resolution affirming
we cannot agree with the Sonate when it negatives the the principle of Home Rule, without going on and preeent.
action of the majority of this House, it is not for the press ing, as he did, in a statesmanlike way-however much we
to abuse it because It exorcises one of the functions of its may disapprove of it-his scheme for the government of
creation in doing so. Take the case of my hon. friend from Ireland ? For these reasons I shall oppose the motion of the
North Lanark, the very ground upon whicb, if this were a hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).
substantive motion, ho would support it to.night, that
Mr. FISHER. I am glad to see that the hon. member
last Session the Sonate added on the well-known amendment to the Bill which ho introduced in this House. I who has just sat down bas really come ont squarely and
understand it to be one of the functions of that fairly in favor of an irresponsible Senate. Hoesays that
body, that, if this House is compelled, owing to he doos not desire to see a Sonate in any sense or in any
the strength of a popular wave passing over the country to way responsible to the people. There is a little difference
pass legislation here which in our judgment we may not of position botween that hon. gentleman and what I underapprove of, one of the duties of the Sonate is to check that stood to bo some of the remarks of the right bon. the leader
until the time that it becomes an assured fact that the of the Government. I understood the right hon. the leader
popular will is right. It is just possible that the wave of of the Government to say that the Sonate was in sympathy
temperance which is going over the country may not lat. with the people of the country, that, because it was in
If so, do not blame the Sonate for what it did, though you sympathy with him and he was supported by the majority
may disagree with it, though you may find it inconvenient of the people of this country, it was thereforeo evident that
in the mean time, but in that set the Sonate was simply dis- the Senate itself was in sympathy with the majority of the
charging one of its well known functions. So far as the Sonate people of the country. I do not care just now to point out
being independent is concerned, we have heard to-night that the fair conclusion which a juxtaposition of the hon. gentleit cannot be independent of the man who croates it. It man's argument with that of his supporter and friend from
seems to me that hon. gentlemen give hon. members North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) would lead to, bocause the
of the other House but very little credit for honesty hon. member for North Lanark said clearly and distinctly
and for intelligence. It seems tome that the hon. mem- that the Sonate was not to-day in sycnpathy with the
ber for North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson), the hon. member for majority of the people of the country. Perbaps I might be
West Elgin (Mr. Casey), and all who have preceded him tempted to draw the conclusion that the right hon. the leader
might as well say, when the First Minister recommends of the Government was not to-day in sympathy with the
the appointment of a judge to the bench, that hoecannot be people of the country, but I leave that for these two hon.
independent but must subvert his position, and remain the gentlemen to fight eut between themselvos. There are two
tool, if ho ever was the tool, of the First Minister because main divisions of this question in regard to the Sonate, and
ho appointed him. I think the case is analogus, and there one which the hon. member for Bruce (Mr. McNeil) brough t
is one fact of which I wish to remind hon. gentle. forward, I think the one which seems to influence the
mon, and that is there is no doubt that a good deal majority of the gentlemen on the other side of the louse, I
of. the opposition that they now manifest to the Senate mean in defending the Sonate because of its being an imitais owing to the fact that the Sonate is at the present tion of the English House of Lords. I think that, in this
time so largely composed of men whose politics are in argument, the hon. gentleman has entirely misconceived
unison with the majority of this House. I say tbere is no the original object of the Senate in this country and
doubt of that; there is none in my mind. I may be wrong, he has certainly entirely misconcoived the present
but I give my reason why I make that statement. During state of the Sonate. As I understand, those who dealt
the five years Mr. Mackenzie was in power, we saw not one with the British North America Act and formed our
honest effort made to alter the constitution of the Sonate, Confederation did not form our Sonate upon the model of
if we except the effort which waa made by the hon. member the English House of Lords. As I understand, the gentlefor Bothwell (Mr. Mills), which proved abortive, and for men wlio did that work, they created the Sonate for the
which ho got roundly abused by his own friends. During express purpose of being a balance between the greater and
that time Mr. Mackenzie made many appointments to the the lesser Provinces of this country and for the purpose of
Sonate, and I wish to point out that, if the general elections defending and protecting the rights of the minor Provinces.
of 1878 ad resulted in the retention of Mr. Mackenzie and But, Sir, supposing the Sonate had been intended for a
his party in office, Vhe Sonate to-day, with the number of model of the English House of Lords, I am sure nobody
vacancies that have since occurred, would be of a political who knows anything about the two Chambers but must
complexion, different from what it is now. So that you see see what a perfect travesty the Sonate is upon its original.
the lapse of time will undoubtedly cure the very evil of The Sonate is in no sense the representative of a class; I
which these hon. gentlemen complain and will remove one of say so, not because there is a class in this country which
their Chiefobstacles to the prosent oonstitution of the Sonate. the Sonate might represent, if there were such a claus
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certainly the Sonate could not be said te represent it, but IAceounta I findithoro le an average of sernthi.g 11ke
am happy to know that in this country there are no classes, 4130,000 a year epent upon the Sonate by it»14fand 1 find
in thib country we are intensely and inovitably democratie, thoro le aise a portion of the.generai #xponditiireonected
and there is no class of people whe possesses an undue in- with the publie buildings at Ottawa, 'wlieh, mddod te that
fluence in the government of the country. The English sum, I think I am safe in saying would &Mount te 4200e000
House of Lords did demand and obtain a share in the gov- a year. New, I believe that the Sonate ie net necessary; I
ernmont of the country at a time when a privileged class elieve the.ameunt of work which our Senate bas acomwas able te impose itself upon the people and to assert its pliehed, or whieh an elective Sonate might aoo plish,
right to a large share in the Government; but in this coun- would net be a fair quivalent for this expondituro. When
try there is no such class, and no second Chamber is needed I think that, upon a moderato compution, tue oxpense
te represont it. The right hon. leader, in his reply te the reprosents an intoreet upon 84,000,000; when I belove that
hon. member for Bothwell, seemed to indicate that the by the roval ef the Sonate we could oloar off se much of
latter was proposing, as a substitute for our prosent Sonate, our publie debt, and reduce our aunual expendituro, I am
something in the form of the American Sonate. I do net onvined that the geod the Sonate le deing tokday, or that
se understand the motion, and [ do net think there isit le ever likety te do, le net equivalent te thât expendituro.
any hon. gentleman on this side of the louse who desires The First Minister said ho did net think the Sonate
te introduce into our country that portion of the American was of aDy groat use, but ho pointed out that it was
constitution. Here we have an execative government doing no harn. I think the hon, gentleman whe moved
directly responsible te the Parliament of the country, the resolution had pointod eut that the Sonate je
while in the United States they have an executive which islikely te do a great doal of harinioertain oireumnot se responsible. The House of Representatives and the stances. Instances have been brought forward where
Sonate have certain executive functions which are specially the Sonate bas opposed the wilt of the people. I was
delegated te them, but which I do net think any Senate, eupri8ed te hear the Minister ef Marine and Fiehories
whether appointed or elected, could possibly possess in thisdefonding the existence of the Sonate in ita present form.
country. The hon. gentleman who has just taken his seat I can quito uuderstaud that, as a Ministere ho woudd net b.
bas net fairly represented our position when hoesuggested prepared te accopt that motion, but I was surprisod te bear
that we on this side of the louse are opposed te the Sonate him eay that the Sonate did ne harniand that, as a mattor
because the Sonate is opposed te us. I do net think that isoffset, it wns net neoessary fer the Sonate te diseuse the
the feeling of anyone on this side, or that it influenced the Acte whicb cou"ebefere it freinthie fouse. I think the
hon. member for Bothwell in any way. We believe that meet important instance whieh bas occerred ln the hietory
the Sonate is a menace to the rights and privileges of the ef the Sonate whore thst body hus bon an iury te the
people, and we believe that it does net matter one whit country snd opposed the wili of the peepte, je #hon il put
whether the Senate be in sympathy with one party or the an impediment in the way of tempernnogisiatie., and I
other, because it is just as liable to oppose the behests of wa8 surprised te hear the Miniete of Marine overleokiug
the people when one party is in power as the other. It is tint fact lu hie defeuco of the Sonate. Sir, 1 think the.hon.
true that in consequence of the fact that bon. gentlemen gentlemen who have opposed tus motion to-uight have net
opposite have held the reins of power for the greater part really undertaken te defeui the preseut constitution of the
of the time since Confederation, their party is more Sonate, they have enîy tried te peint eut what might
in an eleotivo Sonate.
largély represented in the Senate than ours. As a rule b. the possible weakuess
gentlemen who are appointed te the Soate, no matter They have onlv tried te peint eut that the hou. member
from which side of polities, are intensely partisan before for Bithwell (gr. Milîs) bas net or could not rerove the
they are appoin ted. They are chiefly appointed in conse. expense attendant on the 8enate if an elective Sonate were
quence of political services, and it is not in human nature enbstituted for the presont appointed Sonate. Iu Vis way
when men have worked for years through campaigu after hon, gentlemen have given evidence of theeeeity cf
campaign fer one political party, that they should be able eomthiug being doue. I am glnd te know thât tie hon.
immediately te divest themselves cf all political feeling and mêmber for Bothwell bas îveught tus question forward
act in a judicial and independent spirit. The hon, gentle- before the next eleotions, whenever they May cere. I
man bas alluded to the judiciary of the country, and bas understaud tus motion te mean that the Iiberal party of
asked why the senators ehould net be able te divest them- thie country be resolved te try and bring about a change
selves of their political feelings like the judiciary. Sir, it le in t e constitution of the. Sonate and, if they do se, iL le
a very different thing. The judiciary have not to deal with rigit te announo. tint poliey ou the foor ef Parliameut
political questions, they are net concerned in the political before going before the people. It je absurd te say that
warfare of the country; but tne senators are se concerned, tus 4ue8tion ma net been before the peopIt
ha%, ou
and even though they may be independent of the people of several oceasiene, been disoused lunPa-liament and before
the country, they will stiU have te pass upon the acts and the country by many cf th. leaing members W the Liberal
legislation of the party which they opposed or which they party; aud I may toit the bon. leader ethe Governinnt,
favored before they became senators. The hon. gentlemen thongh ho may not know it, Lier. je a stueng feeling
opposite have pointed te the difficulties which might occur ln thoou&try tint the Sonate has outlived its uee
purposo whieh
in tie case of an elective Sonate. I am incline<1 te think fuinees and doea net aoeompl
eau oEly
the people cf this country will be able te overoome those it wu iutouded to acomplisi, and thet
difficulties; I am inclined to think that our statesmen woutd acooplish evil and noV goed. Aud this feeling wil b.
be sufficiently wise and far-seeing to renove those diffiel- arousod and the attentionoetVe people wil be Lurued
ties, were they te arise. But there is still a more radical Vewarde Vis matter by the motio of Lhe hon. menibr for
way of cutting that Gordian knot, and one which 1 BothweIl (Mr. Mille) to-night. I think IL le probable from
myself would favor, and that is the complote wiat bas dropped frei the leader of Lie (iovernment that
abolition of the Sonate. I am quite prepared te support the chances are that the elections will Dot core ou
the motion of the ion. momber for Bothwell bcauseimmediately, but that perhaps a year may intervene, and
I think it a stop in the rigbt direction, but I would be1durjpg that tim4 the people wiIl heve an opportunity ef
prepared myself, individually, te go much further than thinking ever tue subjeot be4ore Liey are calied upon te
that, becane I would like te see the expeuditure inenrred ohooée thkr reprosoutativosin the next FaulameatIn
#ér the iantenanoe of the Sonate removed fron the Publie cooeuing tematter they will tom* te theSaalon
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sound and just one, and one tbat wi meet with the
approval of -the peeple of the country. I have therefore
great pleasure i supporting this motion, although were I
myselfto hoose in the matter I would perhaps go a little
farther and abolisb the whole thing,
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beoasso if it:happened to pass lawa which would not be just
or beneficial to the country, the popular branch of the
Legislature would be there to check it. From the standpoint of Conservative principles, from the standpoint of
social order, in the nane of the Government, of the family,
so to speak, which the Conservative party tende to consolidate, both by the autonomy of the Provinces, and by due
respect for the rights of each citizen, I object to the proposed
innovation, and I very much fear that our friends opposite
who desire to bring about this retrogressive measure, which
is at the same time a sacrifice to popular prejudices, I very
much fear I say that this moasure will not bring the amount
of support they expect from it. Let us make lasting laws.
Let us have due regard to whatever compacts may exist
between Provinces. We may, from time to time, differ on
fiscal policy; we may have different ideas on certain legisla.
tion, on various policies of management, but there are great
outlines which do not vary, and on which we can never
hold different opinions. Let us construe the federal compact
in such a way as to derive from it the greatest profit for the
people, but let us not change the bases which have been
adopted by the different Provinces at the time of Confederation.

Mr.&AMYOT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I deem it my
duty to explain the vote I am about to give on the important question now under discussion. It is proposed by this
motion to change the mode of Appointment of senators,
and a blow is aimed at the basis of the present system.
When Confederation was accepted by the varions Provinces,
it was agreed that the senators would be appointed for life
by the Crown. This was accepted in order to balance the
powers of the State. It was thon understood that at certain periods of crisis, at certain times of popular excitement, the policy of the Lower flouse might be warped so
as to seriously endanger the interests of the future, and it
was understood that such a body as the Sonate, who, seo to
speak, would only be responsible to their conscience and to
their GQd, was necessary as a moderating power. To-day
it is proposed that popular passions should be called upon
to elect this second House, and to disturb the stability of
the established order of things. By the establishment of
a Sonate appointed for life we were offered a guarantee
Mr. LAURIER (Translation.) I do not desire to proagainst popular effervescence, against certain principles tract this debate, but I should like to point out to my hon.
which might pnevail at a given moment, and imperil social friend from Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot), that h. bas misaporder, and at the saine time this measure propounded the preciated the principle of the resolution before the flouse.
wise principles which preside over the laws of well gov- The principle of that resolution is not to abolish the Sonate,
erned communities. The guarantees which were given to but simply to adopt another mode with regard to its constius ought to bu maintained. People are complaining to-day tution. 1 perfectly agree with all ho has said on the necesthat the great majority of the Senate is recruited among eity of a second flouse as a means of balancing the powers
members of one distinct political stripe. Weil, tis is the ofbthe S.te. On that point I am as much a Conservative
necessary consequence of the system which prevails in this as my hon. friend from Bellochasse, but he must see the
country, but that does not prove that the system is bad. difference between having a Sonate which is not responsible
The Grit or Liberal party, whatever we may choose to call to anybody whatever and a Sonate which ie responsible to
it, having been in opposition for a long time, the the people. Al that my hon. friend from Bothwell asks is
consequence je that they have been unable to appoint that the Sonate should bO constituted as to not ho, as it now
senators, Let them obtain power and hold it for a long is, a perfectly irresponsible body whieh eau defy the power
period through a wise policy, and thon the Sonate will be of the louse, set itsolf against ail legislation, and which can.
corposed ef-more Liberals than Conservatives. Such is not be brought to change its opinion. Our constitution bas
the working-ofparties. What i8 most important je that been compared to the English constitution. There je an
the Sonate should always be composed of men appointed immenne difference between the tw. In England, the
by a Government who are responsible to the people. Now, House of Lords is not irresponsible; if it sets itmelf against
Mr. Speaker, what is the nature of the complaint ? It is legisiation, against the will of the country, there is a way of
charged that the Sonate as refused to pass a law on tom- changing its opinion. Af4er ail, our constitution is a
perance. Well, if there ie a reason which has, more than democratie constitution. The power which ought torule is
any others, convinced me of the usefulness of the Sonate, the choice of the majority. I do not wish to say that it ie
it is this same reason. I have no hositation in saying that always supreme wisdom which prevails, but everybody
if the majority of this House passed a law for the absolute will admit that it is the majority which rules, while
prohibition of strong liquors, it would simply b. an act of as regards the Sonate, under our constitution, it is
weakness, a concession to prejudices, and a concession quite different. The Sonate is composed of a limited
unworthy of our enlightened and intelligent House. It ie number whieh can never be increased ner dimini.
perfectly known, that, espocially in northern countries, it ie shed. If the majority in this House enacts a law,
impossible to prohibit the use of alouholic liquors; let the and if the Sonate refuses to adopt it, what is the
traffc be regulated, let it be endeavored, through wise result? Under our constitution there is absolutely no
legislation, to give good liquors to the trade; let light wines means of changing this state of things. In IEngland, there
be introduced, and by degrees, two or three generations ie a remedy which lies in the Severeign's power. The
hence, this appetite of the people for strong liquors will Sovereign himself has the right to add to the number of the
disappear; but let it not b laid down as a principle, that House of Lords. It is a dangerous remedy, which has
it le wise to deceive people and to secure their confidence never been applied to my knowledge, but it was very near
through false measures. Quite recontly this House passed being applied. I do not remember just now whether it was
a law for which I have muchireopect-arespect, whichmhow- at the time of the emancipation of Catholics, or in the case
ever, would not involve the sacrifice of my convictions-to of the Reform Bill of 1832, but I know it was on one of
allow people who do not believe in God to obtain the confid. these two questione-the Sovereign was very near adding a
ence of judges, to influence the decision of cases wîth- certain number of persons to the flouse of Lords in order
out taking their oath. The Sonate, very wisely refused to to restore harmony in that flouse. Well, Mr. Speaker, the
sanction that law. The Senate may do a great deal of good, motion of the hon. member for Bothwell, has no other
and it cannot do any harm. It may do good by checking object but to bring the Sonate to be more in harmony with
our laws or giving the finishing touch, and during periods the popular branch. If it was a question of abolishing the
of great popular effervescence, by putting back the car of Sonate, I would agree with the hon. member for Bellechae,
the State on the right trak. It
nt do any han, aud 1 would vote 6a ainSt the motion of the ho, member
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for Bothwell; but on this point, I muet make another action too. Thora was the action of a Ifishing" commission
remark, which, I am sure will meet the approbation of ail that sat for weoks to try and find something on whichto
the French members, and it is that an elective Sonate istrp the then Administration. One of the duties of the
not at variance with Conservative principles, for it is a membors of that conmittoe was to examine the Kaminismeasure which has been urged for over fifty years by thetiquiaiRiver. Regardices of expense, one of therapurFrench nationality.
chased a bed-cord, hired a canoe and took isoundings ofthe
river. Ono of the grave charges bronght against the
Mr. FAIRBA.NK. I think the Sonate does not occupy Mackenzie Administration was in regard to squandor.
the position it should occupy. The First Minister has several ing money on that iverand wrongly locating the ter.
times alluded to the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) minus of the railway. Events have revenged the exas being exceedingly theoretical. In the matter of appoint- Premier. Whn I stood upon the same ground two years
ments to the Sonate, the Premier has been politically ago, I saw six pile-drivers working day and night preparing
eminently practical. Allusion has been made to the British the foundations for an immense elevator for the Canadian
House of Peers. While our constitution is generally framed Pacifie Railway. A smal olevator had beon erected ut the
on British principles, there are many things in which point where the opponents of the Mackenzie Administration
the comparison is not a fair one. Even the popular branch claimed that the railway should trminate. Appropriations
of that Logislature is to-day struggling with questions had bean nade to improvo that harbor to the extent of a
which we have settled. I allude more particularly to the quarter of a million, but they found themselves under the
question of Home Rule. The nation is exercised to a very necessity of adopting the view of those mon whose views
great extent to-day, on this question, a question which we, as they condemned, and they are expending monoy to improve
Canadians, have settled, and the right to which we would the navigation of the river, so that shipping may take
not for a moment submit to be deprived of. It las beenadvantago of the natural position of the waters. One-sixth
stated here, and I bolieve correctly, that the Sonate, in of the amount expendod in trying to place the harbor in the
many instances, has been recruited from defeated candidates. wrong place, is now found adequato to ostablish a harbor
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries bas particularly where nature intended it to ho. The Minister of Marine and
alluded to this. Lot me refer to a single sample. It is Fishonies has tnied to defend theSonate, as ho doos ailGovabout twelve years ago that, at the foot of Lake Huron, ernment views. Re las statod that the rosolution is Iamy,
a gunboat arrived in port with the Premier on board. nebulous and misty." Ho pronounced with groat emphasis,
He landed amid the booming of cannon. There was to the injury I fear of lis knuckles upon lis dosk, that the
a nomination going on. To his candidate he lent all Reforn party bas nover given to the people any direct,
the power of his personal prestige, and advocated hie square issue. Welli I balieve the ion. gentleman is free
candidature. He spoke vigorously. He spoke for one freinsucl a charge. 1 beliove ho went to bis conhour. His candidate was defeated by 600 majority. Had stituency with a cloar and distinct issue-independho spoken for one hour longer I think ho would have enco. We have seen the way it las been carried
What was the first eut. One hou, gentleman opposite bas expresed regret
been defeated by twice that number.
act following that ? The represontative of the people came that the motion core in a foras whiohal cannot support,
to the House and was soon called to lead tho Govern- although-hh is in favor of its pninciple. Ho admits te us
ment. The defeated candidate was at once placed in that when ho obtains lis freedem, wien the daine are
the Sonate. What was the chief act of the Sonate soon strieken from him and the party on this side oocupy the
after ? Was it that of independence, that judicial posi. Trasury bondes, thon ho will ho glad to support tus meation which is claimed for it in theory ? By no means. If sure. We are glad to know where ho stands. Mach weight
the theory was carried into practice in the selection of bas boon attached by the hon. member for Brockvîlle (Mr.
members of the Sonate, and if the members of that body Wood) to the cost which would ho caused if the form of the
acted independently and justly, the Sonate would possess Sonate is changd to an elective body, tss cost of holding
very much more influence than it has to-day. It is stated the elections. Since when have gentlemen opposite boe
that one of the objecte of the Sonate ie to check hasty logis-se auxions about the cost of elections? This is a recent idea
lation. A Session or two ago we had an illustration of ths with thom. Last Session they wereremindod of the cost of
checking of hasty legislation. In the last days of the Session, certain changes relating to elections, a cost which las since
in almost its last hour, the celebrated McCarthy Act was been found to exoeed ail expectations. We har nothing of
introduced, and its 100 sections were considered and passed ail that. Supposing it did ceet sonething we would get
between Saturday evening and Tuesday morning. At 4 something for it. What are we getting now? We have
o'clock that morning there were not half a dozen members had some discussion racontly about superannuation. To tic
who were not asleep, and those who wero passing the goneral prineiple of superannuation thera may ho offered
Bill moved about more like ghosts than representatives many objections-at ailavent£ to the manner in which it is
of the people. The Bill went to the Sonate and workedout. Butas nowconstituted I believe tho u8efulthey passed it through without reading it,
Thcnese of the Sonate is gone, and 1 think it would ho a great
amendments were not .printed at all-it was passed economy in its prent form if wo were te superannuate
as a more matter of form. And that is the way in which that body.
hasty legislation is checked by that body. Subsequently,
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Before the matter goos to a vote 1
the Sonate found time to pase an amendment to defeat and crave the indulgence of the bouse for about five minutes.
kill a measure which had been introduced by the Sonate I intend to vote for the resolution cf tho hon. member for
known as the Scott Act, and which the people in many Bothwell, not because I arn satisfled with it but simply
sections were, by vast majorities, using. Such are some bocause it i@a change, and, being a change, it muet ho for
of the actions of the Senate. The First Minister has asked, the botter, because it cannot be for tic worse. I wisb.to
why should we object ta the Sonate when it is doing ne go a stop further than the hon. member ton Bothwell. I
harm ? That is the bast recommendation that can be given agro. with the Ion. meiner for Brome (Mr. Fisher) that
it; and we are asked further to understand that tie the Sonate je a useless body and ouglt te ho abolishdmeaning of doing no harmn is, that it does not oppose that it is not only uselese but expansive. If any evidonce
any act of this Government. That is what is meant by was required tint we in tus country are Wise enouglito
doing no harm. When there was an Administration direct-goveru ourselvos by a single Ohamber, I think it lisbeen
ing the affaire of this country adverse to the political feel- furnisîed by the example of the groat Province cf Ontario,
ings of the Sonate, there was action then, strong, vigorous
n g " commission
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Chamber, and has never felt the least bad effect from it, or
the least need for a second Ohamber. . The right hon.
leader of the Government ploaded for a further lease of
existence for the Sonate in its present form, and the only
argument h. adduced that had any force was simply that
it did no harm, and therefore, that it ought to be allowed
to live. Well, Sir, it would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer
to find any good it did, and doing noither good nor
harm, I think the most reasonable and sensible hing
to do is to abolish it altogether. I was suprised
to hear the Premier say that our constitution was not
founded or modelled on the federal principle but on the
monarchieal principles of England and its constitutional
principles. Now, it may be that ho meant that the framers
of the constitution tried to model it in that way, but if they
did, and if they thought the Sonate as now constituted was
a reproduction of the House of Lords, they were miserably
mistaken. It does not represent the louse of Lords in one
single respect, except that it is not responsible to the people.
If we want to find the constitution of the louse of Lords
and compare it with our Sonate we have to go back to the
time when the House of Lords first came into existence. I
need not tell hon. gentlemen that the time was when there
was no Parliament in Britain, when the king was supreme.
But that sort of thing could not continue longer when there
were men nearly as powerful in the country, and even more
poweirful, thatn the king himseolf. The result was that the
Lords tine and time again claimed a share of the government. They got what they wanted, and it was a good
thing for the country in many respects, although in others
not so good. Stil they succeeded in cstablishing thoir
claim. That was the foundation of the fouse of Lords.
It bas .come down to us modified, it is true, in
many respects, but still the successors of the first
barons of England. And we are told that in this new
country of ours it was the intention of the framers
of our constitution to model our Sonate on the House of
Lords of England. Why, Sir, is it nt an absurdity, is it
not an impudent thing, to say nothing of its grotesqueness
for a young, struggling country like ours, scarcely 100 years
old, to dig into the graves of by-gone years and array
ourselves in the worm-eaten vestments of a thousand years
ago ? But I deny that the Senate of Canada in anyway
represents the House of Lords of Great Britain. The House
of Lords has somo excuse for its existence in the past, but
what reason have we for the existence of a Sonate now ?
We all know that, as founded at first, the House of Lords
represented the landed intereste of the country, and that it
represents those interests still. Added to that, in some respects it represents the moneyed intereets of the country.
I would ask if our Sonate is any parallel to it in oither of
these two respects.

If you take it as the representative of

the landed interest, I am afraid that some of them would
be able to say of themselves, in the language of Shakespeare, that they were:
"Lordsof their presence and no land buide."
If yon take them as representing the moneyed interest, I
am afraid some .of -them only represent the money they
expended in helping to elect Government candidates. The
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, as well as the leader of
the Government, admitted that the Sonate was partisan,
and claimed that it was right and proper it sehould be so.
The Premier said : I represent the people of the country;
my party has been elected by an overwhelming vote of the
people of the country, and here the reprosentatives of the
party in the Senate, in upholding me and in carrying out
my views, are representing the views of the people of the
country. That may be as long as the present Governmont
remains in power. Bat how would it be supposing that in
a year, or two, or thre., or four, or five years, when every
man in that louse has been appointed for the sole and express
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purpose of supporting the policy of the present leader of the
Government, how would besuposing the other party came
into power ? Whom would they be bound to represent thon?
I am afraid they would just do as they have done in the
past, endeavor to carry ont the views of the hon. gentleman
to whom they owe their existence. I need not point out to
hon. gentlemen that this was the case when thei Hon. Mr.
Mackenzie was Premier of the Dominion. We al know that
the Province of British Columbia had cause of complaint;
that a solemn agreement with them had been violated; and
when Mr. Mackenzie, with his usual honesty of purpose,
attemptod to give that Province compensation, ho was
baulked by the Sonate, no doubt at the express wish of the
hon, gentleman who leads the Government now. But, Sir,
we have been told by the right hon. leader of the Government that the Senate is a necessity for the defence of the
rights of the different Provinces. Will any hon. gentleman
on the other side be kind enough to point ont when the
Sonate ever took sncb a stan:1? I appeal to hon. gentlemen,
without fear of contradiction, to say if I do not speak the
literal truth when I declare that instead of protecting the
rights of the Provinces, there has never been an attempt
made during the last half dozon years, by the party now in
power-and there have been very many-to deprive the
Provinces of their rights, when that Sonate came to
the rescue of the Provinces. I defy hon. gentlemen
What happened
to point out one single instance.
when the right hon. leader of the Government tried
to grasp the licensing power from the Provinces ? If
ever there was a dishonest attempt made to seize that
which did not belong to the Government, that was the one.
For seventeen years, the right of the Provinces to issue
licenses had gone unchallenged; it was distinctly understood at the time of Confederation, that that right should
belong to them; and yet, in order to advance some party
purpose, in order to gratify a private pique against the
Government of Ontario, the right hon. gentleman tried to
grasp that power, at a grievous expense to this country,
in money, besides loss of time and expense of energy
by the Provinces in frustrating him.Did the Senate,
thon, in any manner attempt to prevent the wrong
that was being done to the Provinces ? It was a
matter of notoriety that the Bill was rushed through the
Sonate in a few minutes, without even being read; it
was taken on trust. A friend suggests the Gerrymander
Act, as another instance, one of the most infamous attempte
on the liberties of the people that was ever made. In that
case or in the case of the Franchise Bill, did the Sonate
make any attempt to right the wrongs that were being
done ? No, Sir. I believe the time is fast coming when a
change will have to be made in the constitution of that
body. It may have been modelled after the House of
Lords; but one thing can be said of the House of Lords, that
they are wise enough to comprehend the drift of public opinion. It is true, they sometimes show a disposition to resist
popular will, but they have always sense enough to know
when they have gone far enough, and to pause before comng
into direct collision with the people; and if the time sould
ever come a hen the louse of Lords shaHl try to obstruct
the popular will, that day their doom is sealed and I for
one would be ready to stand over the wreck, and say : "So
perish all such relics of barbarism." It has been stated that
the late Hon. George Brown was one of the most persistent
advocates of an appointed Sonate. I know that ho was, and
ho was a consistent advocate of it; ho was always opposed
to an elective Sonate, and Sir, it was one of the mistakes of
his life. We standing hore, now, responsible to the conntry,
and to posterity for our acts, are we to be guided in our
actions by the opinions of any man of the past-? No, perish
the thought. It is our duty to do what we believe to be
right. It is our duty, whonever we find anything that we
consider defective, to endeavor in a constitutional way to
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g et it corrected; and the motion of the hon. member for on account of his race or creed, but I protSt aainet a.
Botb;twe4, although not everything I could wish, is a stop in officer of the lloue of Commone being pitohforked inte the
Sonate as a representative of the Province of NewBrunethat direotion, and I feel bond to give it my support.
wick. If there were no other reason, that would ho sufficiont
Mr. WELDON. I wish to say a few words on this ques-to make me favor the resolation of my hon. friand. There
tion before the vote is taken. I do not think it necessary is anothor principlo with regard to tho Sonate, which bas
to discusa what system shall be adopted. The question is been pointed out, and verifiod by the action of the hon.
simply whether the present constitution of the Sonate mombor for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson). Ho las etatod that he
answere the purpose which it was intended to answer. Hon. is in favor of the principle of the resolution, but bocause he
members who made a comparison between it and the House puts party abovo principle ho le going ta vote against it.
of Lords, forgot that the principle on which the Sonate is It isbeause the Senate put party above prinoiplo, thst
created is entirely different from that on which the House I support thie resolution.
of Lords is based. The House of Lords is hereditary ; its
Mr. DUPONT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I muet conmembers tske their seats in it by virtue either of their
elevation to the peerage, which extends beyond life, or by gratulate the hon. membor for Est Quebec (Mr. Laurier)
succession. But the principle of life peerages, the principle for having pronounced himeof in f4vor of tho Sonate. In
on which Senators are appointed, is entirely opposed to that so doing ho agreea, not only with tho wholo Couservative
on which te House of Lords is based, and it has been so party but also wiLh the immense majority of the population
decided by them. When the late Baron Parke was appointed of bis Province. I have noticed duriug Lis debate that
a peer for life, the House of Lords took the matter up, and soveral of the political friends of the hon. momber for Eut
decided that life peerages should not ho created. One of the Quoboc do not hold the samo views as ho does with regard
objections thon taken to these peerages was that they would to the Sonate. I have notic.d that the bon. member for
enablea Ministry to swamp the House of Lords witti peers Brome (Mr. Fisher) has positively doclared that ho would
appointed for life. So that when we compare the constitution vote in favor of the resolutions moved by the hon. member
of the Upper Chamber of this Dominion with that part of for Bothwell, becanse these resoirtions were only a stop
the Briish constitution, we find that they are utterly towarde the abolition of the Sonate. Another member of
opposed to each other. The principl.e of our se.ond Chamber, the Opposition has declared that ho would vote for these
I take it, is an entirely wrong principle. At the time of rosolutions because they would make the Sonate eloctive,
Confederation the attempt was made to adopt the system in snd so would rendor it uselese, as ho did not see the noces.
vogue in the Provinces, that of the Legislative Councils. sity of having two fouses elocted by the peoplo. In thie
For 17 years that system has been tried, and I think thetho hon. member le perfectly consistent, and for my part I
feeling of the country is that there should ho a change. do not see the nocessity of having two fouses ected by
The right hon. Premier said no change should be made the people. And what guarantee would that afford to tho
unless some wrong could be shown; but we know hon. membors who are uow complaining againet the policy
that great and serious changes have been made in our con- of the Goverument and against certain measures whieh are
stitution already. By the Gerrymander Act of 18t2, the con- preteuded to ho or really are cotralising measuros and
stitution was changed, and 55 constituencies in the Province which have bean voted by tho Sonate during the two ist
of Ontario were alteredi; and for that Act no reason was years? Would not the Franchise Bil have been voted by
shown, nor was it claimed that any wrong was created by a fouse lectod by the people whoso would necosearily have
the division made in the British North America Act itself. boon composod of Tories or of Conservatives from the ProThe Franchise Act was another alteration in the constitu- vince of Queboc, for the Sonate haviug beau elected by the
tion; and if the right hon. leader of the Govern. people at the sane ime as the membere of the fouse of
ment has felt it necessary to make changes with regard <ommons, or at about the same timo, a numbor of (ouserto the constituencies and the electorate, surely the vative senators proportiouately as great as the number of
fact that the Senators were appointed originally for ConservaLive mombers of the fouse of Gommons would have
life i no reason why, if we find that a change is been elected? And I now ask the hou. membere who are now
necessary, that change should not be made. There is complaining againette Sonate because Lhey have not rected
another distinction between the Sonate and the House of the Franchise Bil whether a Rouse whoso groat majority
Lords. I think, with the exception of the time my hon. would have been compoeed of Conservaiv. sonstorswould
friand for East York wasuin power, there has never been not have adoptod the same policy? Evideutly iLwould,
one measure proposed by the Premier thrown out of aud that argument je va1uoless in my o inion. If we
or amended by the Sonate. We find that the House of examine the present composition of te Nenate we find
Lords deal with Government measures, discuss them calmlywithin it mon who have occupied in this Rouse the posiand dispassionately, and make serions amendments whichLion of Miuisters, who have eveu filled stil! higior positions
the Government are often compelled to accept. But in this in their respective Provinces-te position ofLieutenantGovHouse we find tat, so far as the Government are concerned, ernor. I notice that te ex-Lieutenant Governor of te Prothey pay very littie regard to the consideration of what action vince of Quebec le now a mnmber ofte Sonate; after havmay be taken by the Sonate, knowing well that they will take ing occupod the position of Minister ln this fouse ho went
whatever action the Government may dictate. My hon. friend to the IJpper flouse, le it not ta ho snpposed that the
from Lambton has also spoken with regard to appointmente. experionce of such a man je very uBeful with regard te the
When we look at the appointments lately made, we cannot legisiation whieh wiU ho adopted by thie flouse, sud whieh
but help feeling convinced that the mode adopted is not! will have ta ho revised by the Upper flouse? Mr. Speaker,
beneficial to the country. The Sonate is, in fact, made a I have boon quite surprised at the position taken by the
refuge, a sort of cave of Adullam, in which many sup- hon. member for Lanark (hLr. Jamleson), ta whom I right
porters of the Government find a comfortable retreat. Withive the vory honorable itho of apostie of emperanue.
regard to the lalt appointment to the Sonate made from te That hon. gentleman as stated, in the firet place, that ho
Province of New Brunswick, if the Senate, as has been wae quit. favorable ta the principle of te rosolations moved
pointed out, was established for the purpose of protecting by the hon. member for Bothwell (Kr. Mille), aud thon ho
provincial rights, we are entitled -to claim that the mon made another statornt none the lese urprising wheu ho
appointed should be reaidents of the Provinces they are deelared that his confidence in te Goverumout was greater
supposed to represent. I make no objection to the hon. than his dietruet towarde the Sonate. IL le a very good
Senator who was last appointed from New Brunswick, either Lhing for tb. Sonate that the bon. member ehould have se
Xy. A"eUSovG.
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much confidence in the Govern.ment as otheEwise there
would have been danger for the existence of the Sonate.
There are many other considerations in favor of the maintenance of a non-elective Sonate, as sevEral measures
have been adopted both in the Dominion and Local
Parliaments which have been defeated in the tJpper
Houses.
To corroborate that statement I will mention the fact that, in the Province of Queben, the
Legislative Council bas thcught fit on a certain occasion
to refuse to vote the supplies which had been submitted to
the Council by the Legislative Assembly, and the position
taken on that occasion by the Legislative Conncil of the
Province of Quebec was fully sanctioned a few weeks later
by the popular vote. A short time after the Cabinet was
starved out and they resigned. Another Cabinet was formed
and sbortly after they appealed to the people; and the immense majority of the Province of Quebec supported this
new Governmont and voted against the former Government
to whom the supplies had been refused by the Legislative
Council. This is a very strong proot in favor of non-elective
Upper louses. Besides, Mr. Speaker, the Sonate is compnoed in grent part of politicians who have been through
the Bouse of Commons and whô have acquired in this
louse great experience as r.egards politics and the affaire of
the country, and I do not see that men appointed by the
Government should be less qualified to fill the position of
senators, whether they are appointed by a Conservative
Government or by a Liberal Government; for whatever
party may be in power it is their interest to appoint to the
Sonate the men who have had the most experience and who
are best qualified to fill this high position. Now, I believe
that the party in power by choosing from among the moist
distinguished politicians, men who have made their mark in
this louse must necessarily make as good a choice as
if senators were elected by the people, who would be
sure to send to the Upper House men who would
be more or less young and often less experienced than
those appointed by the Goverument.
Mr. Speaker,
I believe it would be quite dangerous to alter the
present constitution of the Sonate, and to do away with that
trinity which existe in our constitution. AIl nations who
have not respected the ground works of their constitutions,
have fuund it impossible to prosper, and to exist for a long
time. I consider that we have elections enough under our
con titution, that frequent elections are a cause of demoralhation for the people, and that "after the elective Sonate,
it is likely that a measure, for the abolition of the Sonate,
will be proposed, if we are to believe certain hon. gentlemeni
opposite, who have stated that the proposed mode of transformation of the Sonate is only a step towards the abolition of
the Senate. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I deem it my duty to
vote against the resolutions of the hon. member for Bothwell, and to agree with those who desire that the ground.
work of our constitution should be respected, and that the
guaran tees afforded by the Act of Confederation to the
minorities of the various Provinces, should be preserved.
House divided on amendment of Mr. Mills.
Messieurs
Allen,
Forbes,
Armstrong,
Geoffron,
Auger,
Qilimor,
Bai (Wentworth),
Glen,
Béchard,
Guay,
Bernier,
Oiinn,
BoumaI,
Barley,
Burpee,
Holton,
Oameron (Huron),
lunes,
Cameron (Middlesex), Irvine,
Campbell (Renfrew), Jackson,
Cartwright(SirRichard)King,
Oaffey,
Kirk,
Lsnderkin,
asagrain,
Charton,
Langelier,

Min,
Mu' ock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Sonerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Spr ger,
Troi,
.Vei j
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Coekbarn,

Davie,
Fairbank,
Fisher,
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Laurier,
Lister,
Liir atn,
cruy

Watson,

W6ldoa,
Wilson,

yoo.-47

NATO:

Allison,

Messieurs
Parrow,

MoDougad (Pioto),

Amyot,
Bain <Soulanges)
Baker (Misisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Barnard,

Per anon (WelIand),
in

Benoft,
silly,
Blondeau,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Bame ron (Inverness),
Oameron (Victoria),
Oarling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
ahap1oau,

Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Backett,
Ha

Massue,
Moffat
oatpaiair,
0' Brion,
Pryn,
Reid,
Robertson (nastng),
Rkert,

Hesson,

Shanly,

Coehrane,

Oolby,
°osuan,
aoughln,
Ouran,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Duga,
Dupont,
Everett,

GagnA,
Gaulet,

Giganit,

Hickey,

KoDoogan (O.

MLlan,

reton),

Small
Hlorer,
8prouie,
Jameron,
'aohereau,
Jenkins.
Taylor,
Kaulbach,
Temple,
Kiiort,
Thompson,
Kinneys
Tupper,
Kranz,
Tyr*hitt,
Langevin (Sir Hector), Wallace (Albert),
Loa
Wmlaos <York),
Macdonald (Ki
White (Cardwell),
Macdonald (r
), White (astings),
Mackintosh,
Wigle,
Macmillan (Mgiddlenx)tWood (iokll)
Ilcillan (Vaudreuil), Wood (WstmI1d).--9.
McOallum,

Amendment negatived.
House again resolved itseolf into Committee of Supply,
(In the Committee.)
Salaries, military branch and district staff........ $17,000 00

Sir ADOLPHE CARON . The decrease is caused by the
retirement of the Deputy Adjutant General.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understand that a
good many of the oficers, whose salaries are voted under
this head, have received notice, which is almost equivalent
to the statement that their services will not be required
afLer the expiration of a year or so. The Minister should
inform the House what the policy of the Government is
going to be with respect to these gentlemen who have been
emp oyed, some for longer and some for shorter periods.
If it he the intention of the Government to dispense with
the services of auy of these offlers, it is desirable the
House should know the reason why.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Under one ofmy predecessors
Sir Alexander Campbell, a general order was issued, base
upon an Order in Council, making all the staff appointments
for a period of five years. This term of office expired about
seven or eight months ago. During the critical period of
the trouble of the North-West, I thought it would be not
only inconvenient, but almost impossible fer the Department to make any change and to dispense with the services
of any of the officers composing the staff. However, this
year I feit it my duty, as the policy of the Government
had been already announced by that Order in Council, to
inform the different o5cers on our staff that after et
year they muet consider that the Order in Council and the
general order based upon it, must prevail. That does not
st al mean that the services of these gentlemen will be disponsed with, but if it should be considéred neceSary, from
the standpointof the Department,-orofeDnomy, to dispense
with the services of any gentleman, they eannot oomplain
of what has been done.
Mr. O'BRIEN. There is something in the pliV7 the
Government are puisaing with regard to the sta which is
open to very serious question. In the firet plaee, the rule
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that these staff oificers are to vacate their positions at the the 'discetion of the Government te utilise hie services
end of five years is altogether erroneous, because in a beyond that period, and I thnk, i answer more particularly
large country district it takes a staff oificer two years, at to my hon. friend from Muekoka (Mr. O'Brien), that there
least, thoroughly to know the district, and by the time the is a good deal of reason in the policy which was adopted by
five years have elapsed, and ho is to be changed to another ny predecessor. These apppeintments are really prizos,
district, he knows his district thoroughly. The system of and, in a country like ours, net having a regular army,
changing men every five years is open to serions question. they are prizes which are sought after and which
It impairs the effciency of the officers, because in a large should b. distributed, as much as possible, among
district they cannot become acquainted with their duties, the men who take an active interest in the militia
with their men, with the position of the varions companies, force. I know that the salaries are net very large,
until a considerable period bas elapsed. Considering the but these prizos are really sought after much more than on.
small salaries these officers get, it is rather hard upon would suppose, and 1 believe that, after five years, when a
them to be compelled to make these changes. man in the position of deputy adjutant general or a
The period for which an offieer in the position brigade major, finds it is deemod necessary to dispense with
<f a brigade major or deputy adjutant-general should remain bis services under that order, hoeweuld have ne reason te
in one place, should not be less than ten years, if it is neces- complain cf the action cf the Government in retiring hlm.
sary at all that hoe should vacate his position at the end of a Notwithstanding that order, we have availed ourselveo cf
definite period. This rule places officers in the uncomfort- the services f gentlemen long after that period, and I would
able position of being in a state of uncertainty as to their net wish it te lbe understood that in every case it ie the
period of service. If they know that, as a matter of abso- intention cf the Goverrment, after fivo yeare, te make a
lute necessity, they mnst leave their positions at the end cf complote sweep, a complete change as far as the militia
a certain period, and take them on that understanding, they staff is cencerned; but if it is deemed advisable te do se, the
cannot complain, but, I think, there is nothing worse than officers who hold these pesitions canet in any way oinfor a man to be in a state of uncertainty. I would strongly plain cf the action cf the Governmert.
recommend to the hon. Minister that the present
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is fair, I thiri,
incumbents of office, especially those who have been
in the service for a long period of years, the salaries of asregarsalthe oiersappontedaftertorer was
whom were not large enough to enable them to put aside pasdbttere wre a geatefaorer
rsdwhc
eufficient provision, ard who are beyond the possibility of wore appointod pete the datectat
orad hos
finding other employment, should be dealt with liberally. I
aintm ent. x ecd te
ueraete longasty
hope the Department will act generously towards them,
r mained efficigisoulyNthe
p epro
more particularly as they have done so with regard to other ruitary mattesevixing
ameimit.
ndl
e
officers who have
held biila
similar poitins.officer,
positions.twceloetesriscfaergodndvlbe but generally, 1 believe, in ail services, Frenchi,
offierswhobav
bed
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. When the Supplementary English and continental geuerally, they have laid down tho
Rstimates are brought down, possibly my hon. friend will principlo that, after a certain period, military mon must
see that the long and valuable services to tho force of the expect te ho retircd; but the point wbich 1 urge and which
officers to whom ho refers bave been recognised as well as I tbink the Ministor will sc the justice cf is that, in decidthose of others who have been retired before.
ing who is te retire, a distinction may very fairly be made
betweer the officers appeiuted before and after the promulus
understand
Lot
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT,
what the policy of the Government is. As I understand the gation cf that order, becauso they acepted the offices under
erder tethwhieh the Mi'istditf Militia rsterrcd, it was tsatcedifféreit conditions.
after the peiodcf five yarb, the varions officers should h
Sir
o ADOLPHE CAROrd
n . I fnally recognise the proshiftcd.Thero was notbing te my recollection in that priet yf what the hon. gentleman bas said. In the caserof
erder about dismissing them, practicali', from the service. Coloel Denison, whic Iblieve my hon. friend wa referIf ho is going te la>' down the pmlicy that, after a period
ring
ypfte, and lu that cf Colonel Milesm, I made that distincfive or ton years, the officers who have held important ce- tin. I recognised lie fact that thei entered the fore
mands are te bo dismissed, whether the>t are competent te before the promulgation cf that order and bolioved it was a
serve or net, that is one thing; and if ho is geig, ai bas permanent apporibtednt, and fre that standpoibt I
mthought
beon done in the Englitb and other services, to lix an âge it was ecesary and right and proper te treat them diffrlimit at wbich the officers wiII retire, that cf courise is aIs e n freIno five-yearterm
tt
mon, waolacepted the position
worthy cf censideration ; but it le due te the force and te knewiug that after five years it was in the discretihnof the
the flouse tw know what the polieudpf the Goverument is. Governmet te kep them or remeve tem.
Do I uuderstand the Minister te say that, lu the space of a
Mr. VAIL. Whose the deputy adjutant general it j
ear or tbereabruts, any or algjf thesa officers are
proposed
rablefn tenremovee?
dismissodh? Is that the policyi?
Sir ADOLPHE CAON. Colonel Deniso rwhonlas
Sir A&DOLPHE CARON. Yes, they are hiable.
been ini charge cf Militai'> District No. 2, and Colonel
Sir RICHA.RD CARTWRIGHIT.
Witbout reference Milsoin,who
well kown
t
the section cfecuntry whih
te ageN?
the hongentleman represents, a d whe vias bee acting
l as
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The bon, gentleman, if ho brigade major i the saine district.
refers te the order which I have referred te, the eue issned
Mr . CAS Y. There are on. or twe inconsistencies in
by Sur Alexander Campbell whon lio was administering th the expenditure Goethiebran c f which I would lke te
Department of Militia, will flnd that, as iu the Englis askrcome explanation.mflnd that Colonel Irwin hlde ailort
service, there was a period cf age beyond which an offlcer of dual position, thatose acteas commandant cf a regimnt
wonld b. retired.
of artillery whichje suppoed to exiet, bt, as C Battery
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What age ?
whichie required t mae up the regiment as nver been
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. Sixty-three. Besides, by that brougbt into existence, there le reall>' ne regirnent cf artil.
order it was alec declared that an officr belonging te the lery.
r le tchived
$456 last year for acting e that capacit ,
staff weuld net hold the appeintinent beyond five yeare. L. and o apisereceived 82e300 as inspectordf artillery,
did not make it imperative upor the6-overriment te making a total cf $d,756. When we compare that salary
dispense withhie services after five years, but it loft it tewiththe salaries
o f the deputy adjttant generad whalar
Zr. OBÎLMO
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only, I see, to get $1,200 this year, acoording to the
Sir ADOLPHE CARON He isl inspector.
Estimate, there is a very strange disorepancy. The
Mr. CKSEY. As commandant of the regiment of artitdeputy adjutants general have fuill control and command of lery he received"$457.25 lat year. Now, if he actually perall the militia in their districts during active service, their formed any duties as commander, I think he was underduties are very onerous in times of peace, and their whole paid; if the position is merely nominal, be was4 over.paid;
time is occupied in the business. If $1,200 is sufficient I confess I do not understand what are the duties of comsalary for them, I fail to see why it required more than mandant of this regiment of arti1lc ry. He was in oommand
$2,700 to pay Colonel Irwin. I see this year the estimate for of the regiment in the field, I suppose. Were the batteries
Colonel Irwin is 1,800 as inspector of artillery, and, if he commanded by their own lieutenant colonels when they
continues to receive the same amount of 8450 for command- were on active service, or were they commanded bv Colonel
ing this non-existing regiment of artillery, he will receive Irwin ? In the firet place I would ask, what are the duties
$2,250 instead of 82,700, but even at that rate it i $1,000 of Colonel Irwin as commandant of the regiment of artil.
more than the deputy adjutants general receive. His duties tery ?
are only to inspect the artillery, only about 2,000 in all,
Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. I can only tell the hon, genwhile many adjutants general have to look after more, some tleman
that as commandant his duties are to look after his
over 3,000 troops. That is, the duties in regard to these regiment.
artillery inspectors are only the same asthose of the deputy
Mr. CASEY. Oh ! but h. does not.
adjutants general in time of peace. I would like to know
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Well, but he does.
the reason for this great discrepancy between the salaries.
Mr. CASEY. In actual servirce?
Sir ADOLPUE CARON. I do not know how the hon.
gentleman can arrive at the conclusion that there is LO Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. Yes, he does. The commanre!iment of artillery because C Battery is not organised.
dant may command hig httalion and still not be on pctive
Mr. CASEY. Because it requires three batteries to make service. His duty is at headquarters here, and aIl the reimental orders have to go through Colonel Irwin. just as
a regiment of artillery.
of any
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. But the number of men who every' regimental order goes through the colonel
regiment.
other
compose the two batteries, A and B, are quite sufficient to
Mr. CASEY. Do regimental orders emanate from him ?
form a regiment. The regiment may be more or less strong,
but that does not prevent it from being the Canadian
Sir ADOLPEE CARON. Yes.
regiment of artillery as it has been constituted for two
Mr. CA SEY. Does he issue orders to them in the ield ?
years. The hon. gentleman thinks that the pay gi7en to
Sir ADOLPITE CARON. Yes, as commandant.
Lieut. Colonel Irwin is larger than it ougbt to be, as comMr. CASEY. Then, did Colonel Irwin, at beadquarters,
pared with the pay granted to the deputy adjutants
general. The hon. gentleman must remember that Colonel direct the movements of those batteries in the North-West,
Irwin is inspector of warlike stores, as well as of artillery, or were they commanded by others ?
for the Dominion of Canada. This is a very important posiSir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman knows
tion, and requires a great deal of military knowledge of that is too simple a question to require an answer. He
that branch of the service, and call for a great deal of res- must know that when the batteries were at the front they
ponsibility from the person who occupies that position. For were under the orders of the Major General who commanded
those duties he gets $1,800 and his staff allowances every regiment.
-for he has to travel a good deal-making altogether
Mr. CASEY. I know it is too simple to ask seriously, and
$2,300. It is one of the most important positions merelv
put it to bring out thc statement tit bas been made.
in the Department and in the seivice', after that
Irwin made it bis headquarters here, and having
And
Colonel
of major general commending the forces, and that
do with the batteries, was practicallv. to
of adjatant general. He is really in commrand. The hon. really nothing topurposes,
an ornamental attachment. That
and
ail
intents
gentleman says that compared with a deputy adjatant
No oneimagines that Colonel
general the number of men under his command would be is all I can make out of it. those
batteries, but as nominal
commanded
actually
Irwin
very small indeed. But the hon. gentleman must rememNow as to the inspection
day.
a
8
1.50
he
gets
commandant
ber that from the Atlantic to the Pacifie Colonel Irwin is
The Minister states that the inspector
in charge of and responsible for the management of the of artillery.responsibilities
and valuable stores under his
artillery force. I think these facts justify the discrimi- bas serions
ail over the Dominion. But
to
travel
him
require
which
care
nation in his favor, possibly, as against the position held by
in the inspection of the artillery, Colonels
the deputy adjutants general, a most responsible and impor- h. has two assistants
commanders of the batteries. So
tant position, but not one that calls for the same amount of Cotton and Mentizambert,
have te go ail over the Dominion
not
does
Irwin
Colonel
that
responsibiity and travel and work as that incurred by the
No part of this money, of course,
inspector of artilleries and warlike stores. He is at head- to inspect the~artillery.
expenses. If he travels of course bis
quarters, where he has to direct; and is practically the goes for travelling
But, I fail to see that the Minister
paid.
be
must
expenses
head of that branch of the service.
has made out any case why a tbousand dollars difference is
Mr. CASEY. The Minister says that there are men made in the salaries. I fancy that in the Toronto distrint,
enough in two batteries to form a regiment. When we or Quebec district, or wherever there is a considerable
established the regiment of artillery it was to consist of A, amount of military stores, the deputy adjutants general
B and C Batteries.
have quite as much property to care for as the inSir ADOLPHE CARON. The two batteries, A and B, spector of artillery. No reason bas been given for this
have 150 men each, rank and file, and that makes 300 men, discrepancy. I find . that Colonel Holmes got last year
taking in the officers.
over 82,900 as commandant of C Battery, that is the
Mr. CASEY. Was there not some special authority battery which dos not exist, which leaves the rpgiment of
artillery incomplete. I find that on page 204 of the
given for constituting a regiment of artillery ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No. It was done by depart- Auditor General's report.
Mr. MULOCK. He ha@ a force, he bas a sergeant ?
mental regulation.
Mr. CASEY. Then the Minister thinks the duty of comMr. CASEY. I believe he bas, and for commanding
manding this regiment of artillery in worth $1.50 a day.
that sergeant he gets 82,920. I have no doubt that in
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his case command s more aetal than that of Colonel upon the decision of the doctors who had been consulted in
1rwin, because he has to superintend that large force. the cage, and I thought I could not do better than follow
As deupat> adjutlant of British Columbia lie also gets $365. 'their ideas.
The Department evidently values the services of an
Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of Militia states that Coladjatant general for Britislh CoIumtia at $1 per day onel HoLmes is in receipt of a salary of 82,920. It is not
while it values the services of the commander of one necessary for us to seek information from officiai sources.
sergeant at $2,920.
At page 204 of the Auditor General's report we are in.
Mr. LANDERKIN. Has the Minister considered the formed that Lieutenant Colonel J. G. Hiolmes received pay
case of those volunteers who full sick at the annual for one year at 8 per day, amounting te $2,920, for comdrill at Toronto a few years ago. They suffered a manding a staff composed of Staff Sergeant T. Kinsella,
good deal, and lost a great deal of their time and who received 75 cents a day. T. Kinsella also received as
money. At that time the Mini8ter, I think, did not compensation in lieu of clothing to the amount of $37.62.
consider all the facts of the case. Now that he has This force was for the protection of our coast in the west
found out the value to the country of our soldiers I hope he and the cost was $3,231. I am sure the country will feel
will be prepared to make some compensation and will pay absolutely safe that our western shores are in safe hands.
the volunteers that which they are justly entitled to.
Mr. LANDE RKIN. Could net the Minister give just a
Sir A DOLPHE CARON. In regard to Colonel Holmes, little from the salary of that officer and pay those volunwho is the commandant of the mihtary district in BritiLh teers.
Columbia, the hon. member for Wes t Elgin (Mr. Casey)
Mr. CASEY. When we have again rumors of a Russian
seems to be blowing Lbt and cold. Some time ago he com- difficulty, tnd when we again hear that Russian cruisers have
plained that the deputy adjutants general were not suffi. been seen in the vicinity of British Columbia harbors, we
teoliy well paid.
Uw ho compa
tat Co1ol IIle
will put our faith in Col. Holmes and Staff Sergeant Kin.
gets more money than he should receive. The hon. gen- sella. But it is a little odd that out of a total payment of
tleman should remember one thing, which las been $3,231, no less than 82,920 should go to the ocmmanding
explained already. Colonel folines was placed in com. officer and the rest to one sergeant. The Minister's explanmand of Battery C, which is to be organised, and which, ation bas not made matters any different. Re ias said I
from the information which the hon. gentleman no doubt complained because the deputy adjtants general were not
as received from official sources, is now composed of one sufciently paid. I did not. I complained that Colonel
sergeant .only•
Irwin was paid too much, and I have the same complaint
Mr. CA SEY. I received it from my friend from North to make about Colonel Holmes. The Minister alsoe said
that Colonel Hlolmas was paid the same as the other comYork (Mr. Mulock) to-night.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The British Columbia military mandants of batteries. Now, if I am not mistaken, Colonel
district is a very extensive one, and it is of great impor. Montizambert and Colonel Cotton were paid for all their
tance to the Dominion on account of its strategic Value. duties, as commandants and as assistant inspectors of
Colonel Holmes receives as commandant of the Artillery artillery, only $2,208 a piece, of which only $1,600
Scbool, or C Battery, the same pay which is given to was for commanding batteries A and B. Sa that Col.
commandants of the other artillery schools in the Dominion; onel Holmes really gets $1,00J more for commanding a bat.
and he received it both last year and this year. HIe received tery composed of one sergeant than they get for commandbesides a small payment to represent the extra work ho ing full batteries, and, as the hon. gentleman said,
naturally would be supposed to do as deputy adjutant large batteries of 150 men each. Now, he said in a very
general, for the formation of that school is not yet corn. naive manner that for the additional duties of acting as
pleted. The Imperial and Canadi in Goverunments have deputy aljutant g.neral Colonel fHolmes got an extra
been in communication, and the result of the interchango of allowance of 81 per day, or $365 per annum, in addition. I
despatches between the ,wo countries is that that artillery am net aware how many volunteers there are in Biritish
sohool will be formed out of men drawn from the naval Columbia, but I believe there are et least three or four hunreserve in England and pensioners who receive pensions dred, so that he gets about one eighth or one-ninth as mucli
from the Imperial Government. The great difficulty the for acting as deputy adjutant general for those volunteers
Department encountered in organising C Battery, in as for acting as commandant for that one sergeant. Now
British Colombia, was the fact of the limited labor market if Colonel Holmes is intended to be employed and paid as
there, and that it was almost impossible te get men for the deputy adjutant general, then he should appear on the
pay given to regulars. From the fact that the Imperial Gov- Public Accounts as such. Even in that case it would be
ernment ias consented to allow pensioners who will become absurd to pay him as much as the deputy adjutants general
inoorporated into our Canadian force to draw their Imperial in the large districts of Quebec and Ontario whose duties
pensions and become Canadian soldiers, under the command are so much heavier. The whole arrangement seeme te me
of Canadian officers will enable us to organise C Battery, so remarkably absurd and unfair that the Minister should
and make it, I hope, as successful as either A or B give some explanation Of it te make it less se, or else he
Batteries. Moreover, it is of the greatest possible import- should reduce the pay of Colonel Hlolmes seo that it would be
ance to have a force properly organised in British Coltium. equal to that of these other gentlemen who really have
bia, the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and a some duties to perform. The lon. gentleman says the
Province far removed from the other portions of the Dom. battery is growing though it is net completely manned.
inion. 'Ibe position which Colonel Holmes now occupies is Will he tell us how many there are in the battery atipresent ?
one of very considerable responsibility. It is true that for
Sir ADOLPME CARON. I ahal1ive the hon. gentleman
the last two years he as not been in command of a battery ail the information I possibly man, andI have no doubt it will
which is not complete, so far as numbers are concerned, but satisfy him. The extra amount he las referred te as being
which will be completed in a short period. I expect in the so extravagant is merely to meet the allowances which
Estimates we shall be called on to vote money for the pur- Colonels Cotton and Montizambert receive in the shape of
pose of erecting the necessary buildings in British Cclumbia. fuel, barrack accommodation, &c., that is net to be found in
As te the question put by the hon. member for Grey (Mr. British Columbia, because we have net got the school of
Landerkin) I have reconsidered it almost every year as the artillery organised as we have in Quebec and Kingston.
hon. gentleman in hie zeal has brought it before the House. The hou, gentleman must know that, previous to colonel
The conclusion ait which I arrived previously was based Holmes being sent thoee, he had been a idepuity adjutant
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generalnsud was paid like other officers of that class in other
parts of the Dominion. Moreover, Parliament adopted the
policy of organising a battery in British Columbia. It was
necessary to send another commandant to take charge of
that battery, and I thought it was an economy to place the
whole military district-as I had doue the others-in the
hands of the commandant of the artillery school. When the
school is organised-which I hope will be within a short
period of time-the hon.gentleman will find that the school
is under the command of Colonel Holmes, and the military
district will also be under his command. When barrack
accommodation is given him, like the other commandants
of military schools, he will receive, in the shape of fuel and
light, and other allowances, the amount of money which is
paid to him to meet his expenses which he is entitled to
receive, as other officers in bis position receive, from the
Government. That is really the explanation the hon. gen.
tleman asked me to give him.
Mr. CASEY. The question with which I concluded, was
whether the Minister could tell how many mon are in the
battery at present.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am expecting the news
every day. They are gradually increasing, but I could not
tell the hon. gentleman at present.
Mr. CASEY. I do not think it is very hard to count
them. The hon. gentleman's explanation of this increase
of salary is simply, that because there is no barrack accommodation and no school of artillery to command, he gives
Colonel Holmes as much, in addition to his regelar salary, as
the other commandants receive in the shape of barrack accom
modation, fuel, light, &o. I think it is the lamest and most
absurd excuse that could be given. I would ank him if an
armament has been obtained for Battery 0?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. We have a large number of
guns in British Columbia-much larger than are required
to arm this battery.
Mr. CASEY. Field guns ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. We have all sorts of gans up
there-field guns, garrison guns and pop-guns.
Mr. BAKER (Victoria.) Some of the big guns are over
here just now.
Mr. MULOUK. For how long a time has Colonel
Holmes been drawing this salary?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I think he was appointed
about two years ago.
Mr. MULOCK. Was le appointed then as commandant
of Battery (.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. And for two years ho las been drawing
this salary, and not discharging any of the duties of that
office.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I have already explained the
diEculty we had in finding men to organise the British
Columbia battery at the time; but the school bas now
arrived at such a stage that I expect it will, in a very short
time, be completed. When appointed, Colonel Holmes was
appointed not only as commandant of that school, but as
deputy adjutant general of the district. ie is a very able
officer, and has made very valuable reports, and I do not
consider the salary excessive.
Mr. CASEY.
The difficulty of getting mon is a good
reason for not filling up the school; but that was no reason
for continuing the salary. If the ColonePs other duties
require a salary, it should be given to him under that head.
ing, and it is utterly misleading sad improper to put items
in the Estimates to pay a man for oortain services when

they are ment to pay him for servioes in another eapaoity.
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The people ought to know what they are paying for. The
hon. Minister tells us that before this schoo)1 was created,
there was a deputy adjutant genoral in British Columbia
who was paid as deputy aijiutants general were in other
Provinces. Why did he n)t revert to that pran when ho
found it impossible to get a scbool together?
Mr. MULOCK. I wish to ask the Minister of Militia
when he proposes to bring down to tie 11ousa the report
of the board which was appointed to enqure into the war
claims. I submit that that report should have bon on the
Table before we were asked to consider theso imilitis esti.
mates at ail. The very first item in theso esl imntes is the
salary of General Middletou. That report lias baun promised
to us, and although we are in the third month (f ihe Ses
sion, we have not yet seen it.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I think the hon. gentleman
will admit that we have done really more thau could be
expected of any Department. In the very midld le of the
Session we were stili settling up claims. Evoy day since
the unfortunate troubles in the North West e'osed, the
commission was kept busy night and day ir.v stigating
those claims, which had to be subm' .ted for ry approval
before being paid. The whole history of that campaign is
in this report. When an hon. gentleman asked me when
it would be down, I said in a day or two, and since that
time I have telegraphed to the printer, and I have ascertained that, although he is working on it night and day, it
is impossible for him to hurry it. I hope it will be down in
a few days, but I cannot be held responsible if it is delayed
b"yond the time I expect. Knowing how difficult ad
almost impossible it was for the commission to arrive at a
conclusion before Parliament met, I say they have done
very well indeed, and as soon as it is possible to bring
down the report it will be brought down, probably in the
beginning of next week.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is this report
being printed ?
Sir ADOLPHE CAPRON In Quebeo or Montreal, I cannot exactly say.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. WLat is te obi (t of
printing it at Quebec or Montrealt? This report, for which
Gerneral Middleton is responsible, ought to be printed here,
I sbould say.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The correction of the proof
shets required special supervision; and one of the members of the commission, Colonel Forrest, was charged with
the correction of the principal and most extensive part of
the report. That is the reason the Order in Couneil was
passed allowing it to be printed outside of the Queen's printing offlce.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Are the commission still
in session, or have they closed their labors ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. They have not now and have
not been for a long time, under pay, except the chairman,
Colonel Jackson; but it will be necessary to call the commission again, because since they havo sent in their report, we
have received other claims which must be investigated;
and that commission, being composed of officers who were
in charge of the varions departments during the troubles,
and who are thoroughly acquainted with everything connected with them, will naturally have to investigate those
claims. But there are very few, and I expeat that a couple
or three days will be quite suMfflcient ,to close the labar of
the commission.
Mr. LANGELIER. At what establishment in Quebec is
the report being printed ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It was given to the Quebeo
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Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Are they printing it ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I expect so. I do not know
what ,arrangements they have made for the printing, but
they are responsible to ns.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Perhaps the Minister will
alo tell the committee when the report of the field opera
tions in the North West will be submitted, or is it part of
the same report ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The report of the Major
General commanding, and the reports of the commandants
of the various columns, all form part of that report, which
also inoludes all the war claims. I though it botter to make
one special report of all the transactions, including the
field operations and the expenses of the campaign, and I
hope it will be considered interesting.
Sir RICHARD QARTWRIGHT. It seems to me the
House has not been treated well or fairly on this point.
There are two distinct subjects included in this: One of very
great general interest, not merely to this House, but to this
country, the reports of the officers in command of the various columns. These could, with great ease, have been laid on
the Table when we met, as they must have all been in before
the let of January.
Sir ADOLPIE CARON. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.
They ought to have
been in before the 1st of January, There is no excuse,
where field operations terminated at or about the 1st of
August, why the reports of the various officers should not
have been in the hands of the Department long belore the
lot of January. Those certainly ought to have been printed
and laid before the House. Now, what is the resutL? The
result is that we are not in the possession of the loading facts
in respect to the operations and the war claims, which we
require to enable us to discuss the matter intelligently. I
cannot see why the Government could not have brought
down these reports at the opening of the Session. If
there were difficulties, as I can understand there would
be, in settling the war claims, that- is all the more
reason why the other reports should have been disposed of
first. What were the several officers who saton tLe commission engaged in? Colonel Forrest was acting chief of the
transport,;but in what capacity were the other two employed ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Colonel Jackson was sent at the
beginning of the outbreak and put in charge of the whole
commissariat department at Winnipeg; Colonel Forrest was
sent to the front and becamo paymaster for all of the
columns that were sent to the front. After a certain period of
time it became necessary to give to Colonel Jackson, who was
overworked, assistance, and we sent up Colonel Whitehead,
who became chief of the transport service particularly, and
these three officers were selected to form a commission to
investigate the war claims.
Brigade majors' salaries, transport service, &c... $12,700 00
Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask the Minister of
Militia when ho will place the report in the hands of the
printer ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I cannot say the day, but will
be happy to give all the information on concurrence, if that
will satisfy the hon. gentleman.
Mr. MULOCK. That will not satisfy me.
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. I am sorry I cannot satisy
the hon. gentleman.
Mr. MULOCK. We are being treated in the most
cavalier way by the hon. Minister. There is a well founded
opinion in the country that the Militia Department, so far
as the management is concerned, is broken down, and we
want no further evidenoe of tis than the fact that the hon.'
Sir ADOLEN
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gentleman is now trifiing with the House and country by
witbholding this important information. He admits he has
taken the report of the general commanding and locked it
up until ho could couple it with the other reports.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I did not say that.
Mr. MULOCK. I take what the hon. gentleman has
stated, and that proves the caqe against him. He adnite
he has done what any man would condemn as-shall I say,
stupid ? Or it was done by design to conceal the report.
He is combining two reports which are in no way connected
with each other, and therefore makes the eue wait upon the
other. What else does ho do ? When the report has to go
through the printer's hands, he sends it te his own con.
stituency.
Sir ADOLPHE, CARON. It is not my owd constituency.
Mr. MULOCK. To his own constituent.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is not my constituent.
Mr. MU LOCK. And ho sends it there, ho says, bocanse
ho required the presence of a military man to correct the
proots. But why not have brought the military macnup
and let him correct the proofs here ? When aseked what ho
did with the report, he said ho did not know; it might have
been printed in Montreal or Quebec, but, on being questioned by the hon. member for Megantie (Mr. Langelier), ho
said it was printed in Quebec. He remembered that very
suddenly. Did-he not remember, when first asked what ho
had done with that draft, where ho had sent it ? This transactiona presents a most unsatisfactory appearance, and it is
unbecoming the Minister of Militia, who has been treated
with generosity in excess of his deserts, to treat the people
of Canada in this way. He asks us, at the last days
of the Session, to pass upon these estimates and let
this House adjourn, without giving us the means of
having a proper examination into the varions matters
which affect his Department, If there is a man in
Canada who is bound to act in good faith, it is the
hon. gentleman. Hon. members may Iaugh, but for a man
who bas received what the Minister of Mihtia has received
from the Crown and th3ecountry-for him to have allowed
his Major General eommanding to suppress a report, to keep
his report in private, or not discharge bis duty of preparing
a report during six months, and not laying it on the Table,
shows that either the Minister or the Major Gencral is
incompetent, or that both are ineompetent. A great many
bolieve that both are incompetent. I am not one of those,
I am not going to express my personal opinion as to the
Major General, but i may say I have never recovered confidence in the Minister of Militia after the way ho undermined and drove from the country, the officer who commanded our forces previous to the coming of General
Middleton. He drove him in an unmanly way from the
country, and on that occasion the First MinisterMr. O'BRIEN. I rise to a point of order. We are dis.
cussing the question of brigade major's salaries and transport expenses, with which General Luard has nothing
to do. If anybody has been unfairly treated, it is the hon.
the Minister.
Mr. MULOCK. It ii all right for an officer to defend his
Minister, but I have a right to disussMr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. You have the right to discuas only the item before the Chair.
Mr. MULOCK. When an hon. member addresses me in
that way, I have a right to say why hie opinion is what it
I.
Mr. O'BRIEN. I raise the question of order. The hon.
gentleman has the right to discuss the question of brigade
major's salaries, and nothing ele,
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Mr. DEPUTY SPEAIKER I have already said he is ont was called upon to perform, it would be unfhir to expect
of order.
him tao do the work without extra allowanoe. For weeks
Mr. MULOCE I am not dwelling on the subject now. we expected almost to have to bring him back to bis own
I was simply asserting, when interrupted by the hon. district, from the fact that ho had been worked to such an
gentleman, who is in the service, and I cannot expect him extent, sitting up night and day for weeks at a time, that
hie general health broke down. I for one would not have
to do otherwise than to defend hie superior officeragreed to send him up to fill the very importaLt and respon.
Mr. O'BRIEN. He is not my superior oleer in any sible position which he did fil, and filled very well indeed,
sono®'
if ho had gone simply on the pay of a deputy adjutant gen.
Mr. MULOCK
To corne back to this question, the oral. I think ho has not been pAid too much for the serMinister of Militia, when I first asked the question, when vices ho has performed. The reductions made by that very
we would have the report, said we would have it in a few commission of which ho was president, have resulted in saviug
days; but we have the announcement of another Mlinister an enormous amount of money to the country. According to
that the House will prorogue in a few days. We ought the reports contained in papers representing the side of
not to proceed to diseuse these militia estimates, involving politics to which the hon. gentleman belongs, it was pro.
so much that concerne the management of the Department bable from the great incapacity of the Minister of
and the campaign, without having the report before the Militia, as the hon. gentleman so very courteously stated,
committee.
or of those composing the Department of Militia,
the amount of war claims would approach $10,000,000.
farther
is
still
There
Mr. CA MERON (Middlesex).
reason why the Minister should really not proceed with the but, by the exertions of mon like Col. Jackson, and possibly
estimates to-night. The ordinary report of the Depart- by a little supervision on the part of the Minister, the
amount has ben rednced to a little more thane$5,000,000;
December d
mente as ben bronght down t hih e.th
t is clear tiiat the operatione which closed in thie middle of which very fcw people expocted in view of the. enormons
te year should b. hefore the committee to enable i texpense wehad for transport service and otherwise. Lt is
disese t. wih
esimats
a uil nowldgo f d
teh
poîicy of the. Departmont to do, as mach as possible,
one what we have done in the district of New Brunswick, plac.
There are facts in cannectian with the two itemte,
jut passed and thi one under discussion, int whicei I would -ing under the command of the commandant of our regular
1ike to make further enquiries. Some of tih gentlemen, school or infantry corps or artillery corps, whateverbranch
whose names appear in the report of lastyear ave been of the service it may be, the command of the military
mentioned hore as having eeon at hdaeinrvetigating district. It is far better that an officer who is continually
accounts. I refer particularly to Lieut.-ColonelrJackson.He attending to the military organisation of aur permanent
is rmanently in the employ of the Militia Departmentas force shiould be placed in camand of th military district
a putypdjutant general, and I understand hoeis engaged W. sometimes have add lieutenant who helps him is
on a commission examining the accounts that were con- looking after the correspondence, and so forth, which
tracted while the operations were in progress in the North- required to administer the military district, but we have
West, and that he was also employed during those opera- found the plan more economical and a great improvement
tions. Did lie draw any other paythan that of deputy on the old system. The reporte are sent in regalarly like
the reports from the military echoole, and the Department
adjutant general, during the time that he was so employed? gas
found it an advantage to have the command as mach as
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. He did receive extra pay.
possible centralised in the hande of the commandant of the
Mr. CAM-ERON (Middlesex). Was it his regimental school.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentlepay that h. drew ?
man be able to lay those reports on the Table before conSir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
currence ? Will he engage to do that ?
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I do not know how the
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not want to engage to do
committee may look upon that, but I take decided exception
t» it. If ti.hepay Parliament have provided for a deputy more than I have said. I telegraphed, and the answer was
adjutant-general is not enough, it ehould be increased, but such that I expect they will be here by Monday or Tuesday,
Lhave always assumed that the deputy adjutants general and as soon as they do come they will be placed on the
were in the permanent employ of the Government, just as Table. I have done all in my power to get them before.
tIiôje in A and B Batteries or in the schools, and that The report of the Major General only reached me in Feb.
t4eir qervices are available for any purpose the congtry ruary, and there were several reports which came from the
reguires. Making an exception of this kind is unfair to the expeditionary column of General Strange which had to be
uand to others similarly employed. I can under. deferred because these claims had to be investigated, and it
coty
sad Rs one in the civil emplo inent of the Government, was impossible to make any report until al the information
*ho ià attached as a volunteer to any of the battalions, being was brought down. I hope in a day or two to have them,
diso einit]4d when called out to draw the pay of his.rank, it may possibly be Monday, or Tuesday, or Wednesday, but
am doing all I can to hasten the production of the report.
sii-pot the position which the country expectd
làit
these men ta occupy. When hey were allowed their f i
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At any rate, the hon.
aNowanein addition to the pay the Honse provided, that
sùri O ht to have bepn ample. I gathered from the dis, entleman expects them in the course of next week ?
qjn on theppoint.ment
g
9f. a cpmmandant.to the school
Sir A DOLPHIE CARON. I do.
intention <f the
i'h;4tish Coluinbia that it was the ultimate
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 think we ou¶ht to
Ministerto transfer the districts to the command of ,whoeVet hnned to I- the commandants of the permanent have them before concurrence. Are any claims for osses
ftyre in the particular localities. Do I understand that that by Indians or Metis ncluded in these war claims ?
Ilth polidy of the Government in British Columbia solelY
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. No; those are entirely outor tbrougiout th. Dominion?
side of my report. AI the claims are for transport, and
Q4RON. .lie*tegant Colonel Jackson perchase of-provisions, and ;whatever 'purchase we had to
4ÂiZ-AO4HJJ>
VM r~evjiing-is pay as nlieutenant colonel when ,he went make in the-shape' of ammunition; but there i .neolaim
up to Winnipeg. I think most hon. gentlemen will agree whatever for any damage or loss caused im consequence of
that, for the most extraordinary arduous duties which ho the campaign.
M6
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Mr. VAIL. While it was no doubt commendable of my1
hon. friend from Middlesex (Mr. Cameron) to ask the question, I muet say that I have no fault to find with the Minjeter of Kilitia for the course ho has taken in regard to
Colonel jackson. I do not think it would have been fair to
take a deputy adjutant general from hie district and send
him to the North-West on active service, and call upon him
to perform arduoue duties there without giving him the
same pay that other ofecers receive for a like service. In
conneotion with the 1,200 reduction for the brigade
majors, I understood the Minister to say that ho intended to
dispense with the servicef of Colonel Milsom, for the reason
that he had accepted hie position subsequent to the time
this arrangement was made of transferring brigade majors
from one part of the Dominion to another. I think that is
hardly fair to Colonel Milsom. He is one of the oldest officers
in the service, and was in the service in Nova Scotia for a
long time before ho was removed, against hie own -wishes, to
Toronto. He was in military service before ho joined the
volunteer force, and I think it is hard that hoeshould be cut
of from service at hie age. I think the Minister ought to
consider hie case.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am glad to inform the hon.
gentleman that I did consider Colonel Milsom's position,
and ho has been granted a retiring allowance, and so far
as I can judge from what some of hie friends tell me, ho ie
satisfied. The trouble was to discriminate in hie case, h.
joined the service twenty-nine years ago. He muet have
expected that ho could not have a permanent appointment,
and I made the difference in his case and granted him the
retiring allowance.

MA
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to know what is the result of the manufacture of cartridges
at Quebec.
Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. A few days ago I brought
down the report of the commission appointed by the Department to investigate the whole question of the cartridge factory. This commission was composed of those most inter.
ested in rifle associations all over the Dominion, and from
the character of those gentlemen their report ean be
implicily relied upon. The gentlemen on that commission
were asked to visit the cartridge factory at Quebec, and to
superintend the manufacture of the cartridge itself. Speak.
ing from memory, I can say that the report found that the
machinery was excellent, that all the different component
partsof thecartridge,which were somewhatcomplicated,were
perfectly manufactured. I need not explain that that ammanition is a test ammunition, from the fact that it requires
the greatest possible accuracy in the manufacture of a
cartridge for target practice. It was found that if any
deficiency existed it was due to the powder itself. The
powder was not as perfect as it might ho, and the
report goes into the scientific explanation of the powder,
and the number of grains which are required to make
the cartridge perfect. It was found that the powder
furnished us by the Hamilton Powder Company was not
as perfect as the powder wbich we used when the cartridge
factory was first started, and which we got from England
at the Waltham Abbey Royal Gunpowder Factory. On
receiving the report I immediately gave instruction to get
out from Halifax a certain portion of powder required, and
I ordered a certain other quantity from England for the
served out to our force
manufacture of the cartridges to
for rifle practice and other purposes. The commissioners
Mr. LANGELIER. Amongst those whose salaries are say that there is no reason why powder coali not be manuincluded in this and the following items, are Colonels factured by the Hamilton Powder Company, or any other
Taschereau, Duchesnay and Forrest. It is to my knowledge Canadian company manufacturing powder; why that
that they occupy buildings belonging to the Government powder should not b. just as perfect as that imported from
in Quebec, some of them worth at least $300 a year. They England. The report also suggests that the powder should
are very efcient of cors and I have nothing to say against ho manufactured upon a specification which is tob
furthem, but I would like to ask if they get those buildings nished by the Department. The powder was submitted to
free, or are they included in the salaries mentioned in the the anyaliit at the Royal Military College, Kingstoe, and
report ?
every effort was made to make that report one that could
looked upon as final in respect to the manufacture of our
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It has been the invariable be
cartridges. When the hon. gentleman reads it
Canadian
practice, wherever we had military quarters, to give them
find
that in that experiment the cartridge factory
will
he
to our oficers for their use. We have done this in Quebec bas been a success;
but I admit that la that particular
and Kingston and other laces. In the case of the gentleit is, it has not come up
important
a
very
and
detail,
men mentioned by myhon. friend, they do occupy the to the ammunition whieh detail
we import from England or
military quarters in Quebec on the property which was manufactured in Canada out of powder imported from
handed over to Canada by the Imperial Government. I
only regret that itis not possible for the department to England.
give quarters to ou'r officers in all the other districts where
Mr. WATSON. I am grad to know that the Minister's
there is military property.
attention has been called to the fact that the ammunition
the Quebec cartridge factory has not been as good as
Mfr. VAIL. In reference to Colonel Milsom, I think ho from
been. That factory seems to have been a
should
It
bas some claim upon us. He fought in the Crimean war, eneces-thehave
only failure has been that it has failed to tura
at the battle either of Inkerman or the Redan. He was out good powder.
The attention of the House was called
sergeant, and every officer above him was killed, and ho to this a year ago, and
it was pointed ont that somae of the
alone came out with hie company. He has been a good ammunition was not good. I expected to see a report from
offcer, And has been in the service so long that ho deserves Colonel Houghton of practical tests made with the ammufavorable consideration.
nition, but I have failed tol find such a report. The Colonel
has complained of the ammunition for two or three years,
AJDmunition, clothing and military stores...... $205O0O00o
although the complaint ie not embodied in the reports laid
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A large sum of this is on the Table. Lastyear, atthe close of the shooting season,
for the artridge factory at Quebec. It cannot have escaped ho made a practioal test. I am not exactly sure of the
the attention of the Minister that there is considerable com- figures, but the result rus in this way: Cartridge of 1879,
plaints as to the quality of the ammunition supplied. A that is, the old country cartridge, was placed at 10 per
good deal was said at the time of the operations in the cent. discount. The cartridge of 1883, that is, the firt oarNorth-West as to the inferior qualities of much of the gun tridge made in the Quebec factory, was placed at 5 per cent.
ammunition as well as the rifle ammunition which was and the cartridges of 1885 at par. A man shooting had choice
served ont to the troope. A good many reports reached us of ammunition, and those who took the 1879 cartridges, thé
from mon who were in the field, tending to show that much old oountry cartridges, made the largest scores. I was a
of that ammunition was perfectly worthles. I would like, little surprised the other day to heur the Mbinister, in answer
Sir ADOLPEM CAoi,
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to a question regarding that report, state that it would rmunicated with the Minister before obtainiug that
be found that while the ammunition was not probably good powder. If h. did, the responsibility comres
eNirthr
enough for target practice, yet it would be good enough for home, but if ho did not, then it resta upon him. I muist
field duties. Acoording to my idea, the best ammunition is at the same time corroborate what the Minister has mid,
required to be supplied to forces in the field, and if this had that the' report does speak in the highest terme of the
been done there would probably have been fewer people meochanical perfection of the metallic parte of the oartridges,
kiiled in the North-West troubles. In fact, one person with one or two alight exceptions. Now, Sir, that is the
present at Batoche said that about 250 men were shooting theory. As a matter of practice it was found, not only in
at one Indian several times in the day at a range of about the North-West, but on the rangS here, that this ammuni.
400 yards, and I believe the Indian got away. This was on tion did shoot in a most unsatisfactory manner. I have
account of the inferiority of the ammunition. I am prob. copies of some letters which passed between the Militia
ably not -a very good shot, but I have used some ammuni- Department and different volunteer officers and offLoers of
tion of 1879 and 1885 and I have done better shooting with rifle associations, with regard to this ammunition. I sup.
the former. It appears, as the Minister stated, that the fault posed that some of the olcrs on active service would have
was that there waws not enough force in the powder.
reported on this ammunition, but I have not found their
reports here. One of the letters I shall read is from Captain
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Too mach force.
Perley of this oity. After some preliminarie, ho refers to
Mr. WATSON. With respect to the 1885 cartridges I a letter of Major Prévost of the 2th May:
have seen the powder was not sufficiently strong and was
1 note lnMaJor Prévosu letter of the 20th May, that hechargu this
not at all even. If there is any defective ammunition as splitting
of the.ellu
to defeets In the rifles used, and further tht the
there appears to be, it should be destroyed and not placed powder lu the cartridges fired on the 14th of May was of Englsh make.
in theb ande of men who are risking their lives and expect Be this asuit may, the fact romains that many oartridges split, and lu
mome instances split badly."
to protect themselves by the use of it.
Mr. CASEY. I quite agree with the remarks of the hon. There are perhaps some gentlemen in the House who do
member for Marquette (Mr. Watson), and I think the not realise the effect of a cartridge splitting the chamber.
country will agree with me that the time wheu you ruire In the first place, there is an escape of gas which weakens
the discharge. In the second place, the split shell jans juto
good ammunition is when you are risking your life. "Trust
in God and keep your powder dry " is the old English motto. the breech, and cannot be extracted without a ramrod to
When our men were sent to the North-West and were called knock it ont. Ie goes on:
"I have been engaged In shooting with the Snider-Enfleld sInce 1874,
on to face men who were in some cases better armed, it was
have fired an d seen otheras fire m"nyt very many thensande of
essential that their ammunition should be of the very beet and
rounds of English cartridges from rifles ofallclasses, Ihathio from those of
quality. The Minister said he thought the ammunition in the special make ' question would do for use in the field, though not for target
Mr. SHAKESPEAR E. I rise to a point of order. I
practice.
would like to ask if the hon. gentleman is speaking to the
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I never said that.
question before the Chair.
Mr. CASEY. If the hon. gentleman will look at Ransard
Mr. CASEY. If the hon, gentleman will come a little
he will find that his words were to this effect, that while nearer h. will find that I am right on the bnll'a eye.the ammunition might not be good enough for target prao- " of a. private manufacturer, to the old.well-worn, badly used rack rifle of
tie it would be good enough for field service. The service a battalion, and I can safely assert that during the ten years whtch have
in the North-West largely consisted of potting at Indians passed, I neyer saw so many split shells sa I saw on the 14th May last.
" Maj r Prévost has atated that the eartridges used on the llh iay
who were under cover of bushes or the edge of a raviné, and
filed wipth English powder. With aIl deference to this statement,
it was of the utmost importance that the ammunition should Iwere
trust you will pardon My saying that 1[have My (doulerePectiOgt.
shoot evenly and correctly. It did not matter so much because I neyer saw English helle split as Csdalian hava done, and
whether the cartridges were strong or weak; we have often this splitting la entirely due to faulty powder, which that of English
cannot b. called.
had a lot of weak cartridges and done good shooting with maire
S That this splitl g still continues I have been made aware, for I
them after we have got the elevation, but they were uni- have been shown a number of shella which were fired during the matches
form. The great fault with these Quebec cartridges was held on the 29th June, ult., on the Lévis Range, which were aplit and
in the same manner as those I saw taken from rifles on the
that they were not uniform. The Minister haa correctly ruptured
14th May."
stated that this was due to the powder. It appears that
this powder was obtained from the Hamilton Powder He incorp>rates in his letter a cutting from the Montreal
Works. The Department sent a sample of powder to Hamil- Gazette (and therefore quite correct), which gives th*
ton, with an order for similar powder tobe manufactured, scores of some individuals on that occasion, over the same
without sending any specifications. The powder obtained ranges on the same day and with the same rifles, but with
was a mixed grain powder. It was made of pretty good English cartridges on one occasion and Canadian on the
material, but it was all mixed and of different force and of other. They are as follows:different grain. The result of this difference in grain was
" The scores of the undermentioned abots at 500 and 00 yards verS
that the powder did not explode evenly. It was good maie. shown tobe as folows
Bat.match, Open match,
rial, but it was badly ompounded, and the saitpetre, sulCanadien
Bgili
phur and carbon burned separately instead of exploding
powder.
pfvdet.
s
.
W
.ne.......... .....
together. Mixed with the coarse grains were fine grains,
and these exploded more rapidly taLithe coarse grains.
a
Smith.....................
These imperfections were due to the carelessness of
28
si
.................
Hood .....
59
32
.. ~~~.
DahympIe .........
the authorities at the Quebec eartridge factory in not
a
Ka bry -. ~. -- ~~--ordering powder according to distinct specifications. Since
the report of the eommisaion, the Departmnent has ordered On the whole the shooting with this English ammunition
powder based ou certain specifications, ai it should havej averaged some 50 per cent. better than with the anadian,
doue at -the outset. Froi having bad cartridges our volun-. and the test was made under absolutely similar conditions.
teors in the North-West were unable to do as much execu-. Now such a degree of variation wold b.e quite suffioient
tion amongst their assailants as they should have done,j in the field of battle to turn the fortunes of tii day and
owing to the irregular and erratic action of theirg cause the loas of many valuable, lives. I have besides this
oartridges. I do not know whether Majer Prévost com. letter, one from Lieutenant Colonel Alger, of Toronto, who
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is, I think, secretary of the Ontariô Rifle Association.
Baye:Club
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He Sa"HaVlng
men an article
in yourof Gazette,uking
viewo on the 1885
,oderammunition,
1,on behaif
a large number for
of the
Toronto

Rifle
and aiso, of the Queen'a Own, wish to state that ve hinkr it je no
wrong
somewhere."
"aS,-I regret to bave to inform you that complainte have been made good; there is something
to me of the etrength of S. B. ammunition, supplied from Quebse.
Toronto marksmen have spoken of it as very ineffective, and to-day I Then liegoos on to give instances in the Pme stran as
have received an application from the Victoria Rifle Club, of Hamilton, those 1 have already read. These are not by any means al
for 4,000 rounds, 'but not to send the Canadian made ammunition, as the criticisms whieh I could read Io the lonne upon thie
we find it very inferior, the gas on the explosion of the cartridge escaping at the breech.'
English made ammunition l asked for to be used on the let July." 18 nearly ail conoerned with the subjeot, but I do not wish

to detain the committee by reading it. I would nimply
mention the names of one or two others who have sent iu
similar complaints-John B. Mitchell, of the Bowmanviile
Rifle Association, aud Sergeant Currie, director of stores.
I a also awaro that complaints were sent in by some other
"1 was surprised to find a mixed lot in it, a little No. 9 Old Oountry, parties lu Toronto, though perhaps fot officially, on the
which is quite good, a little of '84 issue Dominion, which is no good, but occasion of the rifle meeting there last fail. In reëponse to
the most of it was 85 of the latter issue, which I had not a chance of thode complaints, I believe the request of the parties i
Then, Sir, there is the letter of Captain Adam, of Hamilton,
to which Colonel Alger refera. He goes into some further
details. He says he was disappointed in getting the Canadian instead of the English cartridges which he had sent
for, and he goes on:

trying before, se as I had seen in somepaper that tbey had improved on
their first issue, I retained it, but am sorry to say only to be disappointed
again it is no better, and we do not want any more of it, our money is
just thrown away. I tested it on Saturday, which was a good moist
day for shooting, but I could do nothing with it at all, neither can any
of my men in the company, I think the company who manufacture it
are very foolish in issuing it, until they at least have it as good as thef
English kind, because when the volunteers cannot use it te any advantage they will be naturally prejudicedagainst it, and although they m&y
in time make it good, it will be difficult te remove the prejudice.

Toronto was granted, and a supply of old English ammuni-

posed were
ment. He
they would
ing them.
was bad, so

in consequeuce must fail upon those who ailowed this bad
ammunition to be manufactured and sent off; because they
had warnings for years before that it was not satisfactory,
and they negiected the very simplest precaution for making
it satisfactory-getting it made of proper materiais, and

matches. Now, I think the country must consider very
seriousty the facta bore revealed, that ammunition not
country,
r
'
.>t
and characteriscd by Captain Adams as being of sach a

character as would in the reputation of a private flrm
manufacturing it, was put into the hands of our citizen solNow, I fancy that will hold just as true with regard to the diers as their only defence against their savage and haif
Government as with regard to the company which he sup.-civilised enemies. And the responsibility for the bas of life
manufacturing the ammunition as an investsaid the character of the goods was such that
ruin the character of the company manufacturHe refers to the fact that the 1884 ammunition
that the Government were not without warning

that something was wrong. They had complaints in 1884
and even as far back as 1883. The ammunition of 1884
turned out to be bad; the ammunition of 1885 turned out
to be bad; and knowing that it was bad, they send it upto
be used by our troops. I have a letter from Colonel Gray
to Colonel Alger on the same matter, in which he says:

securing proper machinery for putting into the cartridges
the right charges.
Mr. MULOCK. The Minister says this factory is working satisfactorily, and the only objection taken te its effi
cieucy is as te the quality of the powder. I do not think
the report of the board sustains that position. My hon.
" Sm,-Oomplaints were made te me as the senior officer present at friend who bas just taken his seat, has referred to a mass of
the practice over the rifle range here on Saturday, the 4th July, 1885, correspondence of the military mon of Canada te the Governrespecting the defective quality of the Snider bail ammunition now
being manufactured at the Government cartridge factory, Quebec, and ment, cemplaining of the quality of the cartridges furnished
sold to the volunteers of this district for rifle practice. I have been in to them ln the spring of 1885. At that timo, it is to be reattendance at the ranges during the past four weeks and casually heard

me
complaints, from different _parties, on this subject, but did not deem it
my duty te report until a formal complaint, based upon proper founda- 1 resume-although I ar not informed on that peint, on
tion, was brought under my notice. Col.-Sergeant Knifton, Q.O.R., which the Minister will perhaps inform us-that a portion
had ten rounds trom one package very carefully analysed, giving the of this defeetive ammunition was supplied te our militia iu
following result : No. 1, 68J gre . No. 2, 68J ; No. 3, 68 ; No. 4, 66;
the
No. 5, 66j; No. 6, 68; No.7, 68- ;No. 8,70; No. 9, 68j; No. 10,69
grs., showing a want of care in the filling, that muet prove detrimental munition was distributed amongst our volunteer forces lu
to precision of fire. The powder in some cartridges was found te be Canada, aud they entered on their target practice. Immedidamp and caked. A number of cartridge shells were aise produced for ately after the department home was flooded with communimy inspection; in several the percussion cap had been blown into the
sheil, and others were broken off at the junction of the shell with the bae cations fom tho varions rifle and volunteer associations,
disc, rendering it necessary te use a ramrod for the purpose of expelling unanimously declaring that the cartridges weme very inferior.
the shell from the bore of the rifle.
"lOn careful inspection it appeared as though the machine used in
sr
manufacturing bad cut the brase covering, near the base disc, so that lu quelling the rebeliion, what ought the Minister to have
after firing, on attempting to extract the sheil, only the disc came out. doe at the very moment'le learned that this most impor
As this is a matter of grave importance, I trust yon will immediately tant brandi of the service had broken down? I suppose ho
report to headquarters, for the information of the Adjutant General.
woke up te hi@ responaibility when it wa too late, for we
"I have the h onor to be, Sir,
find towards the close of the ysar the board aitting, and the
"Your obedient servant,
appointmeut of the board dos not appear, but it began ita
"JNO. GRAY, Lt.-Gol.,
"IMajor Toronto Field Battery."
sittings, according to thia report, at the latter end ofOçtober,
Thisineualty
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The Minister says that the only dofeet in the factory,
This inequality in the charges of the cartridges

is another i
t
oknsadrsls
defect which las not hitherto been mentioned; but I findlu tw rkIngo n
ta,
by the report of the board that it was ostablished that the powdeO pe 9I t t t
variation in the powder charge was' much greater than it Thn.oare 9nttatodt

a ntecaatro
wahe in te charato
he rp

h
h

ought to . The charge ought to be seventy grains in every ave been made respeting the spplyfel and rifles, because tey
case, and there were from sixty-eight 'to seventy-two grains, were furnished with proof ia the shape ofbursted shellswhich had been
a variation of four grains, which is sufficient to cause a dif- retained by several persons, and because each member of the boar except Profeeor Bayne, had personal experienced4,the iatter.
ference of very many yards in the range of the bullet. 1It,

have also bore a letter from Color Sergeant Donnelly, of A The hinistor forgot te tell the committee that the cartCompany, Queen's Own Rifes, to the Canadian .Mita ridges wre defective, not only i respect of the powder, but
Gazette, of Ottawa, in which he says:
in respect of bursted shelle,
Xr. Oà.r
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Mr. O'BRIEN. The bursting of the sheill was the fault
"At the Lévis range, on the 14th May lat, a number of the beet ahots
ln Quebee'w.re engaged ln a*iecdly oempetition aud:4neài*Wof It
of the po14eF.
board was also present. Oanadian artridges were used and the result,
Mr. MULOCK Not at ail; but because of a defective se regards accuraev, were bad ; many bullets going over 'the*tàrget
whilst others &truck the ground many feet in Iront, and slmllartrUts
machine'used in éonnection with the filling of the sheill.
have obtained lu other parts of the Dominion."
Mr. O'BRIEN. Thaat is not according to the correspondOn page 18, we find this further statement:
once bore. :
"The board made epquiry into the complaint that the bottoms of
Mr. MULOCK. We will see about that. On .page 10
blew out? and aecertained that at firet a punch die us&i in
referring to theplit shoe'is-Mà to which it was argued by cap-chambers
' pressing machine, in which the case is rivetted together, made too
some that the split was occasioned by our using defective the
square a bottom with sharp angles just where fracture took place ; a
change was made, and now the bottom has a dome shape and the sharp
rifles -tioe board reports-:
" That this spitting takes place In perfect rifles the board are fullv
aware -andas Jhby haie never known of such happening with Englis
cartridges, they are forced to the conolusionuthat it is, or wa, cansed
by the powder use wl41c they believe vas too sudden or unequal in
its action;,nd t
tYdnclusion has been strengthened by the fact that
after the attetioof the Department-'and the ,uperintendent of the
factory had been drawn to this defect, au order was given to have the
powder sapplied $itewd,so that only thé. cearmer grain should remain,
and thus its explosiveness reduced; and since lat June, and up to the
enquiry in October, only sifted powder was nsed."

angles are avoided.

That shows a defect in the manufacture of the cartridge

itself, although the Minister sayè there was notbing but the
powder to complain of. On page 21 the board reports:
" The board are not satisfied with the powder examined by them
and they have to recommend that a powder of a higher grade ana
quality be obtained and used, to be manufactured abcofdaog te a standard duly fixed, and that samples of Waltham Abbey be not used or
provided .as such standard. The board suggests that all powder be
muspected and tested during manufacture by au officer duly appolated.."

I see the spitwas ocoasioned by def'eotive powder; it was
the defédtmiiithd 1m I intended to refer to. On p e 12, in And further on:
refereice t6 tests, they say:
'' They also suggest
"These tests, trials and analyses are set forth ln detail, and go to
show that the ingredients used are pure ; that in their proportions they
difer somewhat from the standard laid down, and that the Tesiduum left
after the dflashing test.' is about four times longer than that left after
flashiug an equal quantity of Waltham Abbey powder;u
and this goes to
show that incorporation is not perfect.
" The conclusion arrived at with respect to the powder examined is,
that it is inferior in quality, and i not that which a perfeeteaMtrfge
demande;-but hbore the board deems it only right to remark that4heHamiltdn Powder Company are not to be blamed, for they could not
supply apowder ôf"the'Waltham Abbey grade at 1 the price they
received."

I now arrive at a very important part of the report which
discloses a very grave oversight on the part of 'the Minister
or his subordinates. At page 13 the board reports:
" As previously stated no insection on behalf of the Crown ls made
during proces of manufacture;' 1
The powder is furnished by contract. The whole usefulness
of the school, and of the guns, and of the safety of the force
has to depWnd upon the honesty, or otherwise, of the contractor, The board, of course, point out, as well as they
can, what a grave oversight that was on the part of the
Minister, and they recommend that precautions should be
taken in the future, and that a Government inspecter be
appointed to soe that proper powder is used. I do not know
whetherthat part of the recommendation has been adopted
or not. If nut, the Minister differs from the board; and if
it has been, he accepts their censure, by the adoption of
their suggestion. Thon the report goes on further tO say,
in reference to the business of the inspector:
"Tis, the board respectfully mubmite, is a duty which ought not tobe

omitted, and the board would go further in adising that lu addition to
inspection during manfacture, that all powder procured or euplied
under coutract should be testedi at the Royal Military Oollege Kngst1n, in conjnotion with he tets applied at the eartri
tory,
which, with the e eeption cf tiat for density, are purely necaulcal.
" With referease to the tests for 1.,
it appears that shey are made
with cartridgee prepared and filled vith carefully veighed charges of
exactly 70 graims of powder. An examiniation cf the details cf the tests
for
the
board, whch are attached hereto, shows that the average I. V.
cf nine such special cartridges was 1,208 feet per second, whiereas tie
average L. V. of ten cartridges vhich had been filled lu the ordinary
manner at the laborator 7 vas 1,662 feet per second, or a diference f 4 4
fet in velocity. This difference goes to show that there muet have been
less powder in the laboratory fidled eartridiges than lu those which had
been speciallyppared, because the powder used in bot lots vas o the
ane make a
M
e
alcharacter.K

That report shows not only defective powder, but. carelesness in lhe lling of th.ecartridges. The mistake did not
merey canaistin
.the
use of had or uneenal powder, but
aise in 1he waut of kill in ling Lh cartridgce I cannot
be saidthai the factory was doing its duty, even if it had
good powderif i flled the cartridges in this loose ai
oareless way. In page 15 oe fld the resut ofdests as
ibilows

;--

that the working of the factory and the tests
&c., made thereat ehould be examined at etated ,perioda by a board of
Oificere."

It does not appear that there has ever been any inspection
whatever. In fact, a more carelessly managed institution,
on which so much depends, does not exist, I think, in the

whole Dominion service.

Thon I find, on page 22 :

'' The best test to which a Oanadian cartridge eau be submitted le,
will it saitaisfy the riflemen of Canada? Heretofere it ha not dode go,
the testsand trials at the cartridge factory and the standards there
laid down and fixed to the contrary notwithbstanding.'> 'iý IL

Then I refer to statements on page 85, speaking of the
result of a test.
" With the first round of Canadian make, I experienced a stfaess in
extracting the shell, and out of the twenty rounds fired, one shell had
to be forced out with a ramrod, two could oly be extracted by striking
thebreech-block against the butt to start the shell, and two others
required much force to extract. Of these five shells, the bottoms of the
cap-chambers of two were blown ont. It may, therefore, be seen that
twenty-fiveper cent. of these cartridges were defective,and further that the
eplitting orbursting should not be ohargel to the rifle used."

Now, what does this show ? This shows an entire absence
of inspection of the working of the factory ; it shows that
the Government did not examine the machinery as the
work went along; it shows that the Gove.n'ment did not
examine the powder in the process of manufacture ; that
they did not watch the filling of the cartridges, the carrying
on of the work ; ihat they allowed defective machinery to
be used in the manufacture of the oartridgee, and I am told
in regard to the powder, though this does not appear in the
report, that, instead of the Government themsolves gèeing
that it was manufactured under direct responsibility to
them, they gave out the contract to a middleman, a particular
friend, and without tender, and thus, in order to enable that
man to make his commission and still to supply powder
within the regular price; ho was obliged to buy a cheapr
powder, and thus the whole trouble has come upon us. Tb.t
is the whole state of this institution which thie Miniter of
Militia says is giving entire satisfaction t the'ooùnt#.
Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGET. 'I notice that' 81,830
appears to have been paid to Mr. Watson for inappeting
clothing. Who is Mr. Watson ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Mr. Watson is the Qt vrnment Inspector who inspects for the tfitia Department,
and also for the founted Police 'Departm.ent. He e paid
so much per day. Of course, the amount þaid him hre is
much larger than usual, and the hon. gentleman wili Understand that, from the troubles in the North-West, our stores
wer1 completely depleted and we had to get new store, and
ho was called io requisition oftener than atord
times
but he ilte
permanant inspetor of'thewov
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is hie ordinary
occupation ?
Sir ADOLP11E CARON. He is a merchant here. He
is weli known in Ottawa
Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. What position does he
occupy in the Ottawa Conservative Association ?
Sir ADOLPBI1H CARON. I believe he does not belong
to it. His inspection might be more efficient if he did.
Sir RICHARD QARTWRIGHT. Are you sure he does
not belong to it ?
Sir ADOLPHR CARON. I am quite sure. I think he
is a political friend of the hon. gentleman.
Sir RiCHAR D CA RTWRIG ET. I doubt that very much.
Mr. CAMERON (hiiddlesex). I see there is 83,400 paid
for advertising. That seems out of proportion to the
amount of $90,000 for clothing, and it is a large advance on
anything spent of late years.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Io it the intention to provide the force
with any additional equipments ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The equipment we had of
course had to be used during the campaign.
We have
taken advantage of that, and all the new importation is on
the most perfected plan, and is adopted in the English service. A change is bo:ng made, which the hon. gentleman
himself suggested, in the color of the leather, which is to
be brown instead of buff as it was before.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). We might hear from those
gentlemen who were in the North-West as to the clothing,
whether it was of a satisfactory character.
Mr. O'BRLEN. I think the Department would practice
a wise economy if they were to provide the force with
suite of clothing other than those they now issue. Of course
we cannot keep up a force which is not attractively clothied
-that goes without saying-but the Department loses by
not providing the men with fatigue clothing. I have montioned this before, and I am sure there would be a great saying in expense and agreat addition to the comfort of the men
if, in addition to the clothing which must be attractive and
whichîI thinkcannot beimproved upon,they had fatigue clothing. If you give one suit of clothes and send the men into
camp and compel them to do ail their work in that,you cannot
expect it to last, especially on active service. I think the
coats have worn well, but very many of the trousers have
been very imperfect. I do not say they were imperfect in
proportion to the amount paid for them, and they have been
quite sufficient for the ordinary work of camp, but it would
be a great point if the Government would issue fatigue
clothing which would be available on active service and in
camp.
Mr. MULOCK. What is the price per tunic?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Do you mean the blue or the
green or the scarlet?
Mr. MULOO.K. The dark.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. $6.64.
Mr. MULOCK. Do you know the prie. of that in
England?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I will be able to furnish the
hon. gentleman with that detail on concurrence.
Mr. CA MERON (Middlesex). I sec by last year's report
that the price paid in England for the dark tunic was $3.34,
while we paid $6.29 for the rifle, and $5.76 for the artillery
tanie. I presume the two latter are manufactured in this
oountry ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Al the dark tunice are
aanufaetured in this country. Thee oarlet have been
ir Apq&rkm QA Qi_
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imported from England hitherto, but we hope to manufhoture them in Canada. A factory has succeeded in manufacturing the scarlet cloth in Canada, and it seems to be a
success. By way of an experiment we have ordered some,
and I hope we will have all the clothing manufactured in
Canada by Canadians.
nglish
At the price
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex).
clothing has been bought ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I could not say exactly, but
the advantages are so great of having it manufaotured in
Canada and keeping our money at home, that I think they
compensate for any inerease in the price, which cannot be
much, seeing that Government importe without duty.
Drill instruction and drill pay..... ... .............. $920,000 00

SIR RICHARD CARTWRIGRHT. How many troope is
this intended to supply.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. 19,000 men and 1,607 horses.
Twelve days' drill, city corps and brigades of garrison
artillery. Drili at local headquarters. Pay by rank, without rations, 9,000 officers and men, at an average cost of
seventy-two cents per day, twelve days, $77,760 ; 385
horses at $1, 84,620, total, 882,380. Field batteries-rural
corps and brigade camps, with pay by iank, free rations,
forage and transport of officers and men, at an average of
81 each, which covers pay for horse!, 10,000 offlers and
men, and 1,222 horses, twelve dayts drill, 8132,000 ; transport, say 83 per man, 830,000; camp contingencies, $5,620,
making8167,620, and added to $82,380,makes up the 8250,000,
Mr. O'BRIEN. I must take this opportunity of making
some observations which I have already made on former
occasions. In the first place, with regard to this $40,000
for drill instruction, I again desire to say that I think this
money is badly expended. Under the present system,
offcers who are careless and inefficient, and who pay no
attention to their duties, obtain precisely the same money
as those who devote themselves in the most assiduous manmer to the same work. I have pointed out to the Minister
on previons occasions that, as a remedy for this evil, no
money should be paid under this head except to officers
who bring to the camp a corps which does possess a certain
degree of efficiency, such a degree as will show that during
the year the officers paid some attention to the work for
which they are paid. Thon with regard to the larger item
for the annual drill in camp. I think it is evident to every
one in this House that this country is making a great mistake in pursuing the system of drilling only one half of
the men every year. If a man joins in a year in
which the company does not drili, he does not get
any drill that year; he gets drill the following
year, and the third year comes round when his battalion
does not go out, so that two years out of three he gets no
drill. That is an absolute waste of money. This country,
if it is going to make an efficient militia, must do one of
two things, either reduce the active force to such a number
as it is willing to pay for having properly drilled, or it must
increase the grant and pay the whole force now in existence. I understand that the policy of the Government is
to reduce the force. They find great difficulty in doing
that for the reason that the country feels so much interest
in this force; the varions counties and cities feel se much
interestied that they spare no efforts to prevent the redue.
tion being made. So we go on with the same system from
year to year, drilling halt our force and throwing away a
large amount of money. Another point to which I wish
to call attention is this: I think it is exceedirigly unfair to
the rural battalions that the city corps should be drilled
every year and be paid for it every year. I think the experience of last year shows that the rural corps were got into the
field as quickly and in as efficient a condition as the city
corps, I know that my owin battaion, gathered from two
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of the largest counties in Ontario, was very prompt. I got
orders on the 3oth Mare6, and on the 2nd of April my battalion, fully equipped, was on the way to Carleton Place.
Now I do not think that any city corps exceeded that one
in point of rapidity of concentration Asregards efflciency,
as regards usefulness, as regards every quality, I think a
comparison would not be against the rural corps. Under
these circumstances I think it is unfair to the rural corps
that the city corps should be. paid and drilled every year,
and thereby be placed at a great advantge over the rural
corps. It tells in many ways. It prevents the offleers of
the rural corps from keeping up the mess, band and everything else that they take a pride in. It makes it almost
impossible for us to do these thinge, and the tax upon us is
very much heavier than it would be if it were not thrown
almost entirely upor the few who are willing to do
the work. The only proper way is for the Government either boldly to put down their foot and say:
We will reduce our force to 30,000, which will bring it
within the present estimate; or else we will ask the
country to give as another $300,000, that we may drill the
whole militia force as it now existe. That is the course I
should like to se the Government pursue, and I think they
are needlessly afraid in doing it. 1 think this House would
support the Minister in doing it. Either adopt the one
courseor the other, for I look upon the present system as
most unsatisfactory and extravagant.
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were sent ont by Her Majesty. We had nothing to say to
them, except to hand them over to the offoers who commanded the various corps engaged in the suppression of the
disturbanoe in the North-West. Theo ost of engraving the
modale would have amounted to $1,200. I had no appropriation, when the modale came to this country, out of
which to take the amount for that expenditure. I venture
to say, although I do not pretend to express an opinion on
such matters, that it would be imposbible to have obtalned
clasps to commemorate the difforent engagements in which
the mon had taken part, althongh suoh would have enhanced the value of the medale.
Application was
made to the Imperial Government, and it was de.
oided that claspe could not be granted. To my mind
it would have been almost absurd for the Canadian
Government
to have added to the modale sent
by Her Majesty to ho distributed to our force, and to
have supplemented Her Majesty's grant by adding some
claspa. As the modale were sent ont so we decided to
distribute them. I should like to have seen the names of
the men ongraved on thom, and I understood when the
modale were sent that tbey would be engraved. However
they came ont without the names being placed on them. It
was a matter for consideration as to whether I was justided
in making an expenditure to which 1 bave referred.
However, I think most of the officers commanding battalions have had the medals engraved with the names.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At their own expense?
Contingencies, including granta to artillery and
rifle associations.......................................
$38,000 0O
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It je a great credit to our
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This appears tobe a volanteers that their action in the field should have
very miscellaneous item. Perhaps, in connection with that, obtained public approval.
I may call the attention of the Minister of Militia to com.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
plaints which have been made by many members of the strains at gnats and swallows camels. The Government
active force, as to the sabby conduct on the part of the have not the elightest objection to spend under the Governor
Government in connection with the medale recently distri- General's warrant a million and a quarter in the course of a
buted. It appears that, contrary to the usual custom, these year without having the faintest parliamentary authority
modale were handed over without being engraved, although, for what they have done, and thn come down, throw the
I suppose, the cost would not be great. I have always papers on the Table and obtain the grant. But when it
understood that when medals were presented, the Gov- comes tot abestion of paying S1,000 or $2,000 which might
ernment had the men's names engraved upon them very properly have been expended, the Government as
It strikes me that when men went to the North-West, and conscientious qualms as to making payment. The hon,
most undoubtedly exposed themselves to very considerable entleman would nothave received the lightest criticism
hardship, and were thon presented with a modal by the for any expenditure of that kind from this aideof the House
direction of the Government, the lest they could do was to
an
ethedcase that
îdera
hade
pa t100 ose,
Lb.ae
h man 'e namoe upon iL. IL le a emal lbting in on. and if IL ho the case that officers have had te psy $100 or $200
engrave
ma
nam ea
smallothing in oneout
etheof their own pockets to have the modale engraved, the
sense, but these small thinge have a good deal ef effect o oeers deserve great credit, but the Government that has
the minds of the men. There is another matter to which I allowed them to incur that expenditure does not deserve
up
will call the attention of the Minlster. It certainly has much credit,
been unusual lu the regular service that, in the case of mon
who have been actually engaged, besides the modal, a olasp .Mr. FAIRBANK. The value of the modale would be
or clasps have usually been added with the name of the par. immensoly enhanced by the names being engraved on them..
ticular engagement in which the individual was concerned; Without that I fail to see how there is any clue of the
and I observe in one of the Bnglish official liste that some- modale being in the bande of the original person. They
thing of that kind appears to have been recommended by will increase in value with coming years, and if they were
the Major-General in command, because I saw in one of those engraved there would be les danger of the modale falling
printed statements that the Major-General bad a modal and into thebande of the wrong persons. Withont that, such
two clasps, one for Batoche and another for Fish Creek .So liability would largely detraet from their value. I do not
it is tolerably clear that the omeer in charge of the force had think the Government could by any means have deserved
recommended something of that kind. That also might very censure for doing such an at, and they will not reoeive
well have been done. It is naturat enough that men who much credit for such an homopathic dose of economy.
have been under fire should take a pride in having some
Mr. VAIL. I observe an item among the charges for
little memento, and a bar, such as is usually attaohed to contingencies which is irregular an-l I call the attention of
modals distributed in the regular service, would have cost the Minister Of Militia to it. I refer to the payment of
the Government very little, and have gone a long way with *450 to Major Macpherson of the Governor Gene-al's Foot
the mon. It is not too late to renedy those defocts in the Guards. I find that he was injured on 30th July, 1883, by
action of the Government.
a fail from his horse, and the claim tor compensation for
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am in a very unfortunate that accident does not appear te bave been made until 26th
position. It i spend too much money I am fiercely at- June, 1884, nearly a year afterwards, and the Order in Countacked by hon. gentlemen opposite; if I do not spend cil for the payment of that amount was not passed till 27th
enough I am also attacked. The hon. gentleman knows March, 1885. The regulations state thatj if lillness is
that the modal whioh were distributed to our voluntoors contracted in camp during any period of drill payment ià
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ated to sirty days' pay. There is also a provision
that in case of accident to an officer while on duty or drill
in camp there shall be a full investigation at the time by
a board of officers and evidence shall be taken in writing.
Those established regulations were not acted on in this
case. In a report made to the Cabinet by the Minister of
Militia ho states the circumstances in connection with this
matter, and recommends the payment of $450 as a special
case. In the first place there waa no authority for a recommendation of that kind, and in the next place the regulations positively state that the pay shah fnot exceed in
any case sixty days. i notice in looking over the correspondence that Major Macpherson states that ho was placed
at great trouble and inconvenience and loss of time by
those circumstances, which is no doubt perfectly correct;
but I observe that Major Macpherson is a memer of the
civil service, and that during those periods in question ho
received his salary.
So that under these circumstances it
seems to me that the order for payment is rather irregular.
I bave not Ihe slightest doubt that Mgjor Macpherson is a
good officer and a competent man, and I have no objection
to bis getting any sum he i entitled to for public service.
I think, however, that under the circumstances the payment is hardly justifiable, unless some f ti her explanation
is forthcoming.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is really a very exceptional
case. The major has never recovered from the accident
which ho experienced, I may say, in active service, because
ho was drilling bis battalion. He was put to considerable
expense. He had to consult some doctors in New York, I
believe, and for a number of weeks he could not use his
arm. Even now, ahihough it is botter, he always will suffer
from the accident ho experienced. The correspondence will
show that the matter was fully considered. In an ordinary
case I might have acted on my own responsibility as head
of the'Bepartment; but I looked upon this as a special case;
I brought it before (Jouncil, and the Order was passed for
reasong which were nbmitted to Council. Under ail the
circumtances, sand having looked at it as closely as
possible,- I think it was a small amount of money for the
injury eiperienced.
M3, VAIL. I think that ail pyments of that kind should
biobgt betre Counncil, before they are allowed. In
thia case, I migt say that I do not think the explanation of
tbi hou. gentieman fÉurnishes any justification fpr the paynitént. I do flot think he was any more entitled to this
atiit
th'an any buaeose or profes'sional man who bad n'ot
actually lost a large amount of money would ,e justified in
recelving sbuch a payrment I have knownazMi is1- of Militiai under circumstaucos equally stitdg, refuse to admit
subh paymentA,÷and I think tfht ono of&eer shouldbe treatéd
theèaime as other, unider the sanie circurthistirices.
Mr. WATSÔN. I would ask the Minister il ho intends
te provide for the new rifle associations which are being
organised in Manitoba and the North-West. According to
Colonel lHoughton's report five new companies are being
organised in Manitoba, and a number of others in the Territorie% I would ask if it is the intention to supply them
out ofthe oidinary vote.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. A grant is naade to all rifle
associations. We have provided in this vote for alf the
assoeiations whether En the North-West or elsewbere; in
the va'ious military districts that have boeu reported to us
&àproporly organised.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I see an item of contingencies last yèar amounting to $499.73 to J. J. Foote, for
printing. Is that the same gentleman who isprinting the
repért, tithwant of Vwbh the Rouse feels so much?
SiFrADOLPBR CARON. The same one,

Mr. Tam,
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Mr. CAVERON (Middlesex). Itis rather curious that the
hon. gentleman should give the printing of his Department to
this gentleman, when, according to his statement, the report
bas been delayed, because he has telegraphed to him about it.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That does not throw the
blame on him. They had been working on it night and
day, and I telegraphed to know when it would be ready.
Royal Military College of canada at Kingston... $59,000 00
Mr. VAIL. How many cadets are there there ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON, Seventy-two.
Mr. FAIRBANK. What provision ià made at th'. premt
time for supplying the cadets with horses? I uùderstand
that they formerly used the battery horses, but that they
have not been available for some time past.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hongent1sman is quite
correct. We have been unable, since the time of the break.
ing out of the troubles in the North-West, to utilise the
battery horses for the cadets of the ceiloge. When these
troubles broke out, the horses had to be supplied, not quite
completely, but almost completely. The trojibles in the
North-West reduced the number of horses at the disposal of
the commandant of the Royal Military College,. but not
expecting that the batteries would be kept away as long as
they were, we considered that it would be botter not to incur
the expense of getting a certain number of horses exclusively for the purposes of the college. I hope; however,
before long, that the batteries will be returned to the headquarters, and that the cadets will have, in that respect, the
advantages they previously possessed.
Mr. FAIRBANK. I think theon, Miner will see
that it is a matter of very mach importance that theso
young men should be thoroughly trained in horsemanship;
a military man's training le incomplete without it. It is
well known that this institution ils largely modelled on the
Military Acadamy of West Point, and there nothing receives
greater attention than the training of the cadets in horsemanship. I think bese cadets,wbose four years will soon
bç passed should not be depr!ved of te benefit of suci ,an
úmporta:f part of their training, whiîdh they could not
obtain sQ we1 aftrwardsa
tMeinrt
Mr. MUtOGR, .Iwould cial.p teng~onfo
tk the
ofckQepgh
count
tþe, lege. It p-.
ceives a certain a.mount fro l tecadets esvpryp , r lt
year it recived 16,5,
wn, lik o knombye i
that 's di rsed, The gros expeudityr lagpar wA
$ 0 ,w
4tilj
sq ygtto oly 8 ,0,m
,hat J prer
anme e saf lias d urseÃ the feg ientiend, j dPj it
app
ttq p>ethat they, ghould be grgditedlein
conpoliIpuse.¢Igould vote the w o amount
derpppt
a ntIe
ç
necessary,‡p
iletain ihp ititution.
Sir A&DOLPHE CARON. The cadets pay a perti"
amQunt for their books, clothing, &c., and that amount goes
to the credit ofitbe vote.
Mr. MULOCK. I do not think that eau be as the' eX
penditure was more than the Ho se anthorised.
bir ItTtiIiÀD CARTWRIGE,
I thikùuiyhor|ii&
la righteon>u
ad t ïe ;tfe on o h'e-nteFo
lu
inaijo
sàbould b*"càllèd te thil. There isp'doub il i aniregularify'. i alother cases the supir9e ivedis.mt gn 0T
side, and'the sum disbursed on the othei.
Èe où
l.u
think, tó have the'demsd made hèi.e' fôr whatev;er sum is
required, and credit the oonsolidâièdl f&'d wit wlaivei
the cadets paid.
Permanent Con-Pay and minen nee of
A. B and 0 BatLeriee, Sehools of &rtillery at Qiehao, Kingaon and Victoria,$B.O....

S172,700 00

Mr. CAMERON (M4ddlesex); Thanmetmnexpn d las
year was $128,000, whie w. granted 8172,000. I would
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like to know how the expenditure happened to be less than
the vote.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Because C Battery was not
provided for, but the vote was taken in anticipation of its
being organised.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex).
The amount voted last
year ineluded the entire maintenance of that corps.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Its maintenance is not
included in the war expenses ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON, No.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I suppose the same remark
will apply to the infantry school ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Certainly.
Mr. VAIL. The expense at Kingston and Quebec could
not have been the same, all the time while the corps were
in the North-West.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The han. gentleman knows
that we could not leave such places as Kingston and Quebec, with their valuable stores, without a large number of
men to guard them. Whether we paid the substitutes of
those batteries out of the war fund, or allowed the batteries
to remain on the ordinary pay list, made no difference at
all.
Construction and repaire of military properties....$75,00 00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT.

This is an increase of

$15,000 over last year; what is the reason ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is to meet the requirements
of the buildings at Winnipeg; repairs to the infantry school
and barracks. When the school was organised, the huts
were in a frightfully dilapidated state, and it was necessary
to provide for these repairs. There is a great deal to be
done.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). Will the $25,000 voted
last year complete the accommodation in London ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. If the hon. gentleman will
allow me to suggest, that item comes up in the estimates
of public works and can be discussed there, but I can tell
him that the 825,000 will not cover the whole expense.
Committee rose and reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.
Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 2.25, a.m.
(Saturday.)

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MoNDAY,

17th May, 1886.

The SPEaz&u took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PILAYRU.

BILLS WITHDRAWN.
Bill (No. 63) to incorporate the Rock Lake, Souris and
Brandon Railway Company.
Bill (No. 15) te incorporate the Medicine Hat, Dunmore
and Bouton Raîlway CJompany.
Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Alberta Railway Company.
Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Portage la Prairie and
Lake of the Woods Railway and Navigation Company.
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MONTREAL TO SALTRBURY RATLWAY.
Mr. KIRK. In answer to a question asked by me a few
days ago, the Minister of Justice said a contract had been
entered into by the Government with a company to build
the railway from Montreal vid Fredericton to Salisbury. He
also said, if a motion was made, the contract would b. laid
upon the Table. It is toc late in the Session to put a notice
on the paper, so, anticipating no opposition froin the Government, I move:
That an Order of the House do issue for a copy of the contract entred
into by the Goverument for the building of the Mhort Line Railway fbom
Montreal id Fredericton to Balisbury.

Motion agreed to.
FOURTH REPORT OF PRINTING COMMITTEE.
Mr. BERGIN moved that the Fourth Report of the Joint
Gommittee of both Houses on the Printing of Parliament be
adopted.
Mr. MILLS. I have not read the report, but I listened
to the remarks of the hon. gentleman, and I do not think
there is anything to warrant the censure of the Auditor
General which the hon, gentleman asks the House to adopt.
The intention of Parliament in appointing an auditor was
that he should be perfectly independent, and, if he abuses
his office, if he neglects his duty, there is a proper way of
calling him to account; but for a committee to undertake
to order and control the Auditor General, and then come to
the House and ask for the censure of the Auditor-General
because he does not comply with their wishes, I think is a
monstrous proposition, and would be quite as great an abuse
as to make him the mere servant of the Government. In
fact, it is altogether contrary to the spirit of the law to do
what the hon. gentleman asks the House to do. I trust
that the hon. members of this House will not sanction the
report proposed by the hon. gentleman. Certanly, if the
hon. gentleman persiste, I shall ask for a division on this
question, and that the yeas and nays shall be recorded.
Mr. BERGIN. The hon. gentleman does not appear to
apprehend the true state of the case. The hon. gentleman
says it is a monstrous proposition for a committee of this
louse to censure an officer for refusing todo his duty. We
were told the other day, from the other side of te House,
that what this House reqired was an honest audit of the
accounts. That is just what the Printing Committee of this
House asked from the Auditor General and that he refused
to do, and it was not until a month and two or three days
bad elapsed that h. consented to do that which he himself
admitted, the first time he appeared before the committee,
that it was his duty to do, that he ought to do, and would
do. As the hon. member for Perth (Mir. Trow) stated to
the House the other day, no les than half a dozen times h.
stated to the committee that he would give the certificate. If
I am correctly informed, the current account of this House,
amounting to over $250,000, was laid on the Table without
the signature of the Auditor General. Ie that an honest
audit, such as this House requires ? The committee muet
not be misrepresented in this matter. The committee had
no feeling whatever except to see that the duty of the
Auditor General was performed. They took the most
courteous way of procuring the performance of that duty
by the Auditor General, and, if they refer to his refusai,
it is because, by hie refusin for a month to perform
that duty, they were obliged o neaessity to do so.
Mr. McLELAN. I think it would b. better not to
depart from the practice we have observed, that is, that
all the accounts of expenditure in the public service should
go through the hands of the Auditor General at some
time or other. I think the diffieulty has arisen from a
misundentanding on the part of the AUditor General

